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The St. John's Rape Crisis Centre was first establisbcd in 1977 as the Rape Crisis
Cotmnittee ofthe Newfouodland Status ofWomen Council Now kDown as the
NewfoundJand and Labrador SelCUal AssauJt Crisis and Prevention Centre, this feminisI
organisation has provided assistance to victims ofsexual assauh for more than two
decades, mainly through a 24~bour volunteeT crisis line. The RCC has helped many
women deal with the aftermath ofan assauJt and has also played a major role in educating
the public and relevant agencies about the prevaleDce and effects of sexual violence
against women. Relying on interviews and archival research, my thesis documents the
vital work of women in this volunteer feminist organisation (1917-1990) and explores the
organisation, philosophies and activities of this important component in the history of the
women's movement in Newfoundland and Labrador.
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CRAP'TER ONE: OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION
Women have been on the forefront of combating violence against women on mMJY
Itvels. Lobbying for political chanee, challenging stereotypes and c:stabIisbing shellm and
services for victims coDSlitule some ofthe organised responses ofwomcn and vrolDtll'S
groups. From the 1970s., one channel for protesting violence against women. bas been the
organisation of rape crisis oentres that offer assistaocc to victims of rape wtWe lighting
society's to'crante for violence against women. I The St. John's Rape Crisis Centre (RCC)
was founded in 1977 as part of this larger movement to help victims ofrape and to
increase public aW8m'ltSS oftile problem ofsexuaJ assauh. My thesis describes the
establishment ofthe RCC and the services offered by its volunteers. The story oftile St.
John's RCC is intertwined with tha1 ofthe Newfowxiland Swus of Women CoWICiJ
(NSWC) as the RCC bcpn as II Committee oftbe NSWC.J My research on the RCC,
lberefore, necessitaled II review oftbe history of the NSWC and the rdlltio~that
developed between tbc:!c two organisations. The RCC was cstablishc:d in the context ofa
IAhbough I recognise the validity ofthe term "'survivor," 1 cboolt to ux the word
""Victim" in this context. Considering that crisis intervention work is often done with II
woman who is still strua!ina with the aftermath ofII rape or rape attempt, I believe
"W:tim" is more appropriaIe III these stages.
JIbe Newfoundland Status ofWomen Council, formed in 1972, changed its name
to the St. John's Status ofWomeo Council in 1984 to more accurately reOect ils
membership aDd focus, and to acknowledge other Status ofWorncn Councils that arose
arowxi the province. In this paper I will refer to the organisation as the Newfound.lard
Swus ofWomm Council or NSWC. lbeNSWC was the umbrella organisatioothat liter
opened the St. Jom's Women's Centre.
nationalmo~ so to provide beckground I examine the second wave of the English
Canadian women's movement and the anti-rape movement in particular. I review what
was happening on the Canadilm scene in the 19705 outIinine the pen'Uive coDl;Cpls and
ideas pertaiDing 10 rape.
rn mycxpioraaioDofthe RCC,I considerwbetber the St. John'sRCC wuan
examp~ofa radical feminisl orpnisalkln as defined by lhe litenture ofthc: 19705 and
19805. I also discuss impol"laN~ changes lhat occurred in the early 198Os,
reconceptualizing "rape" as"sexual assauh" in the Criminal Code ofCanada.
What is the history ofthe St. John's Rape Crisis CenIre? Who were these: women
who volunleered their time and etroru 10 assisting rape victims and what were their
experiences at the RCC? Was the St. John's RCC a radical feminist group? To answer
these: questions, I rely on docummu from the NewfOWldIand Status of Women CoWICiI,
as weD as fte:rview$ conducted with women who were involved with the CeuIre. In
Chapter 6. I also reflect on the process of~ing to piece together and critically
analyse the ....'OIk ofa local feminist organisatklD.
Tbc SI John's Raps Crisis Centre
The St. John's Rape Crisis Centre, currently named the NewfoWldland and
labrador Sexual Assauk Crisis and Prevention Centre, is an organisation nm by women
volunteers.) The main objectives ofthe Centre are to help educate people about sexual
assault and to assist victims of sexual assault by offering crisis intervention on a 24-bour
crisis line. Volunteers ofthe RCC are trained aDd educated about the prevalence ofsexual
assault, the aftennath for victims ofan assault and how to assist victims in a manner thai. is
sensitive aDd non-judgmental They are given informalion about medical services.,
counselling, legal issues and police resources. This infonnation can be passed on to
women who use the crisis line and the general public through presentation<> and pamphlets.
Volunteers provide presentations for schools and other organisations as well as
organize public events such as "Take Back the Night," an annual march for women and
children protesting women's vulnerability to violence. 11lere is a high turnover rate of
volwlIeers and training for new volunteers is held once or twice a year. Usually there are,
at the most, about ten 10 twelve active vohmteers at anyone lime. Periodically, money
has been available from the Canadian Associalion ofSexual Assault Centres (CASAC) 10
employ a part-time co-ordinator aDd from government to hire students in the summer.· I
was a volunteer at the Newfoundland and Labrador Sexual Assault Crisis and Prevention
Centre for sixteen mulths, from September 1997-December 1998, dwing which time I
:!This information comes from my volunteer experience at the NewfoUDdlaod and
Labrador Sexual Assauh Crisis and Prevention Centre in 1997 and 1998. I am UDllWllfC of
the process that led to changing the: name of the organisation in the 19905. It is 001
uncommon to still hear the organisation being referred to as the "Rape Crisis Centre." I
will refer to it as such (ReC) throughout the remainder of my thesis.
4See Chapter 4 for more infonnation on CASAC.
participated in the activities and events oftbe Centre.
Introduction to the Participants
In Chapter Five, I descn1Je the experiences oflbc: women interviewed. As I do
refer to the interviews in earlier chapters, it seems more fitting to brieOy introduce them
here. As records were scarce: and the women did not always recollect exactly when they
were part ofthe RCC, 1 am offeq estimated time frames (see Appeodix I).
Diane Duggan was identified by nearly all the women I interviewed as the foUDding
person of the RCC. Diane was the chair of the Rape Crisis Committee that later became
the Rape Crisis Centre. Her involvement and work in the RCC is considered in Chapter
Five in more depth than the other volunteers., since she was the longest standing member,
working within the RCC until beT death in 1989. Wendy Williams was more intimately
connected with the Women's Centre and the NSWC in the early 19705 and was involved
in the buying of the property on Military Road wtUch served as the Women's Centre.
Wendy volunteered with the RCC, as well, taking beT tum on the crisis line and
participating in training ofnew volunteers. Ruth Roach Pierson was also involved with
both the Women's Centre and the RCC. She spent time on the RCC crisis line in the late
19705. Mary Doyle was one oftbe first group of women ftom outside the Women's
Centre to be trained as a RCC volunteer and remained an active member uotil 1989. June
Petten also believes she was part oftbe first group of volunteers, in the late 19705. Mary
Aylward is now in her late 70s and remembers volunteering back when the RCC was &irly
Ahhough we could nol caJculate the exact dates., Mary figured it was the late 19705.
Cathy Duke started with a worlcterm placement at the Women's Centre and returned to
volunteer with the RCC when she graduated from Memorial University ofNewfoundland,
also mthe 1970s.
Beth Lacey was co-ordinator of the NSWC Women's Centre from 1983 to 1987
and handled the RCC crisis line during her daytime work hours. Pam 'Thomas became a
volunteer in the mid·19805 and remained involved until 1989, when she and one other
volunteer took over the RCC for several monlhs while there was few volunteers. After
training a new group, Pam stopped volunteering but actually went back again a few years
later and again volunteered for a year. Janet Lee Chafe volunteered with the RCC in the
late 1980s. possibly into 1990. She came to the RCC from Iris Kirby House, 8 shelter for
abused women. Janel8vailed of the services oflris Kirby House to escape an abusive
panne,.
The methods by wtUch I found and interviewed these women will be outlined later
in this chapter.
Thesis Oueslions
My first goal for this thesis was to gather and compile the documents and written
sources ofinfonnalK>n pertaining 10 the RCC. Together with interviews ofwomen who
were: volunteers I boped to piece together a history ofthc: organization, as 00 such
compilation existed. I also wanted to acknowiedge the work of the RCC volunteers. I
believed that the RCC offered a valuable service to victims of sexual assauh and that the
organization, through its profile and public awareness. had helped change society's
perception ofscxuaI violcnce.
The third aspect ofmy investigation was to analyze the: RCC in termsofits
feminist philosophy. Most anti-violence organizations were, and still are to some extent,
associated with radical feminism. In its most general formulation the goal of the radical
feminist movement was the elimination of sex roles, or sexism (Koedt, Levine and Rapone
vii). Radical feminism argued that an individual woman's problems wue not in fact
idiosyncratic, but rather were a product ofsexist ideology and institutions. One of the
most defining characteristics ofradical feminism was its rejection of the state. The
patriarchal system, according to radtca.l feminists, needed to uprooted, not reformed. The
fight was not to set women into social and cukural institutions, but to change the
institutions. The distinction often made by radical feminists was that they were fightin&
for women's "liberation" from sex role stereotyping, whik other feminists fought for
women's "rights" to take equal places with men. The issue ofphysica1 violence against
women was seen by radical feminists as the ultimate example of men exercising power
over women's bod)es. My question then, was wbether the RCC was a radK:al feminist
OrganizatiolL I explore different feminisms and their basis in Chapter Two.
I believe it is important for readers to know more about me as a rescarcbet and
writer than the fact that I am a Women's Studies graduate student and a former volunteer
of the NewfoWk1laOO and Labrador Sexual Assault Crisis and Prevention Centre.
Knowing more about my b&ckgroUDd and my goals in writing this thesis will help the
reader to better understand my perspective as well as assist me in acknowledging my own
subject positions.
I have always fek aD awateoess of being treated differently as a girl and young
woman. From the gendered division ofchores in our home to differential treatment by
teachers and school principals throughout my school years. I knew that expectations were
different for boys and girls. I saw restrictions placed on me and on my behaviour be<:ause
of my gender. This early awareness gradually developed into a rejectkm ofsexism and
other social injustices. When I was fourteen I became involved in a grass-roots
organiwion called Youth for Social Justice which brought young people together to
discuss issues such as illiteracy, poverty, oppression, racism and sexism. Wc:eldong camps
involved discussions of injustices and inequities., thus heightening my awareness and
interest. In mgh school my essays and projects focused on viotence against women, sexual.
harassment and gender inequality. In university, I took Women's Studies undergraduate
courses and found Iike·minded individuals with whom I could converse, discuss and work.
against these injustices. Jbecame involved with the Women's Resource Centre at
Memorial University ofNewfouodJand and later decided to volunteer at the RCC.
As a volunteer at the RCC, I experienced a wonderful sense of belonging. There. I
met others wOO were saddened and outraged at the injustices that women filc:e every day.
I met women who were angry that their gender made them vuIneratW: to assault and who
wanted to help improve the quality of life for all women by working for change. Tbe
training required and provided by the RCC was extensive. For four Saturdays we listened
to information from a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary representative, a Crown
Attorney. a physician wOO was on the Sexual Assault team, a psychologist. a rape survivor
and others who would help us explore our own feelings and ideas about sexual assauh, as
weU as give information that would help us to help caUers. Like others at the Centre, I
was prepared for the task ofbeing available to help women who called the crisis line.
What I was unprepared for was the aroount of work involved in keeping the
Centre operational I found myself tired of spending time fundraising and doing other
tasks that were necessary but which took a lot ofencrgy. It seemed we were going month
to month never kDowing whether there was enough money to pay basic costs. I left the
Centre after sixteen months to move on to other things because 1 feh I could DO kll1ger
invest as much time and energy as it seemed to require.
I was surprised at bow much effort went into fundraising to pay for rent and the
crisis line and I wondered how volunteers before us bad dealt with these issues. 1bere
was little infonnation available about fonner activities or volunteers of the Centre and in
faa. there was no historical documemar:ion at the office at all, even though the RCC bad
been open for more thaD twenty years. My interest to the Centre became less focused on
current aetivaies and broadened to encompass the whole hislory of the Centre. How had
it SlaI'ted? Who else: had voludarily baDdk:d crisis calls before this group? I decided thai.
this would be a va)' U8eful and vahIabie project for my thesis -to record the history oflbe
Centre by compiling any existine infonnatioo andint~ the women who bad been
invol\'ed with the organisation over the years.
As a researcber, I do not claim to approach this subject with objectivity. Pan of
my appreciluion for the work and contnllutions of such groups came from my experiences
as a Rape Crisis volunteer. I staned this project with lhc opinion that work oftbis
organisation and others like it was valuabk: and necessary. I also wanted to help facilitate
the cominued existence ohhe Centre. My intention is to present, as accurUely as possible,
the stories ofw women I interviewed and with tbaL, ptece together some ofw history of
the RCC. Thal said, the narntive thai I bave helped construet with the women I
interviewed will not be tM history. I do not believe that for a particular evmt, there is ODe
true story, but rather that there rmIl)' truths and many incerprewions of a~ evem.
It is~ to Iiclo'J,)wlcdge that not ollly are there different~ of
the eveDt5 aI the ROC, there are stories 1hal conflict with each other. 1be women t
interviewed sometimes gave different repons oftbe philosophy of the Catsre. Akbouab
there is the possibility thai participants wett purposely untru1hfu1, this mo~ ~ely is a
~fIec1ion of the variety ofexperieuces and positions hekJ by those within the organisation.
Not aU oftbe women could remember others that were in\lOlved at the same time.
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The resean::ber's CW'I"C:!lt ideology shapes the construction of memory (Sanplcr 8),
as well as the context of the narntive, including who is interviewed and for whit purpo~.
As Joan SaPgsler wriles., thc "'inl~ is a bistorical document created by the agency of
both the interviewer and interviewee'"(IO). As with any rc:sean::h project. the process and
end product is oecess:arily inftucnccd by my biases. I swted wkdc:ering ar. the RCC with
the be6efthat RCCs were necessary for women and provided a Kn1~ that benefited
victims ofsexual assauh. l began lhis research project with the same seotimeul and hope
that the women who did the work would be acknowledged and appreciated. These biases
no doubl ca.n'I: through in my interviews and shaped the responses and tone: oftbe
interviews. In the final product I have made judgements about what is relevant. and
uhimately wbaI. has been inr:tudcd and omitted. What I have chosen to write abJut is very
much a resuk ofwho I am and wbat my expc:riences have been.
w__..,.
In her book., \Vhy Hilton Mann feminist historian Gttda Lerner ddinc:s history
as the ..... archivesofh~ experience and oftbe thoughts of past generations; history is
ow coUectivc memory" (52). Women are balfofhwnankind and have carried out balfthe
world's work and duties. thus comtitutc halfthe human experience. Yet in recorded
history, women are margiDalised. This '"selective forgetting" is grounded in patriarchal
values which present and record the activities oCmen as inhertntJy more significant and
important than those ofwomcn. This lack ofrecorded information is consistent with the:
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notion of traditional history as a record of important men and public activity. History,
traditionally, has been considered in maIe-centred tent'lS. Women have been left out often
because the questions asked were inappropriate for women.
The study of women's history emerged out oftbe women's bDeration movement of
the 1960s and 19705 as weD as a scholarly interest in social movements sucb as the
suffi"age campaign (Kealey 961--62; Thurner 12246). Initially, the field's concentration
tended to be in three major areas: hislorical ideals of femininity, biographies of the "great
women" or "women worthies," and analyses ofcolJectivc women's movements (Thurner
123). The"great women" were comparable to the "great men" of history. Ruth Pierson
and Alison Prentice believe that endea\lours to unveil female heroines bad important
morale·building value. "insofar as they reveal[ed] to women precedents for their
participation in the public realm ..... and provided ..... examples ofthe public exercise of
female energy and competence" (41). However, in time. historians realised that these
approaches were imitations ofthe standards and parameters oftraditional history. 1bey
were merely fitting women into the definitions of traditional historical figures.
Feminist historians became increasingly interested in developing new conceptual
models that better reOectcd their questiom. and concerns. Joan WaUach Scon cbaIIenBes
the framework ofconventional history in her introduction and use ofthe term ..herstory,'"
which she defines as researehing and documenting history that makes women and
women's activities the focus of inquiry (18-19). Scott lists three possible uses for a
hersloIY. II can demonstrate women's essential likeness 10 men as historical subjects as it
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attempts to fit PeW subjects (women) into accepted historical categories, as was the case
in earlier studies that told the stories of women rulers aDd heroines who achieved weahh
or status for e~le. It may also be used to challenge accepted interpretations of
progress or regress as June Socbcn writes in HerSliuy· A WOman'!! View ofAmeric:an
The history orttle United States is a grand success story from one point of
view and a grand &iJure from another. It is a story oftbe growth,
expansaorl, and development ora continent - and at the same lime the story
of the destruction ofthc native American Indian population and the
despoliation oCtile natura11aDdscape. It is the story ofmateriaJ
accwnulation and human impoverishment. It is the rhetoric offreedom and
the reality ofrepressing women, blacks, and American Indians (3).
There is also a ditferent sort of investigation lhat"departs from the framework of
conventional history and offers a new narrative, different periodi7ation and differetu
causes. It can be used to illuminate the structurcs ofboth ordinary women's lives as well
as those ofnotable women, and to discover the nature oCthe feminist or female
consciousness that motivaled their behaviour" (8oon 19). The central aspect of this
approach is a focus on female agency; on the active role played by women in their history
and on the qualities ofwomeD's experiences that distinguish them from men's. This
recognitton ofa "women's cukure" took place amid the emergence of studies dealing with
moments ofhistory when such a cukure still existed and could be recorded (Dauphin et al
65). Evidence consists of women's expressions. ideas and actions. The heTstory approach
has consequences for historical scholarship. It refutes the claim that women t..ve DO
history or significant contributions. 11 goes further to aher the standards ofhistorical
13
signi6cance and demonstr8tcs that sex aDd geuder need to be conceptualised in historical
terms (Scott 20).
Books expIoriDs women ill bislory can reach as far b8ck as the !IeW'Dteedb eeuury
to teU us about women writers and other women who kft records. For example. Susan
WISemIO and lsobel Gnmdy exp~rewomen and writin& in the seventeenth and
eighteenth-<:entury in their book W0DJm Writing History· 1640 - 1740. In openina the
field ofwomen's history, feminist scholars felt compelled to emphasise the contnbutions
of women, sometimes neg'ecting class and ethnic biases. Earlier studies also paid little
anention to the ditTerem experiences of immigrant, disabled. lesbian and non-white
women. Ho~. as the 6ekl has developed. feminist historians have become critical of
their own methodologies aDd approaches. More recent works anempc. to iPclude the
VOK:esofall women. incWiog those who were previously left outofwbite. North
American "'''omen's history. Carolyn Ross Jolmslon,. in her anic:1e ''In the White Wormn's
Image" reviews recent c:omibutions to ongOtDg cxpIorations ofNIItive Americao ~ory
and the field ofblack women's historiography is examined in FOD Louise Gordon's essay,
'1lIe Eru:rgftx:e ofBlack Women's History"' (Johnston 20S-18; Gordon 121.36). tf2U
Passing Phase' Re;lajmjns l.qbians in History 1"*1915 isanothcr ~leoflltteqM
to document the livesof~ women, in this case, lesbian womm. Contemporary
research interest iD race, ethnicity, class and other W:lentittes is grounded in cutrml: political
discussions and debeks. As Dubinsky et al. assert, the issues and coocems oftbc: 19705
women's movemenl shaped women's history,just as today's WOrneD'Smo~ informs
"feminist history (xx). This growing body of literature not only records women's work and
contributions to society but cbaUcngcs the accepted notion ofbistory.
In their research. feminist bislorians reflect their own concerns and inclinations
about what is worthy ofSludy and those oCtlleir times. As a feminist researcher, I see my
research projeet as an inteanJ link to what other feminist historians have done before me.
My interests are growlded in a desire to acknowledge and document a very important
contn"bution ofa group afNewfowxlland women; an example ofbow women work
together to provide a service that is needed in their community. I want to make their
work and contnbution public and a pa.."'t ofour province's history. Ahbough I do nol
believe that aU women are the same or their experiences identical. I do believe there are
historicaUy constructed gender difkrences. resuhing in a "gendered experience." I agree
with Lerner that "'all of women's history deals with subjects who are gendered women.
women functioning under patriarchy and with the weight ofa gendered past on their
shoWders" (208). To compensate for the androcentric bias that has clouded lUstory, my
research topic and approach are WOmlllH:eDtred.
'W'hy document a biSON oftbe Rape Crisis Centre?
As I learned more about the RCC and became involved in its activities, I realised
that it provided an invaluabte seT'Yice to the people of this province and one that was
unique in its focus 00 victims ofsexual assauh. I was surprised to learn that it was nol
govemment·funded and that aU the people there, with the exception ofooe part-time co-
IS
ordinator. were volunteers. My continued involvement with the RCC strengthened my
commitment to the Centre and its mandate. I expressed interest in Socking back through
the years to see what other volunteer groups there had done: what were their goals and
visions for the centre, how had the centre changed in the twenty years since it opened?
Why was there was no documentation of past volunteers or activities, when the RCC bad
been around since the 191057
There arc several plausible explanatioos for the lack of recorded infonnation. The
women who established the St. John's Rape Crisis Centre were volunteers. Perhaps, in
the beginning, nobody thought that tbe Centre would last as long as it has, or perhaps it
was decided thai documenting the activities woukt nol be useful. The women, who likely
had fuU·time or patHUne paid labour, as weU as families to attend to, might have found
their volunteering so demanding. there was no time for record keeping. Perhaps concern
for protecting the confidentiality ofthe users ofthe Centre and the crisis line translated
into not creating any sort ofdocumentation system or destroying documeot" iftbcy were
created. Over the years, papers could have been lost, misplaced, or scattered among
volunteers. Whatever the reason for the lack ofdocwnentation, I believed it was
important to compile anything thai was relevant to the Centre. Ev~n though there was no
obvious colJectionofmaterials, 1 imagined there might be docwnents at the NSWC
Women's Centre, where the RCC was once housed, or in individuals' personal possession.
I also knew that there were women in St. John's who were valuable resources in
coUecting infonnation about the RCC, espccialIy former volunteers.
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My decision to document the history of the RCC is premised 00 Lerner's
conviction that history serves to satisfy a variety ofhuman needs. She writes that as
memory, a documented history keeps aIive the e1CpCricoces, deeds and ideas ofpeopk of
the past. It connects past and future and becomes a source ofpersonal identity. As
cuhural tradition, history serves to unite diverse groups. As explanation, historical events
become illustrations ofphiJosophies and of broader interpretive frameworks. 'The past can
become evidence, model, contrast to the present, S)'DlboI or challenge. Organisations. as
well as groups ofpeople (fiunilics. religious groups, nations) aU rely on their history to leU
them who they are, as well as where and what they came from It is a source ofpridc for
many. A distinct history gives groups value and credibility (Lerner 116-22).
I believe that it is important for the RCC to have a history for two main reasons.
First. it will be a testamenl to the many women over the years who were dedicated enough
to keep the Centre: going, despite the hard work and commitment it took. The Rape Crisis
Centre, like countless other women's organisations, is a testimony to women's attenlioo to
social justice issues. Where government and society fail, women have historically come
together, organised themselves, and provided the service they deemed necessary.
Documenting the history oflbe Rape Crisis Centre is an acknowkdgemcDt oftbe work
and cootnbution ofw individual women who made this service possible. Secondly, a
history may provide a sense ofcontinuity in a world where many women feel ostral::ised
and alienated. Lerner writes that by grounding one's identity in some coUectivity with a
shared past - be that collectivity defined by race, sex, class. etbnicily, religion or
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nationality - one acquires stability and basis for community (118). I would add
"philosophy,.. "activities." and "struggles" to thatlisl. The RCC is a place where women
can connect with other women, and ifthere is a history there. they can place themselves
among a long line of feminists who abo fought for rights and social justice for women.
In my exploration oftbe~ ofsecond-wavc feminism in Canada. and the antj..
rape movemml oftbe 1970s, I draw on literature from both Women's Studies and
History. In searching through documents and archival material, my association with the
6ekl of historical research is evident. and the end product bas obvious historical
implications, as it will add to the history oftbe women's movtment in our province.
MdllodolocY
In keeping with Scott's ideas about research that focuses on women and women's
activities, one ofmyquestioDS became"What is the berstory oftbe St. Jobo's Rape Crisis
Centre?" To give aD account oftbe activities of the RCC, I relied on docummls from the
NSWC. as well as interviews ( conducted with women who were involved with the
Centre. To provide a view oftbc RCC in the broader context oCtile women's movement.
I have relied on literature and writings about the establishment ofother Canadian rape
crisis centres. I abo ask whether the RCC's philosophy was a radical feminist one. as anti-
violence organisaHons were generally considered to come from a radical feminist
perspective. In my thesis, I also focus on the volunteers and try to describe what their
volunteering meant to them..
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In choosing this research topic, ( had 10 consider the realistic limits of my
resources and timeline. I chose to include lhe years 1977·1990 in order to impose a
framework that would be 1IJIl..Qll8eab1e for a master's level thesis. Since there appeared to
be no ev\dence ofa herstory already OOcumeDled. it seemed logical to begin at the
beginning and include the estabIisbmml: and early years oftbc RCC. I dcsignalcd 1990 as
the end date because in the history of the RCC. 1990 signifies the end ofan era. Diane
Duggan,. who was central to the establishmmt and development oftbe RCC. died in 1989.
After her death, two other volunteers stepped in to lead tbe organisal:ion, bringing with
them changes that woukl continue in the 19905. As of 1990, the RCC was well
estabtished and still housed in the we. allowing for tbe possibility offiDding
documentation among the boxes of material at the NSWC. These' thirteen years constitute
a significaDt period for the RCC and a broad enough timespan to observe: changes and
document establisbc:d patterns.
My first step was to search for any existing documents from or pertainina to the
Rape Crisis Centre. The: present day NewfowxUand and Labrador Sexual Assauh Crisis
and Prevention Centre did oot have any sort ofdocumentation dating beck before 1993.
Looking through unorganised boxes ofarcbival material at the Women's Cenlre, I foWld
,.
very little that was directly reWed to the RCC.J I did fiDd it useful, however, to lad
tlwough minutes oflhe meet. oftbe NSWC. 'The Rape Crisis Cemre began as a
comninee ohm: NSWC, so there was reJcvut infonn-tion about its cstabIisbmcat in the
fik:softbe NSWC.6 Logbooks. kepi 111 the Women's c:entrc siIx:c its begiming. abo
reveak:d Unportanl iofol1Qltion.' In fBct, these two sources, the minutes ofNSWC
meetings and the daily logbooks kepi at the NSWC Women's Centre. became the tOcal
documents for my rescan::h..
I continued to search for documeRWion in more public places, such as the Queen
Elizabeth II Library (QE II) at Mermrial University ofNewfowxJland. The QEII bas an
arc:bivaI section, where one can search through microlilm. copies ofold DeW5plIpef'S. Usins
the meeting minutes and logbooks as guides, I found some newspaper anieles about the
RCC and others that quoted representalNes aCme RCC. I visited the Ceum: lOr
NewfoUDdiaDd StWies (CNS) located in the QE II, which keeps foldc:rs oflocal and
~ informaaion p1hcted III the Women's Cenuc tbld was directly related to the
RCC .... b=__ ODd <I<posO<d at the Cam< fi>t NewXMmdIood SIUda, Qo-.
EIizJbetb II LiInty, Memorial UniYersity ofNewfouodJaDd. Documeuts are Iocatcd
within the CNS boldinp, either iDdepaIdeutJy (iftbere is IQ author. title and subject or
within the "Rape Crisis cmre" verticaJ fiJc.
6Tbese documents t.ve DOW been collected Md deposited lit the Provincial
ArcbNes ofNewfowxllaDd aDd Labrador: Status ofWomcn Councll. St. 101m's Women's
Ccntrefood.s.MG 1004.
'The logbooks renain at the St. John's Stcus ofWomm CoUDCil Women's
C<nue.
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a small me ofapproximately five articles about lbe RCC aod also kept • me 00. DiaDe
Duggan. I viewed SI:Vl:I1ll tapes that "\Ie infonD8tion about the RCC at the JocaI
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation lebision station.
I did oot fiDd a lot ofdocumentation. MoSi ofwbal: I fOund were references to the
RCC and DOt cIocumems gaxraled by the RCC. Prior to sc..tDg this rc:aeardI project. I
lalked infol'1Da1ly with people and was prepared for this lack ofwritten or printed
information by and about the RCC. My goal, however, was DOt only to UDCOWT what
documentation existed, but also to combine that infornwion with what women
remembered about tbe RCC.
Interviewing was. chosen research method in this instance because it "olJi:n:
resc:an:bers aa:ess to people's ideas, thoughts. and memories in their-own words"
(Reinbm:z 134). GeoenDyorallJisloriesdescMe abroad look at • WOImD'stite. wbcreas
inkrvicws focus on a pmtEullrexperience or pbmomr:ooo (Rrinban: 130). I see this
rnearch project as bavmg &cds afOOth. Oral. testimony G in'41uable for historians who
&ce .lackofwrittm documems, as I did. Reinbarz reports that feminists have used oral
hislory to "express affinity and admiration for other women" and to "expiore the meanin&
ofevenls in the eyes ofwomm" (134). These aims are present in my researcb goaJs.
Feminist oral history acknowlcdges DOt only the value ofwomm's lives, but their
contnbutions to issues ofsocial justice. as weD. I sbarc: Rc:inbaI'z's belieftIE oral history
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encourages idenli6c:alion amana women through the f'CICOgDition ofcorunon experiences
(135).· I hoped that my work might provide the RCC volunteers ofyesterday aDd today
with tbe sense ofbcbngin@andpurposethatcomeswithhavingone'so'WDhistory.
To find potem&a.l puticipaDts, I seut letters (0 several local women's OrganisatioDS
to introduce mysel£ dc:s:ribe my raearcb and.tva'tise that I was scc:Icme to imerview
wennen who bad volumeered II the RCC (see Appendix 2). I placed ad\Iatisemc:nts in
two Memorial University DeWSpllpeI'S: the MYK aDd the~ as well as a Letter 10 the
Editor ofthe~ requesting that former volunteers contact me (see Appendix: 3).
These methods dX1 nol prove very productive as they Petted only two voluol:eers. Using
the minutes ofNSWC meetiDgs..1 col:nl*d a list ofnames of'lo'lOlneD wb;) bad c:xpressed
ner$ in rape trisis scrvicc:s. I scot these names to ODe ofmy supervisors who advised
me to seek assislance from two other women who were in St. John's and involved in the
women'smovemmt in the 19705. (sent the list to Jane Robinson at the WOIDCD'S cmre
and Dorothy Robbins ofWomm's Policy Office oCtile Government ofNewfoUDdIand aDd
labrador askiDg wbcthcr they misht be abk to sbcd some Iigbt 00 the whereabouts oftbe
women. I Iookcd though local dftc10ries to fiDd lelepbooe numbers aDd telepbooed
aboll: • dozen people. One 'I1o'OIDU said six bad DeVa' been invotved Mh the RCC. FIft
women rctumcd my can. ODe ofwbom was DOt. IOrmer volunteer oftbe RCC but bad
worked closely with the organisation. I also did a search on the Internet aDd attempted to
email some former voluntects. Three fonner vohmcers respoDded to inquiries over email.
TbBt is bow (coUected the DlImeS oftbe inlervitwees.
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I iderviewed. in penon. eiab1 ofthe ten WOIDeD whose experimcc:s I reilde m
Chapter Five. IntOrmMion about the late DiaDe Duggan. who was ccatral to the
estabIistJIDm and continuation oflhc RCC. was gicanc:d fiom the iDIerviews aod prid
sources, such as DeWspaper atticles. The other woman I did oot interview penonally was
Ruth Roach Pierson, who answered my questions OVtt e-a:.i.J. from ToroQlo.
I interviewed the eigl:l women in various locations. I One interview look place at a
coffee sb;)P. oat at a hotel, ttnc It the woman's pbcc ofwark., two at my~ aDd
one in a WOtmll'S home. At each iolerview I brougbl two copies o{tbe COD!all inm(see
Appeudix 4). The coosem fOrm outtiDr::d bow I inlended to protect the idc::I:U.ies of
women who did DOt wish to be iIiemified. aDd my pian to allow them. the opportuDity to
review the!*' of the thesis that pertains to tbcir interviewand/or invotvemem with RCC.
The consent form also stated that the woman had the right to refuse: to IlII5WCI' any
questions. to end the interview lit lUI)' time and to withdraw from the~b project at
all)' time duriDg the raean:b phase. Information about how the data I c:oBected would be
recorded., stored IIIlId distributed was included a:s ~u. In a Wet colbcl, the~
were given~ specific iIliHmmioo about where the resarcb materials would be kept. I
asked e.:h~ to mid the c:omcat fOrm aod to cin:ie appropriate 1'apOCRS. We both
sigoed two cousent forms. I wrote my tciepbooe DUmber on their copy so they would
know bow to reach me and would have a copy for their records.
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As it bappc:ned. DODe afme women wished to mnam anonymous an:t olliyooe
indica1ed that sbewas not interested in reviewingtbe thesis8l a later dale.' AD oftbe
participants IIIISWefed all my quesaioas and remained in me project for tbe duration. I
found the women very forthcoming in their descriptions oftheir involvement willi the
Rec. I believe all participants answered my queslioDS to the best oCtileii' kDowkdge. In
fact. many women shared very persoral stories with me thal related to their invotwmmt
with the RCC or thiDgs that WCTC bappeDiIlg iD their liveS at that lime. For the most pet.
the inlerviews ended wbeu I iDdicated I did DOt ba~ any ID)I'e quesaioos. AU ofthe
women agreed to be audiGtaped. aIthougb some women did iDWcate for me (0 DOt record
paruofthcir interview aad otben lite aetUaIty taped saying things "'otrthe record.". gave
each partK:ipaot an opponwtity to voice coocems or ask questions. Most did DOt have
questioas but indicated interest in what I would find as I carried out tbe research.
The inlerview was semi-structurcd. as I bad an intCTView scbeduJe but only
coDSUhed it periodically (see AJlpeodix 5). I hoped that this would alJow the women to
talk about wbaI was most meD1afuI for them. What they decided to talk about first,. or
at grc:ar.1cogth. would~ wballbcy coDSiden:d to be a promincnl aspect ofthe RCC.
or was pcticu1arly rekvlmr. to Ibem. Also, this method would allow tbe women to relate
the coDDeCtions they bad rmde without my influmcing the organisation oflheir thoughts
and opinions. This. I hoped, minimiKd the danger that my JftI)lU'Cd qucstiom misbt
~ panic.... did tn'ir:w her conuibutions later. when I otre:red to seod them to
her over email
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unduly influence the women's responses with ideas of what I was looking for aDd, as a
researcher. what aspects I deemed important.
I asked tbe participants to start by telling me what they remembered about their
initial contact with the RCC. I referred to the interview scbedtde periodically to maintain
some level ofconsistency across interviews and to ensure we bad covered the d.ifIerent
areas I was interested in, in addition to what the participant chose 10 talk about. I always
gave the participants a cbaoce to add anything at the end oftbc interview, wbcu I bad DO
further questions. Some oCtile women iDquired about who else I had contacted or
interviewed, and also about my findings thus far. At such an early stage, however, I did
oot feel comfortable talking about findings or the names ofallier participants. Interviews
Lasted about an bour. I asked participants 10 call me iftbey remembered anything else
after the interview was finisbcd. Tbcre were no foDow-up calls to give more information.
I traD:SCnbed each interview in full within two or three weeks oftbe ioterview.
Through recordiDg,listeniDg and 6Da1Iy reading each interview, I fc:k I bad ample
opportunity to fiuniliarisc rnyselfwith each woman's contribution and begin analysis oftbe
data as an entity. AImoSi a year after the initial interview, I contacted the particip80ts
again via telepbooc: or email. I sent each woman excerptS from my thesis, which included
all references to that person aDd their interview with enough text to provide context ror
the statements. Participants were asked to contact me within three weeks to give
feedb8ck aDd to allow for timely submission oftbe final doc~.
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Six of the women COOUICted me and there were a few suggc:stiollS iJr miDor
cbangcstbat would clarify J:WtSoftbeir contribution. Ooe asked that I edit a quotation.
for example, that she felt was a link incobermt and aootber elaborated on what she meanl
by a particular senteoce. One participant inquired about my analysis ofbow the volunleen
felt about avine aDd my astenaoD that they Deeded to have • 4egitimate I"CUOn" 10 do
so. I asked ifshe disagreed with this analysis. but she only wK:cd concern thal it would
not be clear to readers tbat il was 1ft}' analysis,. as it dosely followed coDtributioas from her
iotcrvicw. For the most part, the puticipaDts wa'C pleased with my iDterpretatioDS oftheir
Etlan. Cou.....tiotu
For the Panicipams and the Rssgan;bq
I was cormJittcd to iDleMewing the participants sensitively aod presemiDg their
coDbDnioas as accurately 8$ possible. My obligation to eacb~ spmncd the
eDlire process b:twever. wbicb iDcludcd coasideriDg possibie consequences tOr the
participult as a resuhof~ ill this research. This infIumced my decision aboW:
wbal mfOnnI1ion to iDclude ill the final documem. Throughout this~ proc:c:ss I
gained knowJed&e about vay penona! details ofpc:ople's lives and cil"cumstaoees. I have
included wbat J considered relcvanllo the history ofthe RCC, as I collected the data. In
hindsight. I can see J was guiky ofattempting to "stick to the facts" and in doiD& so,
missed opportunities to Nrtber explore the sometimes vay ilcricate overlap between
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"work at the RCC" and the penoDalIiYc:s oftbe women.. Evm though DODC oftbe women
iDWcated lhal they would~ to rerr:Ul3DObYJnOus. I J.d to consider bow their
participation and c:onttibutioos, as well as my documemation ofthem, coukl oeptivdy
affect them m ways they migbI DOt amicipate. In 0Iaptc:r Five. I explore the personal
experic:b::es oftbe women. who were involved in the RCC and what their~D
mean: to them. Some iDtcratmg questions emerged from my research thai dcscnoe further
analysis., such as that oflesbian invotvemem..
Despite my observation that the work and activism of lesbians was integral to the
establishment and devekl'pmem aCthe RCC, it is still not safe for some to be open about
their sexuality. Although some oftbc women I inleniewed are out a spoke vay
directly aDd frankly about their sexual orieDtation and their experiences, DOC all oftbcse
women are out to the colDDJllity, to their &milies or to the public. In the interests of
maiIuiDmg the ID05l cthicaI tre8tIDm1 ofall participants. I have CboSlCll to keep aD
~ 8mb)'nIOUS in the KCtion in Oaapcer Frvc where I coPSider the c:ollb'ibutiom
ofiestMDs IOOfe closely. I regret tt.l1 cannot attribute the coDtribulious of this scmoo
and IllUDe each woman wbo sbIred her feelings with me.
ADotber diImma with this section ofmy thesis is that as a beterogexuallll'OlDm1, I
am oot a member of the group I am writing about. I cannot profess to identifY wiI.h. oor
fully understand, the experiences oflesbian women in the women's movement in general
or in the RCC in particular. However, rdo believe that Jesbiao invotvemcnr. is a crucial
compooem oftbc berstoty of the RCC.just as it is an iDlegral part oftbe~
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movemml as a whole.
I have decided to ouly write about the voNnteers 1 Move interviewed. aDd about
Diane Duggan. AltbJugh I fouDd other -.omen's names lImOog docummts and
participants voludeered information about other women,. I did QOt reel it would. be
appropriate to wrU about their iDwlw:meot without speakiDg to them or obWniDa tbtC'
consent. I do refer to other women invoM:d in cases where the information is gathered
from a publisbed source. I did uy to contact an the women whose oamcs I found in tbe
minutes aDd logbooks oCtbe NSWC as members orlbe RCC. If they are oot included, it is
because J could not comact them,. they did DOt respond to messages from me or they
decliDed to be interviewed. To the extent that this bappmed., it is unfortw1B1C, as part of
my intent was to ackDowiedac the work ofwomm in this community.
For the Newfoundland and lIhpdor Sexya.I Assault Crisis and PrmpIjon Centre
The NcwfOwxIImd IDd t..bndor SexOO. Assauk Crisis and~ Ceatre was
made aware ormy deOOoD 10 pursue this topic as pert army Master's degree early in the
process. I discussed the project briefly~Michelle Smith, who was the co-ordinator at
the time. She- iniOnned me that I misbt face some difficulty in 60ding documeul.s and.
women to interview, but was abo helpful in offering names of women who might be
interested in my study. The University Research Ethics Comtnittee suggcseed the
Newfoundland and Labrador Sexual Assault Crisis and Prevention Centre be involved at
the level ofcontacting former volunteers. I offered this 10 the members orlbe Centre. but
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they declined, citing that they were already heavily burdeocd with work and that siDce they
were not involved in the research. they might be: seen as promoting the project or having
some input into it, which was not the case. This document then has been researched and
compiled comp~e1y indepmdenlly ofthe Newfoundland and Labrador Sexual Assault
Crisis and Prevention Centre. I do bope however lhal: the Centre benefits ftom my
research. I bave also offered 10 give the Centre access 10 any files or documents I UIICOveT
in my search and to present information to them when the research is fin:isbed.
LimiUltiou of.be Reseaneb
Due to limitations oftimc and resources, tbis endeavour is necessarily limited in its
focus. Like any research lhat relies on informants to come forward and give their
perspective, this project reflects the experiences oftbe nine women I interviewed. all of
whom were white and lived in St. John's, Newfoundland in the 19705 and 19805. I
wanted to inlerview women who volunteered aI the RCC or bandied the crisis tine. This
immediately ruled out women who went to the RCC with the iotcntaon ofvolunlecriD& but
left either during lrainiDg or before "volunteering." which also happened. TbeR seems to
be consensus that there was some sort of'"screening," which likely resWted in women
being turned away from the Centre. There are albers in the community who may have bad
a 101 to say about workmg with the RCC who did not actually "VOlunteer," as was the case
with one WOmctl who ca1Jcd me and spoke with me over the phone about the RCC. Her
contn'butions are not included in this document. despite lbe fact that she did have
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experience with tbe: RCC. Volunteers who had negative experiences at the RCC might
have chosen not to come forward with tbcir stories.. The women who aetuaUy used the
crisis line or other RCC services were DOt interviewed for this project. Giving the women
who called the crisis line an opportunity to voice their expericnccs wouJd provide another
valuable dimension to study. The VOM:es and opinions ofall these peopAe wouJd be useful
and relevant to any thorough and critical look at the RCC.
There are disagreemems and conflicts about the RCC story and "'what reaUy
happened." In attempting to create a positive image oftbe Centre some of the participants
might have omitted partsofwbat bappened. or phrased their responses to reflect good
intentions. Considering the time lapse, events migbC have heeD CorganeD or~
together. The close relationship that existed between the Women's Centre and the RCC
might have cause confusion in the minds of participants who ",'en: DOt sure wbctbcr
something had happened at the Women's Centre or tbe RCC. Rather thaD test stories for
accuracy, my purpose was to document the experiences oftbe women as they remembered
and recreated them. I sec my work as a '"first step" in this process ofdocwueming the
berstory oftbe RCC. Hopefully another researcbcr will take on the task oftilliog in the
gaps, or writing aootber version oftbe herstory by inierviewing other voluntcc:n., callers of
the crisis line. or peopk in the coomunity who bad relationships with the RCC. This
thesis can serve as a basis for other volunteers to compare their experiences.
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o.tliDe
Context for this project is provided by the second wave aCtbe Canadian women's
movement. I outline the theories that informed the movement, focusing especially on the
radical feminist framework and the work dODe by radical feminists in the anti-rape
campaign. In the latter part ofCbapter Two I present rescan:h and writings about nape
and sexual assault in the 19705 and 19805. An outline ofthe laws concemiDg rape and
legal refonn will be given, as well as a brief look at the establishmeat ofother Canadian
rape crisis centres in the t 9705.
Chapter Three focuses on the St. John's Rape Crisis Centre and how it origiDaled.
Relying mainJy on documents from the NSWC, I create a chronological account oflbe
establisbmenC ofthc: RCC as a Conmittec oftbc NSWC in the 19705. I examDc the
changing relationship between these two bodies as the RCC moved towards becoming an
autonomous organisation that continued to work within the walls oftbe Women's Centre.
I consider the relationship that existed between the two groups as cbaracterised by periods
ofco-operation interspersed with others ofrela1ive iodcpendence. Using the feminist
theories descn"bed in Chapter Two, I will explore whether and how the women ofSt.
Jolm.·5 and their actions and expilDations exemplifY these frameworks.
After 1980. the RCe became more independeot oftbe Women's Centre. The data
on the actual sequence ofevents is partial and incomplete, therefore the subsequent
chapter. Chapter Four. is organised tbcmaticaUy, outlining the philosopbjcs and activities
aCtbe RCC. Despite association with a radical feminist framework. I will explore bow the
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aetivities of~ RCC 'N\tt SOIDI:tDa in opposition to what is gmeralIy aocepted as
"'radicaT' and bow the RCC negotiIted its idcDtiry to survive in.~ COIJDIUDiry.
I look III the i:s!ue oflcadc:rsbip mthe Rce and the positions ofyohmlc:ers wahD the
group.
Chapter FIW delw:s Do the YOhmtc:crs' experienocs as rape crisis l'Ollmtc:as.
Usi:D& quotations from my~ I present the women's feelillgs and tbougl:ts
about the Rce. iDcJucme tensions about when and whether to SlOp voluDteeriDg. I will
also explore what feminism meant to the volunteers. 1be thesis concludes with my
reflections 00 the~ ofdoing this type of research and my recormnmdations for
ftutho<=eareb.
Before turnin& to the story o(tbe RCC, it is Uqxtrtant to understand the coDtC'Xl in
whicb the organisation was estabIisbed. In the DeX1 chapter I ideDlifY some ofthc key
theories about rape and the theorists who wrote about it in the 19105 aDd early 1980s. I
~ wba. was t.ppc:aq; on the DWoDal sceoe thal1ecI imo the establisbmmt of
womm-nm. rape crisis ceIIb'eS across Canada.
CIIAFI'ER TWO:
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND UJERATURE REVIEW
In this cbapcer I describe the Ktivilies aDd cbuxteristics ofthe women's
offeminism. I examine the Iega.I reform that changed the cr1mellfrape tooncof~
assault as weD as the Iobbyirla offeminist groups that preceded the cbaoge. FiDaIIy.llook
I:wiefly at the ro5e of the CaDadiaD Association ofSexual Assault Centres (CASAC) and
the formalive years that set the stage for the establishment ofCanadian rape crisis cetItres.
11te SftHd W.ve of. W-.n·' Mov-nt" C.....
The second wave oftbe eu.dim women'smo~ occurred &om the late
1960s to mid·l980s. I Many womaI'S groups were formed duma U. period, aDd
akbougb simiIlIraies cm.cd ..,.. groups, e.cb group worked from its own theories lad
ideas about bow to best deal with issues affcctiDg 'WOmen. Wrilers OD the mowmetlf.
However, as groups often mbered to tenets ofmore than ODe ditfereIIl tbcory mel
involved women from differmI femiDist perspectives, ux of labels praeutcd a &be seme
IThree di&rent strugles need 10 be acknowkdged: that ofEnglisb-CaMdjan
women, Frmcopbone women in Quebec, aDd First NlI1iom women. As t.cqroUDd b'
this work, I will focus on the EngIisb-Canadja women's struggle.
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ofseparateness and discontinuity between groups. The categories or"1iberal,.. 'ladicar
and usocialist.. feminism were most commonly used in descnbing organisations ofthc
19705.2 Tbese categories offerninism are DOt exclusive and distinct. In eacb instance of
use the labels need to be defined as their meanings change wRhiD groups over time,
between groups aDd derD8lionaUy. Writers on the Canadian women's movemem,
ho~ver. generally acc:cpt the usefulness ofthese categories. Jeri D. WIDe and Jamce l.
Ristock are editors oftextbooks who employ lbcse terms to represcol and describe
different feminist vicwpoiDts, as do Nancy Adamson, Linda Briskin sod Margaret
McPhail, iending credibility to the use of sucb labels.
In Canada in the 19705. the mainstream, public face offeminism was a bberal one.
Its premise was that "'female subordination is rooted in a set ofcustomary and~
constraints blocking women's entrance to aDd success in the so-calJcd public world"
(Tong 2). The goal was equal opportunity. Liberal feminists fought for a k:gaI and
political system that treated womcu and men equally and aD educational system thai gave
women equal access to jobs. Given a ~vel playing field, hOeral feminists believed that
women would be just as successful as their male counterparts.
lAitbough these terms are commonly used to describe groups oftbe 19705, there:
were other schools offeminist~ aDd feminist theory that lave developed i:nmmlIely
over the past three decades. I am not suggesting that these constitute the whole offeminist
theory. For a more thorough look It bninist theory,!CC Rosmmie Putnam Tong,
Femj:nist Thousbt. 2nd cd. (Colorado: Westview Press, 1998).
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Search for aDd rdiance on government fimdiDg by tiJcral feministO~DS
demonstrated wiDmgDcss 10 c:ormunicatc and work with the state. Largely refixmist mel
transformatiYe in nature. the IbOwment did DOl caD for aD upbeawl oftbc system huI
focused on the Sbtc as the pm.y iDstrumeDt ofc:barl8e. Trans:fOtmalioD ofsociefy was
to take pIKe through aation of. ~er-cultureor tJroueh cbaDges ill iDdMdual
consciousness. The movemeDI was ceDb'lllised at the federal gOvemmcnlleYe1 as tbe
. repon ofthe Royal Conwnission on the Status of Women (RCSW), 'Mitten io 1970,
became the movement's focal document. This document was the product ofa federa.I
Royal Commission, the recommendations ofwbich feU primariJy within federa.ljurisdiction
(see Begin 21-38). The stale legittmisation ofwomen's issues, through tbc RCSW. 9Ide
some women's inmedia1c probkms and crises visible, and subsequent fundiDg allowed for
lhr: developmmt ofa network ofakemat.ive femiDist services at the c:ormumity~l It
was not long after the RCSW Rq:lort tbIIt womcu saw the need, and bad B0\'el1llllall
fundiftg. to organize arouad siDp: issues. New groups wen bmcd 10 8ddras issues such
as sex Slereotypillg iD me med.ia. lmeIQual property laws aDd Kk ofadequ81e day~
Socialist feminists agreed with Marxist theory that capitalism was a source of
women'5 oppression. SociaJisI fcmiaists gough!: to explain bow capitalism. _cnctcd with
patriarchy in ways that were oppressive to women Imr'e thaD men thus ovm:omiDg wbBt
they saw as limitations ofa gender-blind Marxist analysis. For authors Adamson, Briskin
and McPhail. socialist feminism provided the only adequate explanation for the relations of
power in Canadian society aDd the buis fordevelopin£ an analysis oCtile resi5taDI:e to
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change (97). SociaIisl feminism was about traosformation of the unequal rel8tions
between men aDd wome:a aDd the redi:striJution ofecooomic powa' (98). In theW
activism,. then, socialist femiaisu lOugbt iOt the o-.atlrow ofcapitalism, but asxned u.t
it could DOt be destroyed \dess pmiarcby was also destroyed. aod thIt people's mmcrial
or economic rdlItions could DOt cbaDge unless their ideologies were abo ct.Dged (f0ll&
118).
The radical women's movement in Englisb Canada staned aroUllid 1967 (Vickers.,
Rankin and AppeUe 41). Radical feminist theory maintains that oppression b8sed on sex
and the body is primary and all other oppressions stem from it. Simone de Beauvoir. Kate
Millen. ShuJamith Fireslone BDd 0ermaiDe Greer took the position that sex oppression
was fimdamentaI aod thai all toeiery's mstitutions were penncalcd by aDd perpenwed
male dominaDce. Aa:ordiD& 10 Jill Vickers, Pauline RaDkiD aDd CbristiDe AppeBe, the
in£lucncc ofthc:se ideas in ean.da was ttreefold: they helped revitalise the existiDg
tnldilions ofb1Jera11l11d Idl f"c:r:nDism. tbcy mobilised )'OUD£ womeII with theW~ oa
personal and sexual relltionsbips.. and they motivated youug women (0 join groups ofteD
established by U.S. Cmigri feminists, rcsuJb:Jg iD the formation oflDBll)' ndX:aI groups
across the country (41).
Radical feminist smUPS were well IcDown for their work in estabtisbing ahernativc
servX:es for women, as wdI as fororganiziDg consciousoess--raising groups. One oftbe
most definiDg clmacteristics ofradical. feminism was its rejection oftbe state. The
pratt'ian:ba1 system, 8CCOI'din81o radical feminists, should not be refonncd but uprooted, as
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weD as its social and cultural institutions. The: issue ofpbysical violence against women
was seen as the ukimate example ofmeo exercising power over women's bodies and it
was an issue that affected all women. Compared to liberal feminists, Canadian women's
groups that were fighting vio5ence against women, were more critiatl ofstate institutions
and their abitity to work for women. This feminism showed similarities to the U.S.
women's movement (see Echols). Known for their rejection oftbe state and assenionof
the uniqueuess ofwomco's experiences, radical groups were often marginaIised. even by
other women, and criticised for their "too radK:aJ" notions. Linda Briskin, of the socialist
perspective. criticised radX:al feminism for too great an emphasis on "disengagement,"
refusal to work with other groups in the community, and insistence on adherence 10
feminist goals ofconsenst1'-decisioo-making and egalitarian functioning (24-40).
Writjrw about 1m Second Wave
writers interpret the women's movement according to their own experiences and
beliefs. For example, in writing about rape reform, Barbara James reveals a radical
feminist perspective in her cynicism about working with the stale and by alluding to the
unrealistic expectation that the legal system would aher the imbaIaDce afpawer (71).
Authors Adamson et aI are informed by the socialist·feminist perspectlve (16). They
acknowledge that their perspective oecessariJy influences their interpretation ofevents as
weD as their criticism. Editors Wine and Ristock assert that theirs is an "'integrative"
approach, a term borrowed from Angela Miles (4). This approach emphasises
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commonalities among the aims offeminisrJL05ofdiffcriDg political orientations. such as
hDeral, radkal, aDd socialist. It is their belief that the acco~1ishmmtsand directions of
the then contemporary rmvemcnt have been a result ofcoaJcsced efforts among feminists
ofdifferent political strands.
Most writers oftbe Canadian women's IOOvemmt OJ the 19705 focused most
heavily on the Hberal feminist movement. Less is written about other groups. particularly
the radical feminist groups that existed at the same time. Books about the women's
movement R!fer to radical bninism as a sideline:. and always consider it in relation to the
mainstream bberal movement. For example, Naomi Black ill her essay on "The Second
Wave," describes her subject as "those parts oftbe se<:ond wave IDJvement which can be
seen as intluenciDg the treatment ofwomen by Canadian society, and more specifically, by
governmenlS" (84). She adds only Ibat it is important to remember that the vitality and
importaDce offeminism was crucially dependent on the myriad ofsmal.l groups that
inOueoced both Dlividuals aDd the larger society simply because tbcy existed.
One ofthe cballenges I faced in my research, then, was the lack ofa detaaed
history oCtile development oCtile radical movement. Perhaps. as Briskin reminds us. the
ongoing invisibility oftbe more radical vision ofwomm's bberation, which woOl entail
major social and economic transformation, ilIustra1es the d.iscanc:c: left to be ttavcUed (34).
3.
TIM: AaCi-Rape M"aMllt
The \ale I%Os and early 19105 sawlhe beg.... ofwbat isknDwuastbe aIIli-
rape: movement within the women's movemenl. The wi-.npe move:meDl in North
America wascbaracterised by two main goals: substantial revision or rewriting ofrape
laws aDd c....e in soc:ietalllttitudes that retlected aDd reinforced taws lUId myths
surrowxliD& rape (Kamsky 159). Tbcsc: goals were 10 be met while assistin& rape victims
in the short lerm aDd eIimioIIliIlg rape in the long tam. TrelIIJDCIll ofrape victims by lbe
police aDd in the courts, oftm rdated to as the "secoDd rape." was also alDlljor tOcus.
Americaa feminists sJjgbtIy preceded theW Canadian COUllterparts ill takiD& up the fighlli:tr
freedom from ICxual violeDce but by the early 1910s. bom Caoadiao. aDd. Americ:8n
feminists bad developed networks witb whicb they organised arouod sucb issues as
abortion and labour laws. Consciousoess-raisiog groups were formed where women
talked about lbrir personal experiences and discovered their COIDDOO oppression as
womm. In the emiy 1970s Americm feminists orpnised the first worbbops aDd "'speak.
outs" about womm's oPlJl'CSSion and experieDce ofsexual assauJI: (Kasinsky 159). These
often blured lestimouy from rape vXUos.
A 1971 .ue~ written by SUSlID GriffiD ill the Americ-. BaouI:!IIQI&UiIle was
likely the first piece ofW'l'itinB tbal talked about bow women. and rape vicbns in
particuJar. fek about rape aod cbaUcoged popular thinking at the time (cited in Clark and
Lewis 24). Susan Brownmilkr's Agajmt Ow WjIL publisbed in 1975. was very radical ill
its assertion that rape was siq)1y the uttimBte DJBnifescation armeo's power oYer women.
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the eXlr'etD: point on a continuum ofviolence against women and misogyny. In beressay,
"The Rape Atrocity and the Boy Next Door" radical feminist theorist Andrea Dworkin
echoed Brownmillcr's ideas. defining rape as:
... the logical consequence DCa system ofdc6nitions ofwbal is oomwivc.
Rape is no excess, DO aberration, DO accident, DO mistake - it embodies
sexuality as the c:uJtun: defiDcs it. As 100& as tbeae definilions mDBiD iDtKt
- that is as 50118 as men are defined as sexual aggressors and women are
defined as passive receplors lacking irJIegrity - men who are exemplars of
tbe norm wiD rape women (46).
The concept tbaI: "no~ men raped and did so as a resuk oftbe violeDt aDd ag:ressive
culture in wtUcb they grew up was DCW, as it was in contrast to the pervasive stereotype of
a rapist as an aboormaJ male, a crazed sex lunatic who grabbed womenofftbe street.
Other theorists sucb as Ti-Grace Atkinson and Catberi:De MacKinnon 8DllIysed masculiDe
violence as the major sbaper ofsexuaJ and gender oppression (Weir 70).
The goals, phiIo!JOphies and organisational fOrmal oftbe movement in CaDada
were similar to that oftbc United States. and from the beginoiog CaIIadian feminists were
awan: of the work oftbeir AmericlIII coUDIerparts and used them as models for the work
they took. on north oribe border. Seattle Rape Relict; for example. provided a useful
model for V8POOuvtr WODIICD 10 observe wben tbey formed their own rape crisis centre
(Kasinsky 160). Rape crisis centres in Canada were organised in direct rcspoDSe 10 the
needs ofCanadiao communities. bo~. and DOt in response to the actions ofAmerican
sisters (Kasinsky 160).
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Until at~ 1973. tbcrc was little I'CSC8l'Ch on rape conducted in Canada. Lorenne
Clark. a professor at the Centre ofCriminology in the UDiversity ofToronto aDd one of
the founding organisers ofthc: Toronto Rape Crisis Centre. was Obc oCtile eutiesl
Canadian researcbers to tackle the issue. Clark led a research project funded by the
NatKmaJ Law Refonn Commission to study the treatmcol and baolliDg ofrape offeuces
and rape victims in Ontario courts in the early 19705 (Clark and Duocan 41. 44). The first
phase oftbis research involved examination oftraDscripts ofprelimiDary bearings fortbosc
victims whose cases went that &r in the yean: 1970-1974. The second plII1 was
interviewing rape victims whose cases got to a prelimioary bearing.
Clark., with Debra Lewis, publisbed the first Canadian book on the subject ofrape
in 1977 titled Rape'The Price ofeoerciye Sexuality. In"Rape - Position Paper,"
prepared for the National Action Committee in 1977, Clark attempted 10 sum up wbat bad
been written, discussed. and proposed pertaining to rape in Canada up to that point (I J-
IS). Clark wrote tbat although rape bad always been considered a Jmjor offence, it bad
attracted very little attention from researchers, lhcorisls or women activists. She: cm1its
this to the discrepancy between the stereotype ofrape as an act ofblood-lust violence.
perpetrated by aD abnormal male upon a virtuous female victim and the actual cases tbat
came before the courts. lfthe gcocraJ population believed that rape was the action ofa
mentally ill person, then it was DOt an issue for women's rights groups. As more and more
cases came before the courts in which a "normal" man bad raped a woman, it became
commonplace to shift blame away from the perpetra!or and onto the victim. The refusal to
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attribute responsibility to tbe rapist strengthened. or was justified by, the "victim-
precipitated" theory ofrape which was prevaknt in the late 19505 and early 19605 (Clark
"Position Paper" 11; Amir 259-76). This theory outlined certain behaviours or
characteristics oftbe female victim lbat "led" to tbe assauh.
Clark DOted tbat attention 10, and reasscssmcDt at: rape cases and rape victims in
the criminaljustice system came about as a direct resuh ofthe Canadian women's
movement in the late J960sand early 19705. More and more women focussed 00 the
crime of rape, with the aim ofpresenting the experience and perspective oftbe victim-
bow women feh about rape. as opposed to the myth or stereotype - and forcing it out ofa
conspiracy ofsi1cnce. Anti-rape groups banded together to talk. about the sexual
oppression of women. They quickJy rca1iscd. however. that without legal reform, Iong-
tenn change was impossible. Therefore another goal of these groups was to work for
changes in the law. Many feminists argued that the crime ofrape stemmed fium a time
when women were legal property ofmm. Raping a woman was being treated as a aime
against anolher mao's property. Feminists would learn roore about the 'egaI system and
the process rape victims bad to endure to address the problems in this area.
In the early 19705, the movement against rape in Canada began to unite around the
concepc and fonnation ofrape crisis centres. By 1975, tben: was enough awareness aDd
discussion ofrape in Canada to support the first natiooaJ conference ofrape crisis centres
(UCbanges," 23-24). In earlier stages oftbc movement, letter concspoDdence, cxcbaDees
ofpalq)hlets and a few pcrsonaI visits between centres bad been tbe main source of
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cormnunication. Abnost aU centres developed around tbe framework ofwomen providing
a service to other women that was WJIlvailab5e from traditioDal counselling or aid ageocics.
The national coofemlce prorooted further communication bclween centres and a mstional
organisation, The National Association ofSexual Assauh Centres, was formed ("Changes"
24). Three years later. there wae twenty-five rape crisis ceutres in OpmllioD and a
National Health aDd Welfare grant paid the sa1aJy ofa National"Assister"' or co-ordinator
for the national organisation (Kasiosky 164).
Joumal and magazine articles in the 19705 focused on telling the experiences of
women who bad been raped. Beyond the borror of the act. they reported the '"sccoDdary
v1ctimisatioo" ofwomen who reponed rape. Victims were ridiculed, dismissed and even
scokled for their roe in what happened to them by agencies such as the police force and
criminal justice system. Few women gal to court and even fewer saw the man who taped
them convicted. Recognising the iaadequacyofcriminaJ law for protlXtioo ofa woman's
rights, linda Duncan recommended civil court as an option for women to deal with their
rape and receive someco~nfor their victimisation (Duncan 28-30). In the same
issue of the feminist periodical~ Jane Dick wrote an article about rape in
Montteal titled., "Are We Paranoidr (30-31). In the article, Dick. talked about bet
experiences as sbc rcscan:bed rape in Montreal. She met authorities that bad colllact with
rape victims iDcluding doctors, lawyers and police officers. She found tbat mRDY were
aware ot: but DOt concerned about, women's experiences ofbeing assauIIed and the
treatment they received in the process oflq)Ortmg an assault. The police officeR she
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interviewed were: sarcastic and harassing. Asked about his 44experience with rape," one
officer joked that ifshe could find a~ victim."'be would "love to do tbe job"(Djck
31). Dick outlined the procedures a victim ofrape bad to go through, which were
intimidating enough, but became much more complicated ifshe decided to press charges.
The victim bad to decide iI:mncdialely wbether or DOt to press charges. and ifso, was
admitted (only at the request ofthe police) to the Institut Medico-legaJ to be examined.
Outside of this medical examination. the Institut was DOl equipped to deal with rape
victims aDd Dick staled that the only rcsource for victims ofrape in Montreal at this time
was the Rape Crisis Centre.
Despite the work offcminisl activists in the 1970s. myths continued to ckJud the
issue ofrape. Some were perpetuated through "empirical research" and even through
'"anti-rape campaigns." One such campaign was run by the Crime Prevention Department
ofthe Edmonton City Police in 1979, which was also laken up locally by the Royal
Newfuund_ eo_buluy, called "Lady Beware" (Bliss 5-6). The ............... buod
on the premise that women can avoid rape and outlined steps for women to lake in order
to do so, laying ~nsibility (and bence, blame) on women. A woman in St. SobD's
protested the campaign and wrote a briefcommentary outlining her conceros that the
material reinforced the stereotype that women provoked attacks (Ree: Critical.
Comment). Evidently, efforts to provide realistic information to the public 00 rape varied
from province to province. In co-operatioo with its police force. the provincial
govemmml ofBritisb Columbia developed an irq:Iressive and corqJrebensive rape
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information program.. An Ontario Provincial Police report was publisbed around the SlIIIle
time, however, which concluded that a majority ofrape offences involved victims who
were "indiscreet," ""promiscuous" or both (Chase "Ontario Provincial Police: Report." 74-
75).
The 19705 saw an upsurge in researcb and writ.iDg about rape on both the
American and Canadian national ageDdas. Since it was the first time rape was discussed
publicly, auWcoces were curious and interested in what rape victims bad to say and
theories about why rape bappeDed. The myths and stereotypes about rape continued 10 be
intlucntiallegally bowever, as IOOre and more rape victims saw their cases dismissed as
"wOOundc:d" wbco they did not fit the stereotype ofa legitilDlte rape vX:tim and their
stories did DOt portnly what was erroneously thought to be a "typica.r rape sccoario. If
the woman bad been drinking, bad accepted a social invitation from the man, bad any sort
of relationship with him prior to the assauk - these and other circumstances would prevent
a conviction. The police might baw: believed the: woman was raped, but with kDowlc:dge
that a conviction was unlikely, refilsed to proceed with the case. The laws pertaining to
rape were probiemBtic and much energy and time was invested in trying to cbange bow the
legal system. dealt with it.
The 19805 saw rape being taken up by researchers other than feminists and
crimiDologists. The view ofrape as being precipitated by SOIllC uncontrollable natural
selCUal urge afmeD was further cbalJenged. More and rwrc women reported bemg raped
by an acqlJlliotance or a boyfiiend. As it geoerally became recognised that the rapisI: could
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be thr boy DeXl door, or SOIIJeORe bJowu to the victim, DeW theories were put fOrth about
why mea raped women. Numerous books sought to cxplaia the pbeuomc:DOD aDd the
fieminisl tbeoryofrape was ODe coDSidcnd 8IDOII8 otbcn such as social EarniD&""
evolutionary thc:ory. l1:lc sociaIlearnins lbcory ofrape baicalJy pol"tn)'ed rape as pet of
aggressive behaviour towads women k:amed by • combiDation of bemg cxpo$Cd. to,
imitating and believing various rape myths and scenarios (Ellis 12). Like the fi:miDisl view
ofrape. sociallcarniDg theory saw cultlll'al and social ieamiD& as largely responsible for
rape. Feminist theory, howe\'ef. focused on socicH:woomic and political exploitalion of
women as the Wlderlying cause while socialleaming lbc:ory saw cultural tradition as more
dftdly linked with inlerpersonal aggression and sexuality and therefore responsille for
sexual assault (Ellis 13). The evolutiooary, or sociobiolog.ical., theory ofrape pI"OJJ03Cd
tMt asgre:ssiw sexual behaviour is an extm:Dc genetic rcspoase to DIIhIfal selection
pressure on males (0 copuIItc aDd produce offspring (Ellis 15-16). This lbcory prxticaUy
removed aD respoosibility &om the ...pst siDce the behaviour was coDSidcrc:d "nmnl...
Essays ill books about rape described typical nape sceaa105, demognpbic iaiOrmItioo OD
rapists aDd rape victims aDd statistics about the prevakoce ofrape (see Roberts; Tomaselli
and Poner). The tams "d.lc rape" and "rape trauma syndrome" enlcrcd the literIIIwe as
research iDlo the effects ofrapc on victims was carried out. Canadian Psychologist
featured studies that examined attitudes toward rape and rape victims (see Sundburg and
Bart8rcc 215; Addie 258; Ward 359).
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The United Swes prodl.ac:cd nuch more research and litc:nlt1ft about Rpe in the
1910s than ear.a.~ started writmg about their anti-rape ftl)vemenlas e.ty 85
1981 (I....argen 46-52). More reccat books by American authors., such as Nancy M8nbews'
1994 book.. Confjprejng Raps" the Eenjnjsr. Anti=8Ape MomnenllOd the StE; aoi
Maria Bev.:q-.'s Rape On the Puhljc Agenda: EmNnjsn agt d'S PotBics o(Sma!
.1a!WL pubtisbed ill 2000, re6ec:t on themo~ aDd its place in later feminism.. I
could fiDd no such extensive aa:OUDlS in Canada. feminist periodicals such as~
and Kimlil continued to nan articles about rape. but many mainstream periodicals moved
on to other topics. Newspapers only published repons about panicular rape cases as they
went tbrougb the courts. Very little about rape can~ foUDd from the 1980s ill knJmisc
scbobJrty joumak such as &amiI. A 1980s book on rape in Canada. or by a <:az.dilm
author is bard to find. Ruth Bray, a psycbok»gist. published Sexual Amul!; in Carwla in
1980 as part ofthe ""SociIII Problems ira Canada" series,. but this resource used mom.tion
8nd researcb &om the 1970s. The 1aVr'$ surrounding I'1IpC cMngcd ill 1983. with the
abolilion ofthe crime: of,. and the Droductioo oftbe crime of.scaal assalII. Some
rex:an::bers am feminists mi&bI bave believed this to be an eodpoill: to the prior worit 00
rape,. accountiDg iK' the Iel:DIiQg decrcax in relevant titmltUre.
Ibpe: TIte Law .Itd LepJ Refo....
The laws surroWlCling the crime of rape have cbanged considerabty over the pest
three decades, includiDg abolition oftbe term ....... in the Criminal Code ofCaMda. 1bc
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first Criminal Code was developed in 1892, with DO amendments made to the section
pertaining to rape for more than eighty years. AmcDdmcnts were made in 1975 regarding
the admission ofevideoce related to the victim's previous sexual behaviour. Major
changes were introduced in 1983 when the Criminal Code was changed to include the
charge of sexual assault. The tenet that rape should be seen as an assault - an act of
violence. not sex - bad been the focus ofmany feminists and anti-rape groups in their push
for a new law. Many rape crisis centres and the fedcralJy fimded Canadian Advisory
Council on the Status of Women, which was an important outcome ofttle Royal
Commission, had reconu:neoded that rape be replaced in the Criminal Code by a crime of
assault in varyin@ degrees.
In 1976, the Canadian Advisory Cowx:il on the Status ofWomen published. the
"Person Papers" which were intended to "bring some oftbe issues where inequality is still
rampant to as wide a readttsbip as possible" (Canadian Advisory Cowx:il on the Status of
Women I). Rape, according to the CACSW, was the leasH'cponed and lease-punished
offence in Canada (4). Regarding Rape one oftbe Person Papers, outli:Ded the laws
pertaining 10 rape and offered explanations as to why they were ineffective. TIle law,
prior to the changes in 1983, made it very difficuh. if001 impossible. for lawyers to
prosecute a rapist. The onus ofproofofnon~nsemwas on the victim; the ~fendam did
oot have 10 prove anything. According to Statistics Canada, 1230 rapes were reported iD
Canada in 1971. Only 148 oftbese cases went to rourt and only 73 oftbc defcDdaots were
convicted (Canadian Advisory Cowx:i1 9). So, 6% ofreported rapes resulted .. a trial am
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conviction. This statistic is remarkable in itse~ bowever when one takes iota accoum that
it is estimated that reported rapes accollDl for as little as ten percent ofall committed
rapes. the number ofconvictions for rape becomes negligible.
The Advisory Council asserted that there were three main reasons for the bigh rate
ofacquittals in rape cases,: tbcse revolved around the concepts ofcoosent. cb8nlcter and
corroboration. The issue ofwbetber or DOt the woman consented was often the only issue
being debated. The &ct that some sexual activity took place was not usually in
cornention, but whether the alleged victim was a willing panicipanL At this time the legal
interpretation ofrape allowed conseD1 to be inferred from "lack ofresistaDce." The victim
would have to sbow how she quite clearly and unequivocally colDDlUlricatcd her lack of
consent. The victim's character or morals were also on trial The victim was questioDed
about her private lifC in an attempt to establish an evaluation oftbe woman's sexual
morals. Women who were DOt of"previously chaste character'" could 001 be nspcd, as
they were considered likely to be willing participants iftbey bad engased in any sort of
sexual activity with any other person in their lives. U~e other crDinaI trials where the
evideoce ofa single. corq>eteut witness was sufficient, in rape trials the judge was
rcquimllO warn the jury that to convict the defendant without corroboration was
daogerous. The search for corroborating evidence or witnesses could easily be the
breakdown oCa rape case.
The Advisory CoUIICil recon:m:nded that tbcrc were I:8sic concepts thai. needed to
be examRd and changed: definitioDS ofrape and sexual offences, rape trial procccha'es
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aDd publicity. Distinctions Deeded 10 be made lIlXOrdiDs 10 type and degree ofoflieDce.
The Council called for abotitiollofthe term '"rape" with aU the oegatiYe coDDOtatioas it
carried tOr its viclims. believiDs thIit I"CDImiDg the crime as an assauk would~ the
violcut. rather tbm sexual, nature of the act and iI would therefore be taken more
seriously. The authors ofRegrding Rape described the laws as outdaled and reOectiYe of
ancient views of women md their roles in society. They aDo pointed out tb8I. myths
sunounding rape. such as the victim ptaying a role in provoking the attack or the belief
that rape oocW'1'ed because men could DOt control sexual urges. clouded the issue and
worked to excuse and lobate such behaviour.
!be Law RefOrm Cormjssion ofCaoada
InJuoc 1978. TbeLawReformColDllissioDo(CaDldapublishcd~
n. which was tilled CrjmjwJ Law; Sm!a! Offm:es. "WorteiDB Papers" were pubIisbed
for the P'A'JIO!iC ofsolicUle public aHDIICDt to assist a Coamissioo in the fOrmu.Mtion of
6Dal rccolDllleDdatioDs on & subject. 10 Ibis paper. the Law Reform Commission proposed
more concise f01'tD.lIItio1lSof~ ofli:oces. The Commission hoped to adapt the law to
rmdern Caoadilm society, to brioB the "W more in liae wkb presem-day wNcs aDd
anitudes toward sexual bdw.viour and sexual offences. The Commission also wanled to
examine the: role ofthe law in relation 10 sexual conduct which would include a re-
ev.Uuation ofsome oftbe previous OtJCDCCS to emphasise lack ofconsent as the
delermiDmg factor and not the xxuaJ act itself(Law Reform CormDssioD Xl).
so
Analysis ofsexual otfeoces by the Law Refonn Commission was based on tbrcc
policy guidelines: protecting the integrity of the person,. protecting children and special
groups and safeguarding public deceDcy (Law Reform Comnission 5). UDder the
Criminal Code at the time, rape was part ofSection IV: ""Sexual Offencc:s., Public Mora.b
and DOOrderly Conduct." This grouping included other crimes such as "1cduction UDder
promise to many," "buggery or bestiality," "'immoral theatrical performance," and
"trespassing at night" (Law Reform Commission 54). The actual crime ofrape was
defined as fOllows: "maJe person commits rape when he has sexual intercourse with a
female person who is not his wile,. (a) without bet consent, or (b) with her consent iftbe
consent is extorted by threats or fear ofbodily harm, is obtained by personating her
husband. or is obtained by false and fraudulent representations as to the nature and quality
oftbe act" (Law Reform Commission 55). The Commission agreed with feminist groups
that the term ""rape" sboukI be abolished, since the word evoked such strong emotional
reactions and the stigma that accompanied rape negatively affected the victim. Also, the
term "'rape" referred specifically and exclusively to forced intercounc, !IO cbarJging the
crime to include varying~b ofassault would mxter other forced sexual behaviours
(such as touchiDg or kissing) as against the law and unacceptable.
The Commission did DOl come to aD)' clear consensus conceming rape within
marriage. They proposed to consider the issue in the case ofcoupa who were separated
rather than those 1iving UDder the same roof. They asked for feedbllck and input from
collCC'mCd groups about this issue.
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The GhanRe &om Rape to Sexual Assauh
The major change in the Criminal Code which saw the abolition oCtile term rape
and introduction ofJeveIs ofsexual assauh, camt: into effect -4 January 1983 (Chase.
"Anaiysis." 53·54). The criDx ofindecent asw1It was also removed. The new law
included three levels ofsexual assauk: sexual assault. aggravated sexual assault, aDd
sexual assauh with a weapon or threat to a third party. Tbe Code was also revised to
allow spouses 10 be tried for rape regardless ofwbctbcr they were separated. Other
changes that were bene6ciaJ for a rape victim included removal oftbe "equimncnt of
recent complaint"wtUch demanded that a victim come Conh to press charges at the "first
reasonabie" opponunity. Also, consent could fIOt be inferred from lack ofresistancc on
the part oftbc victim.
There were concerns and challenges to some aspects oftbc new laws. including tbe
aa:eptabk: use oCtile argumem by the accused that the victm looked or appeared to be
the age oflegal consent (over sixteen). Also, the notion that "conseol" coukl be used as a
defence in cases where the victim was under fowtccn and the accused less than three years
older than her was challenged.J
GcoeraDy, the changes were considered progressive aDd in line with wbal feminists
and ami-violeDce organisers bad demanded. Many '"rapc"crisis ceDtres gradually chaDged
lf1Us law pennined beterosexual sex between partners UDder 18, even ifone of
them was under 14. Homosexual sex. however. woWd: be considcrcd"gross iDdeceDcy"
between part:l:IC:ts who were UDder 21.
their names to reflect the changes in the CriminaJ Code and feminists adopted the new
language wjth which to describe this experience ofviolcDcc. AJtbougb the ct.lgcs. ill
general. were berakIed as. victory.1hcre was some «meem about the Slmitizatioa ofthc
crime ofrape by use of the k:ss emotionaDy.1aden term. sexual assauk. Rape 'o\'U.
bonific and specific term thB str'UCk fear and horror into the hearts ormen and women
alike. Could"sexuaJ assault" accurately ponray the devastating experiences ofvictims?
saying that women who took up that argument were afraid ofbeing criticised for being
against sex. MacKinnon went on 10 postulate thai an violence perpetrated against women
is necessarily sexual, in a society where we are taugbl that we exist for men (90).4 There
were feminist aDd activisl groups who protested the chanse and conr.ioued to Ulilise the
word rape to accurately dacrile the experience ofsexual violeocc.
ea-diu Rape Crilil Cdttel" lite NadoIW o..p.iM~
During !he"" 197'" CanodiIn """ Am<rican-....__......"
into the e:saabIishmeol ofcomnuaity·based. women--run rape crisis cenIres and pOOoc
lines. Rape crisis cenIres spruna; up aroUDd Nortb America with the dual J"II'P'MC of
providing support to rape victims and pressuring govnnmental and other public agmcies
"This is taken from a talk at Stanford Uoivenity. Stanford. California. 16
November 1981 wbcre JC'YCnI1Ixmdred stUdents ptbtrcd to protest. series ofnpcs
reported on caqKIS.
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for changes that would 5cssen the negative impact ofrcporting the offence on the victim.
According 10 Michelle Wasserman, the first rape crisis line for ~iviDg emergency calJs
from rape victims was opened in Washington, DC in July 1972 (cited in Kasinsky 159).
By the mid-1970s the ami-rape movement in the States bad progressed into a social
movement with high priority on the national agenda (Kasinsky 161). Telcphooe crisis
IiDes and rape crisis cenlres could be accessed from nearly all major cities in the United
Stales. 1bese centres carried out the very important service to aU women ofproviding
support. information and advocacy for women's rights (Fitzgerald, Wolfe and Gubennan
68).
Joanie Vance, the first National Co-ordinator ofCanadian Association ofScxuaJ
Assaui Centres (CASAC. originally known as the National Association), believed that
RCCs were a logical development in the progress oftbe women's movement (133-40).
The consc:iousness-raisalg groups in the late 19605 and early 19705 began the process of
discovery and articulalion oribe COrrmDD experiences of women. Groups moved from
learning about the probkms lhBt women faced due to their common oppression, to
devising solutions. Vance argued thai. this organising was a crucial step in the
development ofa feminist consciousness as it highlighted the pervasiveness ofibe
common oppressions ofwomeo and its manifestations (134).
Once RCCs were cstabIisbed and working to provide services to victims, the focus
IUl1ICd 10 remaining operatiooaL Nearly all these centres were completely ron b)'
volunteers who were soon exhausted by the sheer amount ofwark they had taken on 10
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meet their objectiw:s. Some cemes apptied fOr and rcccivcd govemmeut f'imdiog to bin::
staffor 10 purclme necessayeq~ or space. Other centres sublc:n1lcd 10 the belief
1bat the work should be a sc:rvice for wottJ:n, offered by women, and DOt COIIDeICted to
state services at aU. The dllmma ofwhether or not to seek fuodiog rested in the
possibility tblI1 once government funding was m:eivcd the organisation woukl have 10 be
accouocable to that fimdinB body. Funding was seen as a possible means ofcontrol and
co-optatioo. To secure fuOO:iag. then. would RCCs btve to ceosor or tvCQ cbarJBe theW
Ioug·tetm goals?
For SODle organisal:ioos. mere existence was dependenl upon fuodil:l& from
go~ wbicb in the 19705 mainly coDSisted ofsbort·lcrm, projcct-oricDted gnuJIs.
(ffunding was secured,. operating under these grants would still require voluDtcer wort
and not allow for work towards Iong-tenn pWts and goals. Time and energy was spent
appJyina for as many granIs as possible and accountina for the money spmt. lack of
fundin&. whether it was the result ofa conscious effort on the part oflbe group to DOt
apply for goverDDleDt fuDdinc or fIWre to 5CC\ft fund.in&. meant oenb'eS wc:re DOt always
fully opcnllboaal or ib a posilioD 1o offer exteusive SC'I'Vices. Attempts 10 secure fimdms
a:y have heeD unsucc:essfuI due to the <rl.icism ofstale-fimded socia! Ia"Vicc:s by RCCs.
The Iong·lcrm goal afmost Rees was to fimdameol.aUy change society's strUCture. One
wouJd wonder wbal: a govermnetll bMllo gain by supportiDg action for radical c:baose.
Loreme Clark. believed that the iIq)act ofrape and the subsequent turmoil
associated with reportiDs it bad been considerably Jcsseocd by the est.abIistmc::n ofr8pC
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crisis centres \position Paper" 13). By 1977 there were 25 such centres operatiog in
Canada, all ofwhicb bad come no existence since 1913. None bad SICCUI'ed stable
fimding and almost all were surviving solely on volunteer work.. In.bet" report to the
National Action Con:a::ninee. C....k wrote that the work was tughJy skilled and demanding:
In liddilioo to deaIine with the DmlY probkms tb8t rape victirm: CDtIOuntcr
whether or nol they CDler the crimiDaI justice process. they must abo
pro...._........, .... pubtic edu<otion. Dcop;le .... fim<tioc ~
DOa-S)'Stamtic, spondic. ad time--consuminc siace it fWSl be lOugbI &om
tine Jndsofgo~ proviocial and federal ('"PositioD
"-" 13).
Clark wall on to say o.t even with qaJ. ~fOrm, RCCs were paformiDe a
fimction not beiDa offered clsr:wtxre aDd so sboukl be giveD stable: fuodin& to cany on.
She recormJendcd thBt aU RCCs be fuoded fedenilly. so as to minimise the conflict of
interest that woWd come iom municipal and provincial involvement. Such contlict might
resuft from pressure from the fUnding body on the RCC to encounge victims 10 report Co
proper autlDities or to report statistics tbat are favolll1lble to that city or province.
.IoaDie Vance described the work ofrape crisis emues as "'ncccssariIy 1emiDisl:>t
since the amIysis oftbe assa&dl WIIS that it was a manifalation ofsocietal anaudes, nllhe:r
than an isolated io:ided 10 which the vidim bad pcrsooaDy cootribuled (136). Most
ceuues worked UDdeTtbe premise that rape was the exllaDe form ofwomm's oppression
in a patriarcMJ and sexist socaety and recognised tbatlhis problem would DDt be solved
without qa1 reform. So. ahbougb RCCs organised to ease the plight of the victim. it was
acknowledged thaI this '"service to victim.. aspect would DOt effect fundamental change.
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The Iong·lerm goal wouJd be to briDe about a system t.ba1 would ..,1 victimiIe 'WOIbeD
again in the COUN. Clarlc wrote thai the assumption was that Rees would last only until
such measures were in place. at which point they wouJd become redUDdaDt ("'Position
Paper'15).
At the firsr MliooaI c::oakrmc:e ill 1975, au umbrella orgaaisalioD ... bmc:d to
outlil:lr objectives _ enswe coqJetelll raean:b dO rape ("'Cbangcs... 23-24). Tbt
Nldional Associatiof'l ofRape Crisis Centres. which later became IcDowu as the c..d.ilID
Association ofSclal&l Assault Centres (CASAC), still exists today and acts for RCCs in
Canada. lodividuaJ centres tblII joined the natioDal organisation took on the philosophies
oudiDed in the CASAC constitution aDd decided 00 which partic:ulw aspects they would
focus lbcir enc:rgic:s. How a CCIII:re worked we of5cial agencies. such as the police.
varied, wah SODX refusiDs: 10 suppon q ofthe tnditionaJ orgaDisations to whicb women
migbc tum for help. KriD. Zook ofYancouver Rape Reliefwrote lba1 supportiDe Ihne
agencies institutionali!ed rape "as an ac:cepted social reality. (It) is only adjustins, DDt
facilitaling value cllaaaes" (27). Otbtr centres decided to work with the aacu:ics in bopcs
ofcbanPl8 pttVIISive attitudes.
CASAC orpDised.xl tmnagecIa oationallXWSlcttc:r thlIt CODDCCled cmtres
across the COUIlUy, aBowing COImlUOicalion back. aDd forth about wbat eKh group was
doing aDd the str'Uggks they were facing. British Cotumbia and Ontario 'NCR: P"l'ticullrly
vocal within CASAC in the 19705 IIIId early 19805. Both proviDces ImIIllged early 00. DOl
only to esaabtisb several rape crisis oeIllres,. but abo to form provincial coalitions tbM
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coDDCCtcd the c:eDtres.. Fund.m& could be apptic:d fOr by the coalition, wlXb would likely
hayc more power than an individual centre. A targc portion oflbe oewsJetters pubtisbed
,by CASAC iPcbled eruies aDd updates fiom Vancouver Rape Relief8Dd TOf'Ofto and
Ottawa Rape Crisis Centres, in particular. InformatK:lD was sbam1 in the newsletter and
made.vaiiab&e for other centres to utilise. Debates about philosophies and activities were
also pn:vaIent. Vancouver Rape Relief (VRR) found itselfamidst comoversy wbcn some
oCtile comrwnity asscned tbII its tactics were too radical. Menmers ofVRR encouraged
victims ofnIpC 10 pbysicaDy confroDl rapistsal home or III work. Other IDdhods
~yed by the organisation to bring attention to the problem ofrape were IeeI1,. by both
the general public aDd some membn's o(tbe women' conmunity. as too radicaL A
meeting ofthe WOIDCl\'S oormnunity resulted in the creation ofa DeW group called Women
Against ViolmceAgainst Women (WAVA\V} which was kssndical The Toronto Rape
emis Centrt: appeared to prop-ess more smoothly and by 1983, its members bBd
eslablisbcd caucuses to UDdc:ncmd ditfereDccs within the orp:Usation, im:1udins a IcsbiIln
aDd a worUJs das caucus.
The secoDd wave oftbe Canadian women's movement brought about raJ. changes
in society's view ofrapc and in the services available for victims ofrape. Not only did
fcminisls bring 10 light the prevalence ofthe problcmofrapc,lbey also exposed and
protested the SCQ)ndaty vicUnisahoD ofwomen at the baDds ofprotessiooals who were
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supposed to help them. LilcnIture &boUi rape: in the 19705 was abuDdam as llOCicly
gnpped with the idea tbIt ""nonMrmcn raped women and that women \Wft ofteo raped
bymeo tbeykDew. The DllliooaICOIllexl was set for the estabIislneatof~nmmpe
crisis CCDltCS that would ad\lOC8te for victims wbie cducatiog the ceueraJ pubtic about the
prob6em. ofnpe. Many oftbe ...i-rape oc:mes that started in the 19701 colltDled to
work into the 1980s. Crisis lines were conmon to most ofthese cerues,. as was the effort
to provide advocacy for victims ofrapc. CASAC continued to be a cormcctor for RCCs
with national arunaaJ c:onfert'Dces and regular newsletter publications. Changes in the
Criminal Code in the early 19805 seemed 10 mark an endpoiDt 10 the: Canadian literature as
wrilirlgs about rape began to wane in the 1980s. Psycboklgists and other bcahh
professioaals lbeorised about rape and its harmful memal effects on victims. but the
mainstream med.ia largely abac:doncd the topic:. As tbe law changed 10 reflect socicW
attitudes. perhaps many bcarDI: c:ompIacenr. believiDg that the law now would take care of
...-
10 1975. twenty-five npe crisis cenlreS exisled in CaDada. 10 NewfOundImd aod
Labrador the women' movement was aRady in full force. 10 the oext. cbaplc:r I outliDe
the proviDcial aDd kx:a1 c:omext tOr the: estabtismncm: oftbe St. 101m'S RCC. The fOuDdcn
ofrape crisis centres (Rees) wcre generally c:onsidered to belong 10 the radical feminist
branch oCtile womens movement. Using the theories outlined in this chapter. I consider
whether the RCC fit tbe "radicaJ. feminist.. label that was used for most rape crisis centres.
My findings were 001 IOtaDy congruent with literature: about the womm' movnDCOl. The
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RCC certainly fits the radical feminist framework in its focus on men's violence against
women and its goal to sel up alternative services for women. However. a dose!' look at
the activities of the Centre and the pbiIosoplUes oftbe individual members reveal that the
RCC was DOt simply a "'radical feminist organisation" as one might suppose based on the
literature.
In the oext chapter. I first describe tbe ~ory oCthe Newfoundland Status of
Women Council, from which the RCC emerged in the late 19705. The establishment ofa
Worncn's Centre had bceD in the forefronl for the NSWC and committees bad been set up
to take on particular issues. Rape, or violence~ women, however was DOt an issue
taken on by the NSWC uotill977 when Diane Duggan. a member oftbe NSWC.
adwnced the rape crisis cause and organised a committee that later became the Rape
Crisis Centre. I follow thc dcvelopment aCme RCC up to 1980, when the RCC declared
its independence of tile NSWC. The ensuing relationship between the NSWC and the
RCC throughout the 19805 is analysed as the two organisations were intimaIely ool1DlCCted
in their devehpmcnl.
CHAPTER THR£E,
THE ESTABUSBMENT OF THE ST. JOHN'S RAPE CRISIS CENTRE
In this chapter I anempc to piece together bow the St. Jalm's RCC was: first
concepluatiscd and c:stablisbcd in the Iale 1970s.. Since the RCC bepD as & committee of
the Newfouodlaod Swus ofWomm CouDca, I out1ioe the origins oftbe Council which
began in response to the 1910 Report oftbc Royal Commission on the Status of Women
(RCSW). I describe some oftbc tensions that developed between the NSWC aDd the
RCC. as the Rce declared its autonomy from the NSWC. I examine the changing
relatiomhip between the RCC and the NSWC over me decade in which the RCC was
housed in the Women's Cenuc but operated fairly indepmdenlty. The Jmi:n soun:esof
information for this chapter are the minutes and logbooks kepl by the NSWC. I
Newto..d..... su_ ofW.... eo..aa: 1t72-76
In 1967, the govermneDlRt up a Royal Conmission to iIwestipIe the 5UtUS of
women in ea..da. As o!Alined ill the previous chapter, this was preceded by .a:.D)'
women's groups and lobbyists pusbirIg fOr changes tbat would eoabk women to hive the
same rights and opportunities as men. The Conwnissioo lOured CaDada, visiline
community balls and ccnues to bear the concerns ofvarious interest groups. A total ofsix.
briefs were preseDled to the Royal Commission from women's groups.oo individuaJs in
lSee Appendix: 6 for & clIronologjcallist ofiq:Jortad dates in the bistoryoftbc
RCC.
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NewfoundJaod (pope aM Bumbam 167V The tine groups that appeared before the
Commission were the St. JobD's cblpter ofthe CaDadiIIn Federation ofUniYersily
Women. the AssociIbon ofR.cgistcred Nurses. and the NewfoUDdland Home Ecooomics
Association. The iDdividuals thai presented to the Commission were Dorothy Wyatt, Ella
Manuel aDd Doris.lues. All the briefs addressed problems U$OCiaied with WOIDCQ and
work; most idedificd examples ofbow women, particuJarly married women. were being
discriminated against. Wbentbc: RCSWpublisbed its findings in 1970 it Imde 167
recommendations for lbe improvement ofconditions for women. These reconmeudatious
focused on the Segal and economic barriers that prevented women from achieving equal
status with men ill CaDadiaII society. Canadian women's groups tbat bad been active in the
fight for equality coosicbtd tbe RCSW a breakthrough. It was anaclmow~ oftbe
struetW'lll, legal aod economic t.riers that kept women 6DaDciaJly depcodc:d. aDd UDllbAe
Many women's groups 8CI'OSS Canada formed in response 10 the tntings oCtile
Commission. The Iedenl StalUS ofWomcn ean.tago~depan:meIa. and the
Canadian Advisory Cauocll on the Stalus of Women were set up 10 ensure that tbe
25« Sharon Gray Pope and Jane Bw-nt8m's chapter in Pursuipg Eayality for a
broader view and more tborouab description ofttle women's moVClllClll inN~
and Labrador in the 19705 Md 1980s.
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goverrmeDl followed lhrougb on the reconmmdations. On a smaUtr scale, women came
together in coosc1oUSOCSS-raisint'c: groups'a iDcreage awareness oCme i:Guesaad abo to
formulate their role in women's push for equality. In NewfoundlaDd aDd Labndor. like
other provilx.es IEf'OSS the rouatty. b:aI women's groups formed to put pressure on their
provQcial aDd tIIUIIicipaI aovernmenu to work towards women's equality. The
Newfoundland Status of Women Council was one such group. Organised on 16
November 1912 as a DOD-profit organisation. the NSWC wanted to "help ensure th8t the
recommcndatiom [oftbe Royal Commission} were canied out" (4be Goal Remains
Constant" ISA).
There wen: lbru specific events that led up (0 the fonnation oftbe NSWC. The
first was a "Str.ategy for <:baDBc"Collference held in Taromo in April 1972. The
participants in this meetiDa were coDCCmCd specificalJy with the iqllemc:utationoflbe
reconmmdatioas oftbe Royal CormUssion. Five \\'Omen atteDdcd from NewfOuud.land..
includmg Iris Jdby from the SecmaryofStale Office aDd Sbfty Goundrey from the
YWCA Action Cormnittee (pope and Bumbam 170). In SL John's, a molllb Ialer. a
seminar sponsored by the St. John's Business aod Professiooal Women's Club featured
one ofthc CollDlissioncn oftbc Report. Judge Doris Ogilvie. ApproJtimateiy 200 women
attCDded aDd a meeting foDowed at whicb ten women were DOminated and elected 10 "'take
some ongoing action 10 ensure that the enthusiastic response at tbis seminar did DOt
dissipate" (Rape Crisis Ceotrc: "Resume" 2). This group ofwomm became the NSWC.
Mmutesofthe SlatUsofWomm Council show that they met as early as Mayoftt.l yar
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and a comtitution was introduced. revised and accepIed by September (NSWC: Minutes,
t 8 September 1912). The third eYCIIl was a visit from radicaJ feminist Bormie I{rep. an
activist who was mstrumauI D the establisbmml ofa women's centre in TorodO
(NSWC: Minutes, 13 J~ 1972). She held a pubtic~ while in St. 10m's and made
se...eraI media appeannccs, tbc:reby inlroducing the womm's movemmllO a larger
audience. Several coosc:io\lStJeSS-raising groups formed as a resuh oCher visit.
As staled to earliercbapters, the liberal wave was the public face offemioism in the
19705 and the TCpOrt aClht RCSW put the concerns ofbberal feminists to the forefrom.
The document itselfwas "Iiberar' in its goals and recommendations. Nowhere in the
federally funded docwncrl was the issue ofvio~ against women 1Iddres:sed. This is
probably an acan1e reOcction ofthc issues brought forth by the women's groups aDd
concerned cilizms that pnicipated 10 the coDSUlwion. Violence against women, rape and
wife bltterinB~ not OQ theW irnmedia1e agenda.. Whether tbeTe was awareness oftbesc
issues with retuclaDce to briag lbem forward is DOt kDown. Day<are aocessibility, equal
opportunity fOr ~ymerIl. women scrviog onjurics, and politM:al rep'CSCtlIalioo~
examples ofissues that were amsidered pres:siDg at the time. As stated earlier, the NSWC
was ODt ofthc groups that organised in response to the RCSW. As the group's focus was
theimp~Dof the reconmmdations ofthc RCSW. it 100 was liberaJ. in its
mandates aDd goals. The NSWC set up "ginger groups" to deal with specific areas of
concern raised in the RCSW (Pope and Burnham 172).
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InSeptembcr 1972.lhe NSWC received a $500.00 seed grad &om the Secretary
ofStalc's ocwty fOnDed Women's Programme. Ia February 1973. a $3000.00 gnPl was
received from the same otlicc to 9d up a women's~ in St. JobD's. lbe moDe)' was
turned Olo'a' to the Women's Place ColJec:tive. a group the NSWC bad collabonlcd with
previously to produce a newsIc:tter (Pope aDd Burnham 172). The c:o.llcctiYe was giYm
autonomy 10 open and RID the centre, which was called 1be Women's Place.) lbe ceDtre
was set up II: 144 Duckwonb Street aDd later moved to Water Street ill downtown St.
John's (pope and Burnham 172). While both the: NSWC aDd the cobtive used the
centre, the groups bad different goals and approaches in their fight fOT women's rights.
Tensions arose and di:sc:ussioos ensued regarding the relationship aod the differmces
between the NSWC and The Women's CoIJcctive. Eventually the NSWC decided to find
its own quarters (NSWC: ..LeIter to members"').
NSWC opened its own Women's Centre a1 77 Bond Sueet ia 1974 wbK:b
approacbc:s. Tbe issues~ iDcludcd women 00 jury duty. repraencation in
govaunent. equal plY for women. discriminatory language ill go\lCrlllDCllt documems aDd
media. education aDd ct.y-are. SexuaJ vio}euce was not • ptOIDint:m issue IIId wu~Iy
lWcndy Wdliam! mnembered thai. the mer:nben: oftbis collcct.M abo assisted ...
victirm (Willilms X). She added that as far as she was aware, the JIlCI:Ilbcrs oftbe
Women's PiBce collective welcomal women into lbcir homes, considerinI this the best
way to assist them. Wendy cbIracterised the group as more radical than the NSWC.
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mentioned in the minutes oftbe monthly meetings oCtile Council ofw early 19705.
However, the topic was DOt comp~1y ignored. to the mid-1970s"a panel around the
tbeme ofviolence, especially as it a1fects women" was organised by the NSWC (NSWC:
Minutes. 31 July 1974). This panel included discussions of rape, assauh, and wife beating
with invited speakers from FamiiyCourt, Criminal Investigation Dcpartmcnl of the Royal
Newfoundland Coostabulary. Social Welfare and psychologists (NSWC: Minutes. 5
August 1974). One aspect oftbe criminaJjustice system the organisation protested was
the process ofw court trial in rape cases. The NSWC seD! out a press release suggesting
questions that women voters could put to candidates in an upcoming election. The one
question that re6ectcd concern about sexual violence was., "VIhen will we see rape cases
in cammt?" i.e., a closed counroom to protect the victim (NSWC: "Press Release,"
1974). Mentions ofrape and sexual violeDce in the minutes and logbooks were 1iU'C,
however. and the above: two references are the only ones found in the miDutes from 1972
to 1974. In fact, in the minutes of28 May 1975 there is reference to an article: tbat had
Iabclkd the organisalion as "anti-rape." The members feb. a ''need to clarifY ... that we
are not trying to organise ourselves as a rape crisis centre" (italics added) (NSWC:
Minutes, 28 May 1915).
Giveu that the NSWC was formed to advance the recoDmCDdationsoftbe RCSW.
which compCtcly ignored the issue ofvioleoce against women. it is 001 surprisiDg that the
issue wasoot a main priority. However it is DOteworthythat the NSWC felt it was
imponam 10 cWifY that they wen: DOt an "anti_rape" organisation. Why was it iq)ortaDt
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to nake lba1 distiDction? I spcculakd that the NSWC did DOt want to appeu 100 ndical.
considering thai violmcc aga.inst women was associated with the ndicaJ. femiaist
movemeut. ill a coaDJlJdy u.a could be dcsc:ribed as coDSel'W1iYe. Pabaps the NSWC
wished to a~id the topic to preved association with "'radical femWsts" which mi&bt .ve
been more risky in IenDI of~ pubtic support. Wendy Williams disBgreed~ this
analysis.. It was her conletllion that being involvcd with the Women's Centre, or any 1*1
of the women's movement, was considl:red radical then. whatever the issues beiDa
addressed (Williams, email communication 28 October 2(0). It might have been that
they did DOt want to publicise services that they indeed could bOt offer.
In a SUIIID&)' oftbe yaw's lC'livities in 1915. which was Intemalional Womco',
Year, DO menlioo is tmde offigbliDg sexual violence. Activities focused on educatiDa
WOnd and lobbying for <:t.taae in the areas ofpo1itic!., education and work. GoVCl'tlmClf.
sponsored a LocalIDiti8tiva project in 1975, wtricb provided for niDe I*t-time positioos
at the Women's Cencre (Pope _ Bumbun 175). This fundiDg was used to set up.
speaker's bureau. produce newsletters aDd pamphlets and to offer various courses III the
we. Briefspreseoled to tbelo~in 1976 and 1977 iDdicated tbesoaJsoftlJe
organisation: Women aDd The Law, FUDdiDg for Day-care. MatrimoDial Property JliIbts.
Women in. Public Life. and Women and Erq>loymcot ("'Goal" 18A). Violeoce apimt
women, dbougb still not a IU&h priority, was mentioned on an agenda in the lite 19705.
A plan to begin research no "bettered wives" was mentioned and discussion about scttiDg
up a lransilion bouse, a shelter for women leavq abusive reilltionsbips bad aI!Io started.
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The NSWC &sf. put a proposal to the provincial government for fimding fOr a Transition
House in 1975, but it was twned down (pope and Burnham 198).4
The next few)'CUS saw the women's movemeot estabtish new groups on the
provn:ial grassroots Ievl:L Tbe Provincial Advisory Council on the Status ofWomc:n was
established III ann's IcDgtb from governmcot, aioog with the Wome:o,'s Policy Office
within governmc:Dt. to advise on women's issues (pope and Burnham 177). More women
wen:: elected to government or ran for scats in elections. At the grassroots kveL women's
groups sprang up aroWld the province. 10 raise awareness of issues they faced and to meet
IocaJ needs. Status of Women Councils began in different lovms in NewfoUDdJand and
l....abRdor including Comer Brook, Grand Falls aDd Labrador City (pope and Bumbam
171·81). Thcx Cowx:ils put pressure on the NSWC to cl:l.an@:e its name to reflect its
actual membership and focus and it renamed itsetfas the St. Jobo's SWus of Women's
Cowx:il in 1914.
TM F.aIabIiIII.8n••, .. Rape Crisis Coa.mee: .""'·71
Based 00 the minutes aCme NSWC. the~ to c:stablisb a rape crisis caJb"e in
St. Jom's stemmed from a 1m~ by JoaaieVmee. NatioDal~tortbe
4After five)al'$ oflobbyiDs. the provinl:e 8DDOlIPCCd support fOr Tnmsition HOlDe
in 1980. A sccoDd-slaiC bousina project., Iris Kirby House, was started in St. John's in
1983. It !lOOn bcc:ame~ that rumina both dwellings was too difficult. Trmsition
Ho!,15e was moved into the Kirby House premises and adopted the name: Iris Kirby House.
The sbelt.c:rwas MIlled ill memory oflris Kirby, imDerly of Secretary ofState., who t.I
been inslr'urDeUaI in orpoisiDg Status ofWomeo CoUDcils in the proviDce.
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Natiooal Association for Rape Crisis Centres. By this time. the NSWC bad establisbed
committees that dealt with specific issues. My interviews and review ofdocuments show
that it was an exciting time to be involved in the women's movement. The NSWC
Women's Centre was a hub ofactivity. After Joanie Vance's visit the members ofNSWC
were still cautious about wbdber they could offer a rape crisis service or not.
Diane Duggan, an active member oftbe NSWC. took on the issue ofrape crisis
from the beginning. The question of whether or not the Women's Centre (:Quid offer rape
counselling was noted ill the meeting aD 4 April 1977 but DOt enough members were in
anendance to reach a decision. Already much oCtile work orthe NSWC was being done
on voluDteer bours and members were DOt sure whether tbey could take on aootbcr
project that would involve roore cormlitment and lime. A couple of interested members
decided to pursue the possibility ofotreriDg some service to victims of rape. A meeting,
separale from regular NSWC meetings. was held for anyone interested in looking further
into tbe possibility of!JettiD& up a rape c:rim service. In the minutes 0£2 May 1917 a
member oftbe NSWC lalked about the "rape crisis meeting," which iDdkaled that the first
mcetiPg concerning rape crisis occUfT'ed between 4 April and 2 May 1977.
Meetings started to be held regularly, with Diane Duggan and one other member
oftbe NSWC gmerally organising them. At these meetings. reports were given on the
services already awilablc: in St. Jobn's and possibly in the province. Information was
gathered from the police and medical profession. Diane Duggan contacted police and said
they were "quite positive though paternalistic.. about the idea ofa rape crisis ceoue in St.
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Jolm's(NSWC: Minutes., 18 May 1971). At a meeting in September 1977 Crown
Prosecutor John McGrath was a guest speaker. He explained to interested members wbaI
happened in a courtroom during a rape trial (NSWC: Minutes., 19 September 1917). In
the minutes it was DOted what a rape crisis centre could offer, however it is not clear
whose ideas these WCI'C.
The people attending the rape crisis meetings reported back to the NSWC
meetings on the infonnation gatbcrcd and any progress made in preparing to set lip a rape
crisis service. At a 25 May 1977 NSWC meeting it was DOted that Diane was going to a
Nalional Rape Confcrcnce in Montreal and this was a deadline by which the group should
decide what they were going to do about rape crisis and whether they could offer the
service or not. Although there is no subsequent reference to a group decision to go ahead
with a rape crisis service, a rape crisis committee was set up six months later. The NSWC
was involved in many different activities at this point and committees continued 10 work
within their areas. Members were often on several committees and interests aDd
contn'butions overlapped. so tbat nearly everyone was involved to some extent with aU the
work being done. Despite the workload, new committees continued to be struck wbeo
DCW issues came to light.
At a 23 November 19TI meeting new committees were proposed, including "rape
crisis," the co-ordinBlor ofwbicb was to be DiaDe Duggan.s In 1JrecembeI'. the IIIiDuIes
SDiaoe Duggan figures promiDeDlly in the history oftbe RCC, as she was
instrwncntal in the estab!isbmcot and rwming oftile organisation. From the very
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noted that rape crisis would put a listing in the pbone book under the title "Rape Crisis
Centre" but the: number woukl be the same as for the Women's Centre. as they were oot
yet ready for a twenty-four bour crisis line. In the same month. Diane "got her first rape
case" (NSWC: Minutes, 14 December 1917). Investigation oftbe daily log books kept. at
the Women's Cenltc: showed that Diane spent a lot of time initiating aDd maiDtaining
contact with tbeNational Co-ordinator ofRape Crisis Centres and other Canadian rape
crisis centres for the next several months. Mail cODSlaDtly came in addressed to Diane
from various anti-rape orgaIlQtions in Canada. Meetings were held for those interested in
rape crisis about once a month outside reguJar "Women's Centre" bows so they could
avail orlbe Ceulre for their meetings.
All members oftbe NSWC did not share the same enthusiasm for the idea to set up
rape crisis services. Energies and resources were being pulled in many different directions.
Before the RCC CoJDnitlee was establisbed, the NSWC debated whether to approach the
Secretary ofState to request money for an an day workshop on mwUcipai elections or
rape crisis (NSWC: Minutes, 31 August 1977). A fitirly extensive anicle published in the
Eyenjng Telegmn did DOt mention it at aU, showing indeed that "The Goal Remains
beginning, Diane Duggan initiated and led tbe work necessary to get tbe Rape Crisis
Centre offthe ground. As <:M be seen in the minutes aDd logbooks., her DUIJe bepn to be
used inten::1:JanseabIy with "'rape I:risis." Requests for speakers on the subject and
informllioo were directed to Diane lUId reports fiom the "RCC" were from Diane. The
issue ofDianc "'being" the RCC was probkmatic for some rneniJcrs oftbe NSWC and, it
bas bcco argued, fOr Dime bcnel£ This issue will be examined in grater detail later ill
this chapter and in Chapter five when I consider Diane's involvement more closely.
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Constant" ("'Goal"' IRA). At the ADnual Gc:ocraJ MeetiDs references were made to
"att~ to sec up. rape crisis centre" however it was DOl a signific:aul part. oftbc: NSWC
annuaJ. report (NSWC: MiDJlCes, 14 November 1977)&5 thec:ommince wasjusC gettiDB
,..,.0<1.
For the yrar 1918, the rape crisis group was still tcclDicaUy ...committee" oCtile
NSWc. even though the organisation was referred 10 as the "Rape: Crisis Centre" by all
involved. In 1918, interested members, especially Diane Duggan, began an investigation
into the finaoc:ial resources needed to provide a rape crisis service. Like other RCCs
across Canada., the focus was on offering crisis COWlSelling to rape victims through a crisis
line. It was noted thai an answering service would cost 550.00 a mouth, and there wa-c
plans to request a phooc: &om the Newfoundland TeEpbooe company. ConsubtioQS
were held with Joanie Vance to gather irOOrmatioo about funding SOW'CCS and some
applications were a.de fOr fUndma. The Rape Crisis Centre applied tOr a Canada Works
granr. to fund some oftbeir wort. but it was rejected.. The AtJanlic RegioIaI
Reprcscrulive ofCASAC. Paula Wilson, met wO DiaDe aDd interested members in
January to go over proposals for finaDcial contnbulioDS at the: national Evel (NSWC:
Minutes. 25 Jamwy 1971). The ROC approacbed St. 101m's City Council for fimds ill the
spring aDd received $1000.00 to pay for a 24-oour crisis line.
The ROC used the media 10 raise its profile in the city and to increase awareoess of
the problem ofrape aod the: services the RCC couJd otfer. Many radio interviews were
noted in the logbooks. The NSWC bad already cstabIisbed a history ofwriting tcSpODSCS
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to articles that appeared ill the media. When an article appeared in the~ from a
St. John's reader titled. "'How Women's Lib Promotes Rapc.," it was decided that Diane
would write a respDMe from the RCC while someooe else would write a response from
the NSWC (Raske 22). This indicated that the organisations recognised that ooe
advantage of being viewed as separate was that they could put forth two voices rather
than ODe. Coverage in the media led to commwtity awareness oftbe ROC and its services.,
resuhing in requests for public presentations. For exampk. Diane aDd another woman
were asked to speak at the Janeway, a hospital for children. about child sexual abuse in the
faH ofl978.
The RCC's relationship with other agencies was estabIisbcd early in its
development. Represeutatives from both the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
and the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary (RNC) bad contact with Diane. The RCMP
called the Women's Centre to inform Diane that the film, "How to Say No to a Rapist and
Survive" was going to be shown in the cormnmit)'. though they were likely aware that she
would protest the use of this film.6 The RNC enlisted the help oftbe RCC by calling the
organisation to request a volunteer to come to police headquarters to speak with a victim
ofassault (NSWC: Minutes, 22 March 1978). The willingness ofDianc to work with aDd
fo'Jbere was widespread criticism ofFred Sloraska's fihn due to its use ofbumour
and its advice for women to "play aJoag" with aD attempted rape. The 51. Jalm's Cc:utrepro""'''' pu,,",,1y (See Lynn Murphy, "Rape eMs e-re Objecting to Faro Dealing_
Rapists,.. Eyenigg Telegr!m [St. 101m's] 4 February 1978: 4) IIPd in &ct CASAC
included its rejection oCtile fib in revisions to its constitution (CASAC).
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talk to police at this.stage indK:aIes a split from what would be considered a "'radical"
stane:e. Criticism ofpoUce responses to victims ofsexuaJ violence had resulted in many
radical groups. iDcludiDg other mcmbcTs ofCASAC. refusing co work with the poUce
force on any kvtl Even prior to the estabIisbment ofthe RCC, however, Diane spoke to
police about their thoughts on having a RCC in St. ]obn'~ indicating interest, at asc. in
the viewpoints ofthe IocaJ police force.
The rape crisis "centre" was actually the back office oftbe Women's Centre
located at 83 Military Road. This tiDy room was used to keep information, do paperwork
and whatever else constituted rape crisis work at that point. Meetings were held after
regular business hours., so the group could use the Women's Centre main area. Early in
1978, finances and the smaU number of volunteers limited services offered by tbe ROC.
Ahhough there was no crisis !iDe, Diane did speak to victims ofassauh when requested by
police or when someone called or came to the Women's Centre. The beck office was
used in the daytime to speak. with women ifthey came by. The rape crisis I.iDe was booked
up mid~lu1y 1978 with money lha1 was donated from St. 101m's municipal council. With
tbe separate rape crisis line, and the financial support for it, there came a DeW sense of
independence. In August. DiaDc wrote in the daily logbook that, "from oow on the RCC
mail will be handled separately (from the NSWC). \Vboever gets the mail sbould put it to
one side WlOpened. There is aJso a logbook (specifically) for the RCC'" (NSWC:
Logbooks, 2 August 1978). The women involved in establishing the RCC organised the
"first rape crisis training session" 9 October 1978 thai was open to women who were not
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necessarily involved in the NSWC. The training sessions used community resources and
infonnation from other rape crisis centres on their practices 10 show the voluDlcers bow to
take crisis calls and to outline bow the RCC was going to operate. Thirteen women
attended and became the first group ofRCe volunteers.
The year 1978 was also a time ofchange for the NSWC itself. A decision was
made to buy housing for the Women's Centre rather than continue renting. If the Council
invested in property, it could rem out apartments to help pay for the mortgage. Twenty of
the women involved lent money to the NSWC to pay a downpayment ofS2000.00 on a
house al83 Military Road. The official oJlCflin8 of the DeW building which housed the
NSWC's Women's Centre bappeDedon 25 June 1978 ("Women's Centre Opens" 2). On
26 June the caption beneath a picture: offour ofthe members ofthe NSWC io Ox: fu:miD&
~ read that some oCtbe "facilities on the first floor office will be a rape crisis
centre, an information and meeting place and a feminist hbtary" (Women's Centre Opens"
2V Not everyoDe was excited about the projects and progress of the RCC. Some oftbc:
members oCtile NSWC thought it was taking up too much time and effort thai needed to
be directed elsewhere. At a "Day ofDiscussion" members DOted that ahhougb these
programs were needed ..... they did 001 provide an overall focus or goal for the entire
organisation to become involved in" (NSWC: Mioutes. 27 May 1978).
'One oCtbe wameD I iotcrvicwed saki that there was a cootraet wrirten up at the
time oftbe purchase of83 Military Road that guaranteed a place for the rape crisis cedre
at the Worocn's Ccutre for as knlg as it was in existeDce. I did DOt find lID)' documents or
ref~ to this in the logbooks or minutes ofthe NSWC.·
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The Rape Crisis entre: 1979
At the end of 1978, all committees submitted a repon to the NSWC inchacling rape
crisis. Rape crisis was still considered an issue and a project oftbe NSWC at this time.,
and the two groups were closely connected. 1919 was a busy year for the RCC and for
Diane Duggan iDparticuJar. Wlthtbe new volunteers traiDed in 1978, there wereeoougb
people now to get the RCC up and running. The activities seemed to be concentrated on
making the public aware oftbe RCC aDd operating the crisis line. The crisis line was the
mainstay oftbe organisatM:iD and "shifts.. were taken with a beeper that alerted the canicr
when someone caIJed the crisis n. Volunteers took this beeper for a period ofa day or
two days., often using the Women's Centre as a drop-offand pick-up place. Tbe logbooks
show lhat tbe back office oftbe Women's Cemre on Military Road continued 10 be used
for rape crisis work. The rape crisis volunteers relied on the Women's Centre phone !iDe
as a business phone. Regular meetings were held there in the evenings with a briefnote
from Diane in the logbooks saying that they bad been there for a rape crisis meetmg.
1bere are many DOtes made in the NSWC logbooks about interviews for television and
radio. lnfOrmalion-gathcring from different agencies, including medical professions,
police, and justice officials continued. There was a lot ofcorrespondeooe with other rape
crisis centres and the oatioDai organisation. The RCC officially joined the Association of
Canadian Rape Crisis Centres that year and contnbuted to the drafting oftbe natioual
constitution.
7.
The first two entries by DiaDc Duggan in the NSWC logbooks of 1979 rcveaJcd
tensions forming between the RCC and the NSWC. On 4 January Diane sbowed obvious
.frustralioo at nol being.contacted about a message left for bet at the Women's Ceuue and
OD 14 January she made what she hoped would be '''the final request for people DOt to
leave the beck office WlIocked" (NSWC: Logbooks, 14 January 1979). Noles in the
logbooks from or about the Rce became rare and nothing about the RCC was mentiooed
in the NSWC minutes from January to September 1979. In September 1979 the: miPutes
noted that "Rape Crisis Centre" was on the agenda but disc:.lSSion was tabled until the
wonm who had volunleered to be a liaison between the RCC and NSWC. returned. The
cin:umstaDCeS that DeCeSSilated a liaison between the groups are not documented. The
minutes 0(22 October showed that the RCC wanted to clarifY the relatiomhip between
the RCC and the NSWC. At this point, NSWC referred to members oftbe RCC as "they"
iDdicatiDg that tbe organisation was viewed as at ast somewhat separate from the NSWC
or tb8l there was less overlap in the work oftbe two groups. The specific issue of
concern for the RCC was wbetber the members needed to bring decisions to the executive
ofNSWC for approval. as it would be postponing action in some: cases. The RCC did oot
want to divorce from the NSWC but WlIIIled to clarifY what needed to be brougbt to
Council NSWC thought that day-ttHiay business did not need lbei:r approval but news
releases., public announcements and requests for funding should be brought to their
attention and any decisions that involved significant time, money. or personnel sbould be
made by the NSWC Executive.
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The issue oflbe relationship with the RCC came to the forelioDt and was the first
order ofbusiness for the 5 November meeting. The RCC proposed that they wen:
..affiliated but autonomous." meaning they would be self-govenUng but make monthly
reports to NSWC (NSWC: Minutes. 5 November 1979). They proposed that they shouJd
not have to wait for approval from NSWC for press releases or furding requests.
Extensive discussioD ensued about the relationship and obligations ofthe organisations to
each other. The members ofNSWC agreed that the "rape crisis centre is oeither a
standing cornrnittee nor a project oflbe NSWC and that the two organisations are
affiliated: the aBiliation is by consent ofboth groups. Therefore the rape crisis centre is
autonomous in its operation" (NSWC: Minutes, 5 November 1979). GuideliDes were laid
out about the operation Dftbe o~tions.as they still sbami space. For cX8qlk. the
RCC should use its own letterhead and filing cabinets and Women's Centre personnel
should DOt answer the rape crisis phone, as they had not been trained to deal speci6c:aUy
with rape crisis calls. This was pltt forward as a motion and passed during tbe meetirJM.
This then, would seem 10 mark the recognition that the St. lohn's Rape Crisis Centre was
an organisation in itselfahhougb it continued to work out ortbe Women's Centre,
5pe(:i6caUy the back office. for al5east the next twelve years.1
'ID the 199Os, the RCC 1eft the Women's Centre and rented a separate physical
office in St. Jobo's. I am unaware oftbe circumstaDccs lbBllcd to the decision to find
new quarters. The issue: was DOt iDvestiga1ed in my resc:arcb as it focuses on the RCC up
wnill990 only. Ho~. the c:ootinuirIg relatioosbip between the RCC and the WOlDen's
Centre is an issue thai warrants fia1her investigation.
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The RelatiHldlip Becwea lite RCC aad the NSWC ia tbe 1980s
The 19805 mark a period offluctuation in the relationship between the ROC aDd
the NSWC Women's Ceutre. Early in 1980 another training session readied a second
group ofvohmteers to handle the·crisis line. The Women's Centre continued to be used
as "bomebese" and meetings were bcld there in the evenings. Messages for RCC
volunteers were DOled in the logbooks of t 980. There is no mention oftbe RCC or its
work in the logbooks ofl981 or 1982. Examination of the NSWC minutes, however.
reveal that the relationship. though less intense. was being maintained. RefercDCeS are
made to the RCC sporadically indicating some colIUIWllicatioo betweeD the groups related
to administrative concerns. In August 1981, a DOte is made that a quarterly audit was
being delayed due to laleoess ofa RCC repon (NSWC: Minutes, 17 August 1981) and
that the same problem bad arisen previousJy (NSWC: Minutes, 23 November 1981). This
issue was DOted again iD 1983 (NSWC: Minutes, 23 Marcb 1983).
Ahhough none oftbe women 1 interviewed remembered a time wben the crisis liDe
was not moperation, it appears from the minutes that the line was disconoected ill 1983
(NSWC; Minutes, 7 February 1983). The question posed to NSWC membersal the
February meeting was whether the organisation could help the RCC recoDDeCt the phone.
Presumably the phone waseut because ofunpajd bills., as indicated in the minutes 0£2
April 1984. Plamwere made for a discussion with Diane Duggan about bow the NSWC
could help (NSWC: Minutes, 1 February 1983). TbeRCCtbcnwascomposedofonly
two members and the NSWC posed questions about when the QCXl trUIing session was
7.
going to happen. The NSWC appeared concerned about there being only two volunteers
and wanted some kind ofreassuranc::e that another training session was planned.
Months later the minutes indicated that a training session was arranged for the two
new co-ordinators oflbe Women's Centre. one ofwbom was Beth I..acey. Diane Duggan
facilitated the training for the two staffand invitedotber members oftbe NSWC who were
interested to panicipate. An agreement was made that Beth and tbe other co-ordinator
handle rape crisis calls from 9:00 to S:OO pm, or during working bours. to relieve the
st~ faced by the two volunteers until a new training session could be organised. Until
the training took place, staffat the Women's Cenlre continued 10 forward rape crisis calls
to the two volunteers. presumably to their borne phone numbers.
(0 1984. Beth and the other oo-ordinator at the time continued to field calls
looking for information about rape and hanllled crisis liDe calls during tbeir work hours at
the Women's Centre. Still, many caUs were forwarded 10 Diane Duggan or Mary Doyle.
the other volunteer. Mail for the RCC continued to come into the: Women's Centre and
was picked up by one ofthe Cwo vohmteers. The NSWC had obviously taken a renewed
interest in the RCC early in 1984 as it was noted that a grant application bad been 6lJcd
out by the RCC. The following meeting noted that there was DO news about the
application yet (NSWC: Minutes. 6 February 1984; 27 February 1984). NSWC members
worked with RCC 10 give presentations in. schools and over the sunmer worked together
to organise the firs!: Take Back the Night March in St. John's that filll.
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The RCC disappeared &om the logbook entries again from Dr::a=ber 1984 UPlil
July 1986. with only very bridrefereooes.. The ""Rape Crisis Line" was an agmda item fOr
NSWC in October aDd November of 1984 and early 1985 aDd consubtion with Dime:
was plaDncd. A discussion about the RCC was tabkd in March 1985 and in April a report
was gn.'CIl from one oftbc NSWC mmD:rs regan!iag the cost ofa portable phone. ~cr
aDd lUIS\o\"CI1ng service (NSWC: MftJtes. 2S March 1985; 22 April 1985). In May.
reference was made 10 a mectiD& at which the RCC was discussed. 1be details oftbc
discussion are not recorded (NSWC: Minutes, 14 May 1985).
In July 1985. there was a request made to the NSWC from the RCC for a loan of
$1600.00 to pay for airline tickets for live women to attend a RCC conference in Prince
EdwanllsJand. It was proposed \bat tbeNSWCand RCC take adwmage ofcbeap airfare
to send members ofbotb OrgaaisatioDS to this confereoce. The NSWC agreed to lend the
RCC the mooey and members ofboth organisations wmt to the confamcc (NSWC:
MinU:es, 22 July 1915; 5 August 1985). After wortms together again in 1985 to orpDile
the Take Back the Night march, the issue oCtile RCC came up iD the miDutesoftbc
NSWC meeting again. AgUl, the NSWC p:tsed qUCSltoDS about wbco the next tr'ainm&
session was going 10 take pi8ce and made reference 10 the RCC~ dc::scribil:l&.
twenty-ina-bour crisis line wbX:h "would oot be in operation for some time." The same
group that attended the conference in P.E.! would organise the tJainirlg (NSWC:
Minutes, 2S September 1985). In December. a "rape crisis committee" met to discuss
events III the P.E.I. confemJce and evaluated the training session (NSWC: MiDutes, 2
8\
December 1985).
It appears the official crisis lioe was still not reconnected by 1986. Consideration
oebow the NSWC could help was noced again in May 1986 and in subsequent meetings
correspondence was noted between the NSWC and Diane Duggan. A training course was
scbeduled to start in October 1986 and in September the minutes noted that in regard to
the RCC, "things seemed to be going better. Their answering macbme bas been booked
up'" (NSWC: Minutes. 29 September 1986). A meeting between members oCllIe NSWC
and the RCC took place soon after. At this meeting, the RCC reported that interviews for
new volunteers were planned for January and the next training session would get
wxlerway in February 1987 (NSWC: Minutes, I December 1986). There is also a
reference to a "mix-up" ofsome sort tballeft that RCC assuring the NSWC that a bill bad
been paid and the RCC would clear up the confusion.
In 1981, a member ofthc NSWC volunteered co help the RCC with interviews of
women inlerested in volunteering, which would start IS January 1987 (NSWC; Minutes,
5 January 1981). Later that 1Wnth. the NSWC seemed to be exasperated with the ROC.
The NSWC member who bad agreed to help out with interviews was cited ras having "'had
it" with the RCC training and feb. that she had done most of the work. A motion was put
forward for tbe NSWC 10 strike a cormnittee to take over responsibility for working with
the ROC, beyond helping out with training. There was unanimous approval and plans
were made to discuss this with Diane Duggan (NSWC: Minutes. 27 January t 987). A
meeting took place 5 February between four members oCtile NSWC and three RCC
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volunteers (NSWC; Mimnes. 9 February 1987). The agenda for this meetin& was
extensive. covering issues such as training for new volunteers. the repayment ofrmney by
the RCC to the NSWC and a proposal for the members ofthe NSWC to become part of
the RCC.
Regardjng the money thai the NSWC bad loaned the RCC. Diane Duggan
reported that some ofthe money had been lent to another Women's Centre who could not
repay it. Diane refused to divulge any more infonn!ltion. The NSWC requested receipts
from the RCC that involved Take Back the Night expenses or monies raised. Tbe date for
the next training session was set. Also. at this meeting, the NSWC asked to be part oftbe
RCC. A DOle in the NSWC minutes indicated tbaI "at a later meeting, it was decided thai:
this was not acceptable" (NSWC: Minutes. 9 February 1987). It is not clear when or
how this dccisioo was reacbed or by whom. The NSWC was opposed to the kIea of
volunteers being "'inteniewedtt aDd p.lanned to put this objection into writing. Then:: was
further correspondence between the organisations, including written coamunkation from
Dime Duggao regarding concerns with the NSWC aDd RCC liaison. In March 1987, a
resolution was made by the NSWC to SCI up their own 24-bour rape crisis service,
because the members feb. that '"the Deeds ofwomen in this community are DOt being IDee'
(NSWC: Minutes, 2 March 1987).
Later tbat monlh, a NSWC member suggested employing a mediator to work out
the problems between the NSWC and the RCC. Plans were made to write a letter to the
RCC asking fora response by 30 March 1987 (NSWC: Minutes. 16 March 1987). A
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reply was received aDd DOted in the minutes of30 March 1987, agam without including
the details. A Jener was being drafted Co send back. The meeting oe28 April indicated a
hard-nosed approach being taken with the Rce. Plans were made to draft ktters
regarding bilJs for photocopying and discussion ensued about sehing a deadline for the
NSWC to make a decision about offerirlg their own rape crisis service. The issue wasonc
the members thought should be brought up at the AGM (NSWC: Minutes, 28 April.
1987). In JUDe and July it appeared plans were made to gather information for Women's
Centre staff'to offer rape crnts cmmselling.
In August., Diane Duggan reported that a 24-bour rape crisis line was being
installed within the week (NSWC: Minutes, J August 1987). Wbetber it was simply the
idea that the NSWC were setting up their own rape crisis service that had spurmt Diaoc
into action or whether c:in:umstaDccs changed that allowed the re-cstablishmeot oftbe line
is oot known. By mid-August, there was some resolution to the tension. A crisis lioc bad
been set up that was still based in me Women's Centre. Women's Ceotn: staffwere not to
answer it however; an answering service woukl pick. up and forward the call to an
available RCC vohmteer(NSWC: Minutes, 17 August 1987; 31 August 1987). RCC
meetings were DOted in the logbooks as being scheduled to take place at the Women's
Centre. The possibility ofa liaison penon between the organisation was broached again
by the NSWC (NSWC: Minutes, 13 October 1987). In the logbooks and NSWC minutes
of 1988, the RCC is cited filirly coasistentJy. Meetings were held in the Women's Centre,
messages taken and passed on ~ing requests for a speaker about rape.
The minutcs of 16 February 1988 DOted that the NSWC bad a problem with the
RCC volunteers coming to the WOIDeD'S CCDtrt: during the day to meet clicots. The
NSWC believed there was no space: at the Women's Centre for RCC volUlltcers to meet
clients during daytime bows, as the Women's Centre was the working space for several
NSWC employees. The NSWC suggested thai: they could help by placing aD ad looking
for confidential space for the RCC (NSWC: Minutes, 16 february 1988). In thcsummcr
of 1988, tbe RCC received funding to hire: two stUdents and requested they work out of
the Women's Centre. The NSWC however bad hired five students who made usc oftbc
space in addition to three regular staffso NSWC decided it was not feasiNe to bring more
staffinto the already cramped workspace. A RCC volunteer ancndcd a meeting oftbc
NSWC to voice her concCTtlS about the relationship between the two organisations
(NSWC: Minutes, 7 June 1988). She attended the meeting as somtOoc personally
concerned and not as a representative ofthc RCC. The RCC volunteer suggested a
meeting bctwcetl the RCC and the NSWC 10 whicb the NSWC agreed. The RCC
however, declined, citing aD already overworked schedule. The RCC said they would
constdcr this again in the &U (NSWC: Minutes, 21 June 1988). The fit)] of 1988 shows
no records oftbe RCC or contacl bcIwecn tbc organisations, beyond aD"annual report"
prepared by thc RCC that gave a sparse outline ofthe activities ofthe Centre in 1988.
Early in 1989, there is a request from the RCC for a loaD of$300.00 needed to pay their
poooc bill (NSWC: Minutes, I February 1989).
.5
TIle next references 10 the RCC are made in May 1989 after Diane Duggan's
death. In June it is noted that two RCC volunteers (the only two) are "exhausted" and
that the answering service bad been cut of[ The NSWC agreed 10 have the co-ordinator
answer the phone again from 9:00 to 5:00 and suggested the volunteers invest in an
answering machiDe to pick up calls after business hours (NSWC: Minutes., 27 JUDe 1989).
The NSWC also suggested calling a meeting for interested people to help out with the line
until a new tI'llinin8 session couJd be organised. likely in the fill.I. In July it was ooted thai
there had been a couple of women who volunteered to help out and that the Centre would
use a beeper system. A new training'program was scheduled for lhe ran (NSWC:
Minutes,. 25 July 1989). Pam Thomas, who had been a RCC volunleer for several yean.
chaired the Take Back the Night Committee in 1989 and continued to answer tbe crisis
line until more volunteers were found. The last notes in 1989 were that a trainiug session
was well underway and the RCC bad received $13 000.00 from the MUN medical
students raised through their annual Monte CarkJ Night (NSWC: Minutes. 17 October.
1989; 27 November 1989).
Co.dllsioa
In this chapter I have owliDed the beginnings oftbe RCC as a Committee oftbe
NSWC. Within two years. the RCC feb. it bad coougb members, and perhaps a different
enough focus, that it woukl benefit from being iodepeDdent oftbe NSWC. In the years
1980-1990 volwrteers came and went. with a select few remaining involved for extended
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periods oftime. Diane Duggan, who continued to be involved until her death in 1989. led
the organisation aDd was, at times, ODe of only two volunteers. Originally, I did not inteod
to focus on the relationship between the Women's Centre and the RCC. Therefore my
questions 10 the women I interviewed were DOt specific enough on this issue to extract and
discuss the specific roots ofthe tensions and problems. Both Mary Doyle and Beth Lacey
refer to periods when the relationship betweeD the two groups was '"not very good"
(DoyJe) and wbcll there "'was not much trust between the RCC and the Women's Centre
(Lacey). I have relied on the docwnerrts and my interpmation ofthcm. to tell this story.
The relationship between the RCC and the Women's Centre fluctuated and the members
oftbe NSWC appeared frustrated with the RCC (or with Diane Duggan. whose name was
used interchangeably with the group) at some points. The exact point or points oftcnsion
are not documented explicitly. The members oftbc NSWC might bave been frustrated
with tbe RCC asking for help, yet it appears they wanted to and did assist the RCC when
necessary. The underlying tones oCtile minutes ofthc NSWC in the 19805 seem to
indicate a need for reassurance ftom the RCC that more volunteers were being recruited
and trained. Was the concern oftbe NSWC members, then, that Diane was intentionally
keeping the people involved to a minimum? There were concerns about her being the
"face aCthe RCC" even while: there were other volunteers.
At a meeting ofNSWC aDd RCC representatives Ia1e in the 19805 questions were
raised about accountability, ie. who was the RCC acanmtal»e to? The representatives of
the RCC, iocludios Diane Duggan. believed they were only lICOOuntab'e to the women
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who called the crisis line. This statement illustrates the different philosophies and
structures oftbe two groups. 1be NSWC and Women's Centre were organised
bierarchicaUy; people involved recognised that hierarchy and worked within it. The Rec
wanled to operate as a collective. and rejected the idea of being accountable to anyone
. except the women it served. It was not government-funded so it did not need to report to
any other body. The NSWC. however, was government-funded and was accountable to
that funding body in lenns ofreporting work completed and writing proposals for specific
projects. The Rec volumeers did nol keep any records, so even ifSOrDeOnc were to set
out to review the work., there was no way ofactually doing 50. The members orlbe
NSWC were concerned that the needs ofwomm in the community were not being met by
the ReC. The group even planned to set up their own rape crisis service. Whether lhis
stemmed from concern about the quality ofthe service beiDg offered by tbe ReC or
uncertainty about the availability oribe crisis line is unknown.
Another way (0 look at this ts as a conflict between Diane Duggan and the NSWC.
Do my references 10 the ReC aetuaIIy cloud an issue: with Dime Duggan, who practically
bad fuU control oCtile ReC? Was the NSWC's concern with Diane's way ofrunning the
ReC and not the RCC itself? In my interview with Wendy Williams, she pointed out that
my references to the "RCC" generaUy would be misleading (2), as it disooWllcd Diane's
level ofinfJuence and power within the organisation. It strul:k me as particularly odd that
Diane refused to divulge the detai1s surrounding the RCC lending money to lIDOther
Centre. This indicated to me a sisterhood with another organisation that outweighed its
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relatioDSbip Vtith and obligations to the NSWC (as tbe RCC still owed the NSWC mooey).
Did the RCC (or Dime) suddenly view the NSWC 8S I*t oftbe '"slate" tbIt they (she)
refused to wort wah?
I woDdered from the begiMDg ofmy research whether the RCC was more radX:al
t.blm the NSWC. It bas become evidaIt tt.ougb my l'e!/IICU'clI that bcins iDvolved ill tbe
women's movement meant a womu might be considered radical by the public. WIlbiD the
women's movement however. there are also degrees ofradicalism. Even though it misbl
not have been explicitly stated, it appears there was contlict between the two
organisations, t:.sed OD adbermce to, or beliefin, princip~ofcolJective vs. hierarclUcaI
organisalion and accountability outside oftheir respective CcDtreS. The relaJ:ionsbip
between the organisations would also have been affected by who was at the WOrDCll'S
Cenue, wbicb cbaDged over the decade. It would have been enlighl:ening to read through
the con:m.uUc:ar.ioo '** and torth between the organisatioos but I fOUDd ootbiDg oftbar.
sort. Also il is wise to keep i:D mind that the iDformKion incbied bere n::preseolS oaIy ODe
viewpoint., as il comes from the mimdcs and logbooks oftbe NSWC. WIWe 1 have
documeuts supporting the DOtioo thai the NSWC was fi'ustra1ed with the Rcc. I have
ootbmg that expRSSe5 the p:»sition of the RCC. SiDce the ROC contilNcd to seek
assistaDce from the NSWC. despite tensions, there might have been a smse ofobIjptioa
lhat the ROC was drawiDg on. The RCC might have expected more support from the
NSWC. as it was a fimded Women's Centre, wbiIe the RCC was DOt being fimded. In the
next chapter, I wiD focus on the pbilollOpbics and activities oCtile RCC in the 1980s.
CHAPTER FOUR:
THE PHD..OSOPHIES AND ACI1VITIES OF THE
ST. JOHN"S RAPE CRISIS CENTRE
My goal for this chapter is to outliDe some of the philosophies and activities ofthe
RCC and its volunteers throughout the 19805. t describe the kinds ofactivities the
volunteers organised and participated in, from meetings to working the crisis Iinc:. I also
examine tbe organisation's guiding princip"=s or ptillosophics and bow these traI1Slated
into the activities the volunteers chose to work. on. Ahbougb the focus oflbeir efforts
might have changed from year 10 year and as members came and Jeft, descripttons of
activities were consistenr. across inIerviews. My inquiries inlo the philosophy of the group
migbI. have been misleading, as the group changed over time and philosophies of individual
members might have varied. I assumed however, lhat the group members worked toward
common ob;eclives, and tbus must bave shared some basic philosophies. Also, according
to the Iiterarure about feminist Ibeory and the women's movement, groups Ihat focused on
violeDce against women were generally radical feminist groups. In this chapter I consider
whctbet this was the case for the RCC.
There are few direct or ioIema1 documents outlining or descnbing the philosophies
and activities ofthe organisation, so the sources for this chapter are the NSWC documents
and the interviews I conducted with women who wen: volunteers. I describe the activities
thematically rather than chrooologically, as the activities seemed to be fairly consisIent
over the decade. I start by looking at CASAC, the national organisation of sexual assauk
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centres. The 81. Jobo's RCC was a member ofCASAC from its beginnings and used the
CASAC Constitution as a guide for its analysis ofrape and approach to assislaDce for rape
vktims. I also examine the actUal organisation oftbc group and the different posd.aoDSof
volunteers within the RCC.
It is impoSSIble for me to tomp~separate the information given to me by the
participants from my own experiences as a volunteer at the Sexual Assauh Crisis and
Prevention Centre. Having been a member of the group and a voJUDleel'. albeit more than
ten yean; later than the time period I am writing about, I was also part ofdiscussions of
philosophy and participated in activities such as lOOse outlined below. As I discuss the
philosophies and activities, my own cxperieoce will no doubt inflUCDCc: my interprew.ion
ofdocwnents and information gathered in interviews.
T1Ie C.ucliaD AssoebItioD ofSena. A....1t Ceatrn (CASAq
As indicated earlier. CASAC began as the National Association ofSexual Assault
Cennes at a conference for rape crisis centres in 1975. CASAC's current website
identificsitselfasa:
group ofsexual assault centres who bave come together to iqJa.a the
legal. sociaJ and attitudinal changes occessary to prevent, and ultimately
enodXate, ....... """"'.......Jt. As-.fgroups] ......... _
violence against women is ooe ofthe strongest indicators ofprevailiDg
societal attitudes towards women. The dent oftbe CaDadim Associlltion
is to act as a force for social change regarding yjo}ence against women at
the individual. the institut:iomI aDd the political bel (Canadian Association
ofSexual Assault Centres). .
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Today, CASAC bas political alliances with other national groups whose work
promotes women's equality and anti-vio~. 1be objective of the Canadian AssociattoD
ofSexual Assauh Centres is to implement changes deemed necessary to eradicate rape and
all fonns ofsexual aggtesston. The Association aDd its member Centres believe thai in
order to acquire the power aecessary to bring about changes. women must organise their
collective streDgth5: in the adi-rape IOOvemetU. Uniting through the natiooal organisation
snows women to achieve more than as individuals and separate groups.
Member centres worked on the D8tional constitution for a couple of years in the
late 19105, critiquing it and suggesting cbanges to wording so that the Constitution could
serve as a pon ofcommon ground for aU member centres. These: drafts were: distn1lutcd
to all member Centres. Eacb RCC offered feedback to tbe next national meeting for
discussion and coqlilation. I found early drafts of the CASAC constitution at the
Women's Centre, stamped with "ace" and marked up with editorial comments, questions
and suggestions. These drafts did DOl reveal signi6cant disagreement with the content of
tbe constitution, so it appeared that the St. Jobo's RCC accepted CASAC's b8sic
"..,.uxs.
Some pans ofthe constitution left particulars open for individual centres to make
decisions about. such as whether or DOt to focus on services (0 victims or political mann.
There were some fund.amernJ philosophies and principles however that bad 10 be
accepted by a Centre in order for it to be a member ofCASAC; one oftbcse was a pro-
choice staDd. It was stated in the medical section oftbe Constitution thai aU members b.1
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to be willing to support a woman'5 choice to tennioate a pregnlIDCy. Some women I
interviewed believed that being pro-choice was a requirement to be a volwtteer at the
RCC. Beliefin a woman's rigbl: 10 terminate a pregnancy was paramount aDd the
volunteer' would have to be abC to discuss the possibility ofprcgn&DCY and the option of
abortion with a caller in order to go on the crisis line. Also relal:ed to women's health, in
1981 a resoJulion was passed stating the Association's refusal to refer women 10
psychiatrists as they historically deemed women incompetent and unable 10 make choices
concerning their own mental health. Although there was 00 evidence that the RCC
refused to refer women to any mental heaJth professionals, the crisis line was based on the
phOOsophy lbat women. who Wtte oot professionals, could help other women get through
lhis kind ofuauma..
Another issue tackled in the national constitution discussion was the I'O~ armco in
the organisation. 1be constitution stated that all Canadian Association fuDctions and
meetings were to be open to womcnonly (CASAC). There was 00 mcntionofthis in all
the RCC sources I consuhcd, so it appears that the rok: ofmeo at the RCC was oot an
issue in the years up to 1990. Because I did DOt ask directly about this aspect oftbe
organisation in my iDterviews and the volunteers I iDtcrviewed DCver brougbt it up. I do
DOt know ifmcn offered tbdr services and were turned away. or ifmen Dl:\'C1 expressed
interest. In St. John's, this issue continues to be raised annually aroUDd the Take Back the
Nigiu man:b, an activity that is organised by the St. 10m's RCC, as weB as others ill
North America, that excludes men. Media anention raises debate about the validity ofa
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wornen-only march every year.
Confidentiality was such an important issue to CASAC members that, in 1980. a
resolution was passed that stated that Centres were obliged to maintain the coDfideDtiaiity
ofwomcn who used the Crisis Centre, regard~onegislation (CASAC). The St. John's
RCC obviously took client's privacy very seriously as statistics were never kept about
callers in the 19805 and documenw.ion ofany kind is scarce. Thus it seems that the
philosophies and principles ofthe St. Jobo's RCC were very much in liDe with the CASAC
Constitution. The St. John's Rape Crisis Centre maintaiDed contact with CASAC via a
representative from its very beginnings when Joarrie Vance, the National Co-ordinator for
CASAC visited St. John's prior to the establishment of the RCC. Regional
Representatives were set up across Canada to keep each centre connected with the
national body. Diane Duggan might also have been a regional representative at ODe time
for the Atlantic provinces.
The S1. Jo•••• RCC's A...tysil of Ibpe ••d Violniee Ap.... WOIBn
The SL John's RCC's analysis ofvioleocc against women was also very much in
line with CASAC's view. CASAC's oonstitution recognised that although sexual assault
could happen to anyone. women were the primary victims of sexual assault. As members
ofCASAC. Centres agreed that sexual assauh was an act ofdomination, violcDce aDd.
aggression perpetrated through forced pbysitaJ intimacy against a woman's will aDd
without her consent. Sexual assault was considered exploitation ofa woman's body aDd
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was a logical extension oCa sexist society, which promoted violence against women. The
political and economic structure oCa society which viewed women as objects eocouraged
sexual assauh. VuIncrability to assault was also related to the ecooormc and positioDBl
imbaIaDce between men and women. eASACs plsitxm. then. was a radK:a1 feminist
analysis.
According to the RCC. violence against women took many forms: physical abuse,
sexual harassment. incest. murder, emotional and psychological abuse and aU forms of
sexual assauh. In a 1987 Take Back the Nigbl: march address, Diane Duggan. speaking
as a representative ofthe RCC, asked. "Why is it thai over balfthe population lives in fear
ofviokDce? Because men have taught us to be afraid. By raping and beating some ofus.
they keep control over aU ofus" (Ree: Duggan "Take Back the Night Speech). She
added that "(w)e cannot wait until the systems which govern our lives help us - because
they are aU nan by men; and it is men who are profiting by our oppression. As women, we
bave a large task ahead ofus. We are going to change the world." Diane's words re8ect
a radical feminist philosophy.' She believed that rape was not going to be eradicated UDder
the coDditions oftbe time. Diane was speaking as a representative oCtile RCC, but
whether each member shared this philosophy is unknown.
The RCe protested insiooations that a woman was in any way responsible for a
rape. This was evident in the RCC's objection to the "Lady Beware" rape '"prevention"
project. which gave women advice about bow to prevent being anadcd., mugged, or
raped. A Ictter from the RCC protested the entire campaign. stating that it promoted the
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idea that women were responsible for being raped (Rape Crisis Centre. "Critical
Comment"). There must have been conflicting views 00 this campaign within the RCC.
however, as ODe former VOlunlCCT told me: she was involved in arranging to have the
pamphlet printed. Protests were also made about questioning a rape victim in court about
her sexual history and references to her clothing or bebaviour as relevant factors in the
assauh.
Group Org..iulieD
One afthe ideologies offeminist organisations is a tendency towards collectivity
and non-hierarchical structure. Hierarchical ways of working together are rejected and
anempts are made to incorporate feminist principles into aU aspects ofthe work. The
group agrees 10 work: together. and share responsibility and decision--making. Among the
RCC documents, I found a paper entided .. How We Work Together" (RCC, .. How We
Work Together") that reflects this pbiJosophy. It appears to be aD outline for the intent of
RCC members regarding decision-making and dealing wilb conllict. It defines consensus
decision-making as one cbaracteristic ofa collective. All members sharing equal positions
within the orpnisation is emphasized as well as the expectation for a high level of
pcrsooaJ commitment from each member to the group. Most aftbe women I interviewed
refened to the organisation oftbe group as non-hierarchical In tact it was usually one of
the first things mentioned in the interviews. No doubt it was a form oforganisation with
which roost oftbem were unfamiliar and the intention to work non-hierarchically made a
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lasting impression on them.
Some aspects oftbis ideology were put into action. Former volunteer Pam Tb:unas
remembers meetings that lasted for hours because consensus was sought (Thomas). One
concept that became popular in consciousness--raising groups ofthe 1970, was ""rounds,"
Each member of the group would have an opportUnity to speak or "'check in" in tum. at
the beginning ofmeetings. What a person chose to say could be very personal and
detailed,. or it could be just a greeting. Members actually sat in a circle or a pattern in
which members could see others, rather than have some volunteers sittios behind others or
with someone at the ''bead'' ofthe table. Mary Doyle, a former volunteer, believes the 51.
JOM'S group adopced the idea ofhaving rounds from CASAC and said thai sometimes the
rounds themselves could take an hour (Doyle). Used at tbe beginning and/or end aCtbe'
meetings, rounds gave people a chance to say bow they were feeling, and gave some
dosure so that women did not leave meetings without sharing their reactions to heavy,
sometimes upsettin&. information. Rotating the position ofchair at meetiDgs was another
attempt to evenly distnbule power and responsibility and to give each woman an
opportunity to facilitate or lead a discussion.
These group practices re6et;t the ideals ofcollectivity and DOD-hierarchical
organisation. However. aU ofthe women I interviewed described u!eaders" in the group.
which beSS the question ofwbether the group was ever really non-lUerarctrical. Wendy
Williams'said that it could DCVCf really be a coUective as Diane Duggan bad invested so
much into the Ree, there was never equal power amoog the vohmtcers (Williams). Beth
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Lacey agreed, saying it "wasn't strictly a coUective. but people didn't feel they bad
Diane's knowledge•... her history. her strength and her courage, so while they tried to act
as a collective., there is DO question Diane was the leader" (Lacey).
Aside from the influence that came from Diane's seniority and experience, there
might have been other factors that prevented aU volunteers from baviDg equal positions
within the RCC. Having to come to a consensus meant pressure on vohmtcers to decide
one way or another, this pressure would most be fth by those bokling opinions that~
DOt oftbe majority. So, ahbougb the RCC followed the philosophies ofa collective for
the most part. the reality was that people at the RCC bad different levels ofpower and
influence. A true collective would have meant equal power for all involved. but the
practice ofrclying on more senior volunteers prevented this from happening. Pam said
that when she was a DeW volwneer. she did oot openly cballenge ideas., DOt because the
"leaders" were intimidating, but because she feh she did not know enough yet. "You
coukln't expect women who just came to the RCC to make those decisions, but we
certainly defined ourselves as 8 collective" (Thomas).
The rejection ofbierarchical organising, by itse1£ means that feminisls are defining
their organisations by what they are "Dot" (Dopier 47). Assuming that a group can sKnply
"be" a collective in a society that thrives on hierarchical organisation uUght be naive. IfaU
we have ever known bas been hierarchical Sb'UCtUre, we are at a loss wbcl'l faced with this
Dewoption. If the focus is on ""not" being traditional. the group is defining itself
oegatively. This type ofnegative defining can be problematic. argues Dopier, because "'it
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results in unclear boUDdarics.. confusion and contradictions in theory aDd practice" (47). It
can obscure the reality ofpower differentials within the group. This certainly seems true
for the RCC. for there were very real differences in power within the group even as they
tried to operate as a collective. Despite descnbing the organisation as a collective, nearly
all the women I ioIerviewed recognised the different positions ofvoJuntcers within the
group. Not everyooe articulated this as a difference in power, though. Janet. for example,
did DOt openly acknowledge hierarchy within the organisation., but named two women as
"pioneers," "leaders" to whom she and others looked for guidance (Chafe).
This does not mean that the organising ofthe group was fundamentally wrong.
lbe issue was not that there were leaders but some women pointed out the danger ofDOt
adr.DOwledging the differences in position or power. Wendy Williams said that she bas
..... always found leaders, in every group, DO matter what the organisational structure.
[She does] not think a group can survive without leaders" (Williams. Email
col1llDWlication 28 October 200 I). ADd ahbough all of the women I interviewed identified
"leaders," the ideal afnon-hierarchical organising was not lost on them Women I'q)Otted
tbat everyone's input was valued and in-depth discussions preceded most decisions.
Looking back, Pam viewed bmelfand the group as idealistic and realised that it might DOt
have been the most efficient or productive way to get tlUngs done (Tbomas). Janet
believed that a!rierarclrical form oforganising might have made it easier to organise
volWlte«s (C1Iafe). Nevertheless, the activity ofcollective decision-making remained a
saJiem feature for most oftbe women and they felt their experiences were very positive.
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Roa witllia tile RCC
In her examination of volunteer work.., Jone Pearce identified the roles of
volunteers or members in a volunteer organisation as core or peripbcra.I depending on
perceived levels ofexpertise, time and energy invested and commitment (48). Ahbougb
there is usually no formal distinction made between core and peripberallDClllbers. all
members know who is in each category. 1be categories are not permanent. and some
volunteers will shift from ooe to the other. Diane Duggan. having been involved since the
beginning, was the core oCtile RCC while she was there, and was identified by olbers as
having the m:::lst experience and knowledge. She was often considered the co-ordinator
even though the group was a collective. Others who worked closely with Diane were also
considered Ieadets, including Mary Doyle and Pam Thomas when she and another
volunteer took over the RCC in 1989. These women guided decision-making and
"organised" the group in terms ofrunning training sessions or meetings. These were the
women that newel' volunteers turned to for guidance and support. Peripberal members
were the ones who followed and often adopted ideas and concepts without cballeoging
them. Cathy felt she was OD the periphery and followed the lead offered by Diane Duggan
(Duke). The issue ofapplying for or acceptiDg govemmeot fuod.mg for example was not
discussed and decided by all volunteers from the RCC. Most ofthe women I iDterviewed
knew nothing about fioaoc:ia1 matters and one remembered being tokJ why they did DOt
want funding ahhough she was never actually part ofa discussion about it (Chafe). She
was satisfied that the more senior volunteers knew what was best for the orglUlisation.
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Nearly all rape crisis cemres in Canada were organised around the idea ofa botline
or crisis line. Offering support to victims ofrape in a way that was anoD)'IDJus and
confidential was seen as vital to the work ofanti-rape groups. The work oftbe RCC was
based upon a model ofperer support and the beliefthai in assisting other women, we are
helping to end our common oppression. The ReC volunteers used other Canadian rape
crisis centres' models for crisis intervcntion. 1 One of the most imponant concepts that
emerged from these was the conviction that the client was, and shouJd be treated as., an
equal. The woman seeking help was seen as a capab'e, knowledgeable person who,
because ofhttexpcrience. was temporarily incapacitated and needed help. The clicnt's
right to privacy and information was paramount. Using a crisis intervention model from
Vancouver Rape Relief that advised volunteers to "write up" the call, Diane Duggan
added the direction to "ask (the caller's) permission" to do so, and to teU the caIJer that
this would only be used ifsbe wished (for cowt purposes, for example). Sewral DOtes
were made that volwneers were not professioDlll counscUors but peers who were
intervening in a time ofcrisis.
11 found models ofcrisis intervention from Vancouver Rape Relief;. Wa:mipeg Rape
Crim Centre and HamittOD Rape Crisis Ceme scamped "St. Jobn's Rape Crisis Cc:olR"
among the archival material from the NSWC.
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FftDmisID
AD tbe women I interviewed believed the RCC was based all. a feminist
philosophy. This does not mean that they eacb self-identified as feminist, but rather they
felt the organisation and specifically the process of working together was feminist. 2 Beth
Lacey, whose connection with the RCC started in the rnid-1980s., believed that "'feminist"
was the only alJ-compassing word to descn"be the RCC and its work. She said that both
the RCC. and those \lolumeering. bad to be feminist to do the work and to agree with the
analysis. In their work on the crisis line, though, the volunteers rarely entered into a
discussion offeminism. Although I believed this silence might have been due to fear of
alienating the women who ca!Ied., Wendy Williams said that it was likely a conscious
decision, similar to discussions she bad as a rrxmber oftbe Board ofa kK:a.I shelter.
"When I was on the board of the transition house, there were many such discussions. We
decided that women in crisis needed services, not phiJosoptrica.l discussioDS. There was DO
fear ofalienation. Women who worked for these groups were already alieuated from the
norm by deciding to work for women lib organisations" (Williams, Email Communicalion,
28 October 2001).
For those who were comfortable with the term feminist. I asked wbetbr:r the RCC
differed from that oftbe Women's Centte in its feminism. My assumption, as staled
earlier, was that it might have been more radicaL considering that maoy Canadian RCCs
2In Chapter Five, I discuss individual responses to questions about beine a teminist.
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developed out ofradical feminist lhink.iog and organisatioas. Apparaaly I was askiDg the
'WI'ODB qUCSIion, since nearly an the responses I got were about the Womm's O:ure.
Ruth believed the RCC might be seen as more radical in the sense of being more fOcused
on maJc violeDce (pien;on). This does DOt mean it was viewed that way by the general
public in the 19705 or 19805. The volunteers who were around in the 19701 remembered
being labelled "radicar asa result oClbeif' connection with the Women's Ceum: and the
womm'smovement in general. TbeNSWC Womm'sCenter wascoBSidered rmical by
other women's ceutres across Canada.. Weody Wtlliams betievc:s that this was because of
its public prcH:boic:e staDce. Beth Lacey pointed out that the geoeral public might have
thoup helping victimsofrape was not radical at all The concept ofrape was generally
DOt acceptable. Most people believed rape: was a rare OCClllTeDCe, perpetrated by strange,
often mentaUy ill or very cruel. men. This view ofrape was easy to condemn and so a
group of women working to help victims could be seen as exhibiting 5teteOtyptcalty
femaJe, camaking bdBvior. The RCC might have been viewed as another "'belpina"
seMce th8I women bad orpnixd., DOt as a protest to existing Slate services. The issue of
abortion bowever. wbicb the NSWC took a stand OD, was tbc:n and ranaim.
conr.rovcrsial issue. Evm tbougb the ROC was abo pro-choice. Im$l people: micbt DOt
associare the two issues and might DOt even think about the staDd oftbe RCC in regards to
abortion. Also. the assertion that women bad not reached equal status with men aDd their
lobbying for change made the NSWC appear more radtcaJ to the general population
(1.a<ey).
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Adivities
What did volunteers oftbc Rec do? No doubt the activities varied from month to
month, year to year and group to group but re<:ords are scant. Activitaes ofthe years 1978
and 1979 could POSSlbly be pieced together using the Women's Centre logbooks and the
NSWC meeting minutes. For those years, the activities were docwnemed with some
regularity as tbe Rec and NSWC were more intricately cormected. Post·1979 however,
is more difficuh to describe as the Rec branched out from the NSWC and became
independent. Entries were not recorded in the Women's Centre logbooks and as the Rec
was no longer a committee oftbe NSWC. it was not a regular item ofbusiness on the
agenda orthat organisation. The ReC itselfmight have kept minutes and records to some
degree but I found none in my search. Janet said aU she could remember being on paper
was the questionnaire she completed before training (Chafe). Pam Thomas remembered
minutes being taken at meetings in a large blue ledger though she said they were very
careful about what they MOte concerning women who ca1Ied the crisis line (Thomas).
None oCme vohmleers remember keeping statistics about women who ca1Ied the crisis
Iin<.
As staled in the previous chapter, the Rape Crisis Centre (i.e., the pbysical space).
for this lime period was a bEK:k office in tbe Women's Centre. Participants in my research
remember a filing cabinet being kept in that back office. DuriDg a meeting, ifthey needed
to refer to documents ofany sort they went to this filing cabinet for them. Unfortunately,
the present whereabouts or exislence of the fiIing cabioet is unknown, as weD as what
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exactly was in it. One volunteer believed that the records were destroyed. possibly to
protect confidentiality ofcallers (Williams). There arc practically DO internal documents
from the RCC. thus., the information about the activities and work oftbc RCC bas been
gathered from my interviews with the former voluntccrs I introduced in Chapter One. I
have grouped these activities into six main categories: meetings., the rape crisis line.
training of new volumeers. Take Back the Night march, presentations and publications.
public education on child sexual abuse and fiMnces and fundraising.
Meetings
Meetings were held in the Women's Centre usually after regular business hours.
Frequency of meetings changed over lime and as deemed necessary, going from OBCe a
IOOoth early on to once a week at differem points. The meetings served several purposes.
They provided a chance for volunteers to get together and talk about the work they were
doing. Information from CASAC was passed on. Discussion ensued about current events
that were relevaDl. to their work, such as media coverage, reports ofrape and current
coun cases. Sometimes a meeting was designated as a consciousness-raising group where
one topic was chosen and discussed that particular evening. Training sessions were
organised for new volunteers, wtricb would require frequent meetings within a short
period oftdne.
Some volunteers remembered that crisis calls were discussed at meetings without
divulging any identit)ring infol1Dlltion, but others claimed that calls were DCver discussed.
lOS
While one volunteer identified discussion ofcal1s as a way to learn from other votu.meers
(Thomas), another volunteer said they never would discuss calls because tbcre was
"'nothing to be gained by it.. (petten). June Petten also thought tbar. some: people,
including the crisis workers themselves and their families. would not caD the line if they
believed their call was going to be discussed. Two oftbe volunteers mentioned that
talking about calls helped them deal with "chronic callers;" women who needed help, but
were beyond the crisis stage and the counselling capacity o(the volunteers. The practices
ofbaving rounds and rotating the position ofcbair were also part ofthe meetings of the
RCC.
The work of the St. John's RCC was focused around providing a 24-hour crisis
!iDe for victims of sexual assault. The efforts made to keep this service available to rape
victims indicates the importaDce the group placed on it. Even when the RCC consisted of
only two volunteers in the mid-1980s., calls were forwarded to a volunteer's bome. The
procedure for handling a call depended on the needs oflbe eaDer. Volunteers were
instructed to listen and let the woman talk about ber experience. They were given
infonnation about bow to &. open<nded questions and to kt the woman direct the
conversation. It was important to teU the woman that what bad happened to beT was not
ber fil.uh and infonnation was to be provided in a non-judgmental fashion with DO advice
or opinions given. No volwrtcer was to pressure the caller into doing anything, such as
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press clw'ges. The caUer was always to have control ofwbal was going to happen next,
as the assauh was a situation that rendered bet powerless. In the case ofa woman who
had been assauhed very recently, the volunteer broached the subject ofmmical attention
and offered to accompany the woman to a hospital She stayed through the rape exam
and inteTview. if the woman wished. Ifthe assault victim was interested in pressing
charges., she was given relevant information and again the volunteer offered to accoqxmy
her to the police station or to court. Mary Doyle remembered that one oftbcir rules was
that the volunteer who fir.rt received a call would be available: for that woman from then
on. Accompanying the woman to the police station or to court would be the responsibility
afthat same volunteer, so that the woman would not have to IDCCt or tell bet story 10
more than one volunteer (Doyle).
The procedure for operating the crisis line changed. At times. volunteers took
twns with a beeper that indicated when someone called the crisis line. The caller would
enter the nwnber where she could be reached and the volunteer would return the call.
Volunteers kept the beeper for varying lengths oftime and took responsibility for getting
it to the next volunteer. It was not unusual for someone to have the beeper for several
days at a time. In later years. the RCC employed an Answering Service. which took a call
and then connected the caUer to a volwrteer at ber bome telephone number. The more
volunteers available. the less time each person would have to be available for the crisis
line. During the mid·I98Os Beth Lacey remembers there were just two volwneen
operating the crisis line. Beth helped by handling the crisis line during regular business
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bows., along with bel' work as Co-ordiDator oCtile Women's Centre, umil they organised
another training session and got more volwJleers.. 1...ak in the 1980s two other WOIDl:tl.
Pam Thomas aod one other voludeer, shared respoDSibltiry for the crisis tiDe for a week at
a time eacb, UIllil they orpniscd a oew training 5CSSioo.
Not aD RCC vohantc:ers were deemed suilabIc for crisis IiPe work. In fact some
women who volunteered were DOl given the opportunity to bandJe the crisis !iDe. I asked
the women I interviewed what criteria were used to deem someone: '"inappropriate" and
who made the decisions. Mary Doyle believed that Diane Duggan would have had a big
part in those decisions (Doyle). There was DO defined process for screening. but it
happened just the same. None oftbe women <fuagrced with this process. but DODe
identified themselves as people who made decisions about wbctber or DOt someone was
appropriate. Calby Duke rmxmbcrs being 00 the sidctiDc:s when Diane Dus&an spoke 10 a
woman and told her that aithough she wanr.cd to help, Diane believed she needed more
time to deal we her own situation. Cathy said that the WOIDllD respected this decision.
This example OfSOmeoDe beiD& UD:SUitabk because she bttselfhad been assauhcd but bad
not reaDy ..dealt with it.. appears to have been accepIed by the volunteers.
June Petten added that even a tooc ofvotee could make. di:ffereDce 10 the c:aIIer,
so those lhings needed to be taken into consideration (petten). All the women I
interviewed had been deemed "qualified" by other people, usually Diane Duggan and
perhaps other senior volunteers, to be on the lioe. Nobody remembers there being any
burt feelings or ramtnlCPl from women who were asked to help by doing other thiDgs.
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Mary added thai after the training some people were only 100 happy to be asked to stay
off the line (Doyle). June also believed tbat not everyoDe was in a position to take the
pager. For example. they would need to have access to transportation in case a woman
called and requested accompaniment to a hospital or the police station. All orlbe women
I talked to were "qualified" 10 go on the crisis line, so the perspective oftbose who
wanted 10 go on the tiDe, but did DOt get the opportunity, may be quile different.
Training ofNew Volunteers
The first people interested in rape crisis were associated with the Women's Centre
and the NSWC. They, Diane Duggan in panicuJar, gathered information from other rape
crisis centres across Canada and from the National Association for Canadian Rape Crisis
Centres and basically taught themselves to be rape crisis volunteers. The initial group then
organised training for any woman interested in the issue who was willing to volunleer.
The first volunteer training session took place at the Women's Centre. 9 October 1978
with thirteen people present (NSWC: Logbook, 9 October 1978). Between 1978 and
1990. the ReC offered training approximately once a year to between six and twelve
volunteers at a time. The exception to this might have been in the mid·198Qs wbcn there
was only two volunteers. Training was then held for the Women's CCDtre co-ordinators
until a new training session was organised. Advenisemcnts were :sometimes pEaccd in the
10caI newspapers for volunteers and some: women remember being recruited because of
their knowledge base.
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Trainins included discussions ofvarious topics. guest speakers and practice caUs
orro5e.plays. Sessiom were held fOr two or three bours, onenigli:. week for 1()"'13
weeks or for tm:e consecutive Saturdays. tota.Jms approlcimaleiy 30 MUlS of traioiDg.
Among other consciousoc:s:s.raisiDe topics. vio~ agaiDsI women was discussed,. with
volUDlecrs who bad already been trained acting as 6Icillia1ol'S. Issues ofeonfidediality
aOO group proce:s!> were outlined. as well as how the group worked together. lnfonDllton
concerning sensitive ways to dcaJ with crisis. suicide and crank ca1Is was shared. Guest
speakers were brought in from various agencies and professions.
In 1979. for example, training was held over a weekend. Resource people thai
were invited included Marp CalqJbeIl from Memorial University ofNewfouodland's
Scbool ofSocial Work. Calvin Barnes from the CriminaJ Investigations Depanmcm. ofthe
Royal NewfoUDdlaDd Constabulary aod Ruth Peters from the Crown Prosecutor's of6ee.
The Ctul'ellt members ofthc RCC also participated as facilit.'\lors (Duggan, '"Rape Crisis
Reponj. These people infOrmed the votumeers ofthe process the victim ofan assault
would go through ifshe went to a hospital for aD examination, to the police to repon the
assault, or to cowt. TrainiDg sessions might haw: also included a repre:seowjve from
Plamed Parenthood, the medical profession, or a mental health organisation. Sometmcs a
woman spoke about her experience as a victimlsurvivor of rape. The voluDtccrs gatbetcd
infonnation about procedures 10 know what usuaI.Iy happened when a woman went to the
hospital or the police after being raped. This information was passed 00 to callers so that
they knew what to expect ifthe)' decided to seek help from any ofthose agencies.
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lbe number ofvoluntccrs ~'bo coammced training might be far more than the
number ofwomen who KtuaOy vokmlcered. Mary Doyle said tlw some people left
during the trainiIlg because they became overwhelmed with the infomatioo received aOOut
the prewJc:ncc and effects ofsexuaJ assauIl (Doyle). For those wIxt coqJleted the
training. the length oftimc they cominued to volunteer varied. Some infOnmots said thIl
women who decided 10 leave were supported in their decision even though it meant fewer
volunteers to share the work (Chafe). Others feh a ~t ofpressure to give everythiDg they
could (Williams).
From the interviews and docwnents it seem'!i the nwnber of volunteers varied but
probably DCVCI' exceeded • dozenllDd was more likely a halfdozen or so active a! any ODe
time. Keeping volumeers was a problem both when I was at the RCC in 1998 aDd when
Janet was involved in the late 19805 (Chafe). I wondered ifsome women did not leave
because o(the significant commiu:DeDl it cook to be a volunteer. The women I~
aU left the RCC after aleo&tbY stinl as voluotec:rs. Perhaps there are DIOr'e vohmleen who
left much soooer. once they Ialised bow much time and eneraY being. volUlllCCr
~uired. No ODe bas said this outrigbr: but from personal cxperieftcc: and from taJki:D&
with other women who volumeered in the 199Os, it seems thai volunteer workload was
the main reason for leaving, however much time bad been spent there. Women might be
reluctam to say this as it might be interpreted., as Wendy Williams observed, as DOt beiDa
III
cotmnined coough.)
Nt: Btclc the Night CTBJN)
The first 1"ak~ Back the Night.. march in St. John's took place in the fall of 1984.
The &st Take Back the NigbtCormniltee wasco-.9Cd ofmmmersoftbe RCC aDd the
NSWC Women's Centre. To my knowledge, the march bas been organised every year
since with a volunteer ofthe RCC usually chairing the conmittee. The march was started
in the United States and was adopted by CASAC in 1981; the latter group designated the
third Friday in September as the night for Canadian groups to march (CASAC). Ahhough
it began as a ooe-evening DW'Ch, Take Back the NigbI: was later extended into a weeklong
event which included a posaer-making and film oigbt.. Fund-raisers for the RCC became
pan ofthr: festivities wbil;b included a dance after the man:h. Beth Lacey was pan oCtbe
first year's organimlgco~ and remembers it fondly. Ooce som=one cxprc:ssed
interest.. group came OQ oo-d very quicldy. "We jusI sort ofhauJcd everyone in and
what a time that was! It was m:mi:Dg!" (Lacey). Bc:th also ranembtts an elderfy WOImD
who lived DexI door to bet who she knew as an acquaiDtaDce. The evening oftbe mardi,
when Beth "=ft bome, the door opcocd and the okk:r woman said, ""You're gams to the
march! Good luck!" Beth kk like she was marcbiDg for ber too, that all women were
connected (Lacey). The first night was ODC to remember for anyone: who aneoded
31 will discuss this more in the relevant section ofCbapter Five:.
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because "*the heavens opened up aDd ..• poured" (l.acey). About ODe bwJdred aDd forty
women braved the 'oVelItbe.. for the initial Take Back the NigbI.
The march beganjust after d became dart, aroWJd 7:00 p.m., at 8anDennaD Park
~ the Women's Centre and proceeded towards dOwmOlMl St. John's as it still does. On
the march women carried plKards and posters with siogans such as "Women Unite, Take
Back the Night.. and anti-violence messages. Women marebed together and cbanled
slogans protestins violence against WOllEn. Sakry women were introduced who would
tty to keep the marchers together and saiC: from trafIic. Stops were made: CD route-
usually one at the Courthouse, where someone spoke aboutthe~.. ofttle justice
system. The march ended at City Hall with more speeches.
Only women and children WCTe welcome on the march, an issue that continues to
be raised and questioned by the media. and a few members oftbe public every year. The
premise for excluding men is that it is the only IUgbt ofthe year when women can walk
without fear. Every other ni&bI women who walk alone are in fear ofbeq attacked,
robbed or raped. MeD \1Iete asked to show their suppan by providD:ls cbiJdcarc.
tl3nSpOrtation, or donating moDe)' to the rape crisis centre. Men were ~Icome at other
Take Back the Night aetMtics irx:1uding joinin& the marchers at City HaD 10 bear speeches
from represcmatiw:s ofdi&rcnt organisations. Janet mDmlbered thac ODe year the RCC
invited female politicians to participate but they did not receive a response from any of
them, and none showed up at the march (Chafe). Other organisations that Iw\'e been
involved over the years include Tnmsition House (Wer Iris Kirby Housc), Women's
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Resource Centre at Memorial University ofNewfouodJand. Mediawatch, and Plamed
Parenthood. Over the years. topics for speeches have iDc:1uded aD forms ofvio~
against women. rape. child sexuaJ abuse. pornograpby, prostitution, wife abuse. sexism
and images of women in the media. This gives some idea of\be broad view ofviolence
against women held by the RCC.
Presgyjom and Publications
Although a main focus of the RCC was hclpiDs victims ofsexual assault.
~ work through public education was also an imponant part ofthr work.. 'The
volunteers believed that the roore people Imcw about sexual assauh the less tOa&Dce they
woukt have for it. At the: end of 1979 the "'St. John's Rape Crisis and Information Centre"
submitted a fC'POrt to the NSWC which out1iDed its goals. These included providing
"crisis intervention suppa" to vX:'tims ofsexual assauh, and their families" and "education
to any group or iodividual on an aspects ofrapc aod sexual assauJt.. (Duggan. "'Rape Crisis
Rtportj. Proposed projects iDcluded self"-defeDc:e worbbops. developmma. aDd
~lement8tion ofan educatiooaJ program to aU scbools and a DeW voJumeer training
program. Financial assislaDce to produce educational materials and purc:bae audio-visual
equipmml was listed as the greatest oec:d. In the late 1910s, many IocaJ radio and
newspaper jownalists interviewed Diane Duggan. This was a good way to get publicity
for the RCC. and to kt women who had been assauhed know it existed. The publicity and
open discussion also I:w'ougb: attention to the fact that rape was a prevaknt, local problem,
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as the RCC reponed that women ofNewfoondland and Labrador were pbJniDg the
C<ntte.
Over the years. representI1ives fiom the RCC spoke to many groups about the
issue ofsexual assauJt. Public speaking OD the issue helped to educate the population
about sexual assauh and 10 dispel cornmJn myths. Groups tbal reqPCStCd a speaker from
the RCC included high scbool classes, medical students., nursing assistanls and women's
groups (Duggan, "Rape Crisis Reportj. Presentations were made to guidance
counseUors and judges. In 1988, "'Here and Now" reported OD a convention where DiaDe
Duggan spoke to a group ofmedical professionals about how to semitively deal with
victims ofsexual assault (Boone., 27 May 1988). In 1990. volunteers spoke to various
groups including Memorial University nursing students and a Women's Studies class at
MemoriaJUnivttsity.
In 1980 a briefwas prepared and pn:xnted 10 the Canadian HumID Rjgbts
eo........., ......... mori1aJ .... (Rape em;, e-... "R<ganIino Marital Rope").
Press releases provided. mems to publicly protest decisions made by the courts aDd
gOvenmeDl. Pamphlets produced by the RCC included ooe for women called Self
Proleclio" and another for medical professionals called How to Can for the SuuDlly
Assaulted Patie1lJ. In 1990, a pampbk:1 called Breaking 1M Silence was produced which
offered statistics about the prevalmoe of sexual assault and eave UP.lo-date infurmation
about the RCC.
liS
Pub!ic Education on ctilld Sexual Abuse Issues
'The RCC also focUSlCd on public education and awareness around the issue ofcbikI
sexual abuse. Even though children were probably not likely to call a rape: crisis liDe. the
RCC did m:eivc calls from adults who were SliD having nightmares from their cxpc:rieoc:e
of being abused as a child.. Aside from this, the RCC was a resource in the conmunily for
aduhs who discovemS. dilld in their lives had been the victim ofabuse. On a larger scaIc,
when the story of priests and Christian brot.hers abusing young boys in their care broke Ln
the: mid-198Os., many people turned to the RCC for answers. Just as the: RCC viewed rape
as an expression ofvioknce and domination over women. it believed child sexual abuse
occurred in the context oCan imbeJanec of power. 1be situation of young orphans in care
was a perfect example ofthis. The work oftbe RCC in educating the public about tbc
dynamics ofsexual abuse rnigN. have pennittcd and cnabk:d victims to speak up about
tbeirexpericDcc:s.
TIle RCC 'Y01uoteers knew child sexual abuse was • prob&em before it becmIe •
public issue. They devoted much tWe and effort to education about the reality ofchild
sexual abuse. As early as 1978, DiaDe Duggan and another votunceer were asked to speak
at the Janeway childra1's hospital about child sexual abuse. In October of 1979. the RCC
presented a woricsbop on W topic a1 an annual conference for Guidance Counsellors in
Gander, NewfoundJand. Based on the response from that group, an appJication was made
to the International Year oftbc Child Committee for funding to produce a pamphlet. Two
volunteers, Mary Doylc and Diane Duggan, rcsean:bcd the sub;ect further and prep8red.
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pamphiet to educate the public about child sexual abuse. These were distributed to more
than two buodred agencies in the provinl::c io;;:ludmg police stations, bospitaJs, sc:boots and
social work dcpartmcats.
In October 1985. DiaIe J)ugg.aD was one ofseveral coamunity activists who
spoke to the Justice Drep8rtmeIIl regarding proposed ameudmems to laws pertaiDiDg to
chikI abuse. Identified as the CcHlrdinator ofw RCC. Diane IISSCrtcd that "aitica.I
clwlges have to be made," and the laws toughened (Southey, I October 1985). She abo
added lhat the procedure for children giving evidence in court needed to be: made less
traumatic for them. Anne BudgeU interviewed Diane about clWd abuse on CBC
Teflevision that same day (Budgell, 1 October 1985). Diane revealed that many women
who caned the crisis !iDe were ill fact abused as children and were stiD grappling with kmg-
term effects, such as dep'essioa. drug abuse. and even suicidal thoughts and attempts.
I>i.ane gave a siD:Ur interview in April oftbat year when lawyers and collllllUOiry groups
mel to discuss child sexuaJ abuse ma rneetiDg sponsored by the: Cormmmity Services
Courx:i1. The RCC was wry visiMc: in protesting aient senteDCing for chiJd 9CxuaI abode
and did sevaal television interW'ws on lhis topic. In 1985. the Rape Crisis Centre m.de.
statem:nl against the 6ve-momh seutence ofa mao convicted ofdilld sexual abux
(Seward. 14 November 1985). In April 1987, Diane: Duggan represemed the Rape Crisis
Centre in a panel discussion ofgWdeliocs for scboorboards to deal with reports ofchild
"'xualabux (S_. 9 April 1987).
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ODe of the things tb3l womeu I iotervicwed said about the uxfuJDess oflbeir
training and~ with the-RCC was that iI prepared them for dc:aJiDg "'U
suspicions or reports ofclWd abuse bier in their professions. The RCC trainiDg tilled.
laama in their bma1 cducaliorl Wendy Williams~ thai in the psychology
courses she did wbiJe she was in the school ofNursins at Metmrial Uniw:rsiIy of
Newfound1and, her class was told that they would likely never see a case ofcbikt abuse in
met.. career as it was so rve (WdIiams).
fjnances and Fundraisins
Volunteers did the buIIc: oftbe work of the RCC. The RCC did not have core
funding from the provincial or federa] government from its estab6shmeDt up to 1990.
Mary Doyle remembered that there was money at diffcr'ed times (10 bire Sludcou for the:
sunmer. for example) but she could DOt remember where that money came from.
MuniciJ-l assistaI:x:e camc ill the form. ofa $1000.00 granI aiven in 1978 and each
following)":IV to~ for the 24-OOur crisis tiDe. Donations were welcome. ODe
corun"bution ofSlOO.OO is mmlioDed in the logbooks of 1979, but otberwi:se J found no
oOler documeD1ation about fiDanciai aspects oftlJe organisation (NSWC: Logbook. 4
February 1978). Late in the 19805 the Medical Scbool ofMemorial University donated
the proceeds ofits annual Momc Carlo night to the Ree. which was approximately
510,000.00 (NSWC: Minutes 27 November 1989; Chafe; Thomas).
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The women I interviewed explained that not much money was needed in those
days. The phone was paid for by the grant from City Hall and volunteers did the rest of
the work. The back office of the Women's Centre was always available rent-free and files
and supplies could be kept there. Photocopying and other in-kind donations were
provided by the Women's Centre where the RCC also held their meetings. CASAC
provided either partial or full funding for attendance at regional and national conferences
(Doyle). Janet remembered going to a flea market with brochures and information and
people gave small donations (Chafe). Take Back the Night activities might have raised
money for the Centre, especially when the night was extended into a week ofactivities.
Canadian RCCs were (and still are, to some extent) part ofa national debate about
whether or not feminist organisations should seek or accept fimding from government, as
was outlined in Chapter Two. The diJenuna was that without funding, the organisations
were limited in the work they could do. Relying on volunteers and with few or no
resources, centres might not have the means to do public education or even keep a crisis
line open. Accepting funding from government. however. meant time and energy invested
in writing proposals to request money and then compiling reports on how the money was
spent. An organisation's ability to criticise government would also be compromised ifit
depended on government for survival.
Whether or not the 8t. John's RCC sought money from governmental sources
depended on the year and the volunteers present. Mary Doyle, who was involved with the
RCC for about ten years, said that they requested and applied for money but were not
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successful in securing it (Doyle). Janet Lee Chafe remembered that ahhough she was not
part ofa discussion about it. her understanding was that the RCC did not want money and
had not asked for it because they wouJd be accountable to the government. At least two
ofthe women I interviewed belic\'ed that Diane Duggan was agains1 accepting money
from the state and led the organisation in this decision. It seems, however, that Diane
was, at lease initially, willing to accept govenunent funding as it is reported in the NSWC
minUies and logbooks that she applied for money from a couple ofdifferent sources to
open the RCC. Back in 19n. Diane applied to a federal govemmeruoflice (then
Manpower, now Human Resources Development Canada) for money, but was turned
down. 1he rejection ofstate money might have come up later as different members joined
the organisation. IfDiane Duggan Jed the group in this decision, then she did so later in
the development oflhe RCC.
COller-siG.
In reviewing the philosophies and activities oftile RCC there are some ways in
which it feU short ofideaJs expected from a radical feminist organisation. The RCC did
work with the "statc" and in fact enlisted the help of personnel in the medical professions
and the police force for volunteer trainins. Different grants were applied for. iodicaling a
willingness, at different times. to be government-funded Also. whether this came up as an
issue or noC, the RCC was'housed in a building ofa government-funded organisation. The
RCC benefited from that funding iD terms of the resources and in-kind donations the
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NSWC offered the RCC. Had the RCC taken on a position oftotally rejecting swe
resources, they would have rejected those from NSWC. As staled earlier there was also a
gap between ideology and action regarding decision-making and other group processes.
More in line with what is associated with radical femi:nism. the RCC was separatist
in its membership and exclusion ofmen. Men were not volunteers and were DOt wek:ome
on the Take Back the Night march. The focus on men's violence against women was
radical and the establishment of the RCC was in itselfa rejection of (statc) services already
in place. Volunteers also remember a time when the RCe was adamant about not wanting
funding.
The missing filing cabinet might be indicative not onJy ofthe importance of
keeping confidentiality but distrust aClhe state. Could the RCC have altered its
docwnc:ntation to keep names and identifying information confidential, while at the same
time recording statistics and infonuation about its activities? Wendy William believes this
could have been dODe. It was an uhimate distrust oftbe stale and what it would do with
this information that prevented the infonnation from being accessed by anyone else.
Wendy also hypothesised that unwillingness to show cvideoce ofwark might have been
due to feelings ofinsecurity in individuals. These women wtn not professionals and
perhaps they feared criticism. Was that an issue for the volunteers? Refusal to keep
statistics and be accountable to a higher body was also a radical action.
The question, then. ofwhether the RCC was radical. cannot be definitively
answered. It was radical in some orits actions and some orits ptillosopbies. lut not in
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otbers. Was there one "RCC philosopby" or were there as many philosophies as there
were members? Were the women involved radical feminists? In the next chapter. I will
consider this as I introduce the women J interviewed more fully. I describe each woman's
experiences at the RCC and reOect on common themes and topics that came up in my
conversaaions with these women. I also explore Diane Duggan's roic in shaping the RCC.
CHAPTER f1VE:
VOLUNTEERING AT THE ace
Canadian women have 8 long tradition oholunteering. They have buitt
institutions, provided charitable services. secured women's rights and challenged social
injustices (Status of Women Canada I). Some would argue that women's relationship to
their volwueer work takes on 8 different meaning than tha1 of men's. In the past., this
rnigbt have been related 10 tmn)' women nol havine paid erq*:lymml or work outside the
bome.. It might have also been related co the nature ofthe work tbc:y volunteered for.
Offering time co help victims ofrape and to bandJe crisis line calls, for example. can be
much more scressfuI and demanding than more tradiciooaJ. kinds of volunteer work.
In chis chapter I focus on the women I interviewed and their reflections on their
experieDCcs as RCC volWlteers. I In the interviews I asked each woman bow she 6rsc
heard about the RCC and to describe her initial expericnccs there. I also inquired about
the circurost8DOtS surrowxJiDB her decision to leave the RCC and her feelings about
avina;. None ofthe women thought ofher time at the RCC as just volunteerinrg." The
'This chapter relies almost exclusively upon my interviews with the women who
~ volunteers at the RCC. It can be assumed that statemcIIts relmiDg to acb.
panicipanc's experience came froro my interview with her. In C85CS where I am
cotrmelJlirJs on her experience, I make aclear that it is roy analysis aod iD cues where OIIC
participant spoke about another, J reference the SOUJ'Ce. I have refereuced direct
quotations. The tapes ofthe interviews wiJ}be deposited at Memorial UIliw:rsiIy of
NewfOuodaod Folklore Archives.
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feelings ofobligation and guik when tbc:y left. Similar themes arose wm each inlerview:
a sense ofbdonging aJ. the Cmtte aod feelings ofregret 8Dd guilt aboUlleamg. The
women I interviewed talked a lot about the group dynamics aDd the;, feelings as part of
that group. Actual crisis line work was not as prominent in their recoUections ofbeing a
RCC volunteers. Mary Aylward was the onJy one who said she was DOt mteresled in
aspects oUaer than the crisis line such as decisioo--making. and she did oot care to
participate in discussioas about group JX'OCCSS. Although aU oftbe women plac:ed a gmd.
dealofimpolUDCe on the work. almost all oftbem~ theirOWD coDlriJution.
saying that they mighI. not have dooe as rDlJCh work as some others. Each WOrrEl.
depending on her circumstances coming inlo the ROC and her ex:perimces there, took
something different from her volunteer work. Volunteers felt it was an cssentia.l service
that was not available from other agencies, and thai made it very difficuh 10 quit later.
especially when \IOlunteers were scarce.
C--,lotlteRCC
Volunteers came to the Rape Crisis Ccmre from diffttmt piIces and wader
difIerent circumstaDces. Ca1by Duke, DOW a SL John's businesswoman, was do...
Social Work degree at MeJOOriai Uoiversiry ofNewfow1l:Uand when she learned about the
RCC through a work-tenn pB:cmenl at the NSWC Women's Cen1le. Pam Thomas, who
now works with Victim Senices, opted for volunteering at a feminist organisation rather
than writing a pe.per as partiai cm1it for a Women's Studies COW'SC. Mary Doyle beard an
'2'
ad on the radio saying that the RCC was IookiDg for volunteers. She recognised. the D8I'IX':
ofthe conlact penon as a cbildhood acquainlaD.%. She tboughl she mi:gbf. be: able to belp
victims ofassauIII and also that she might beDefit from volwlleeriDg at the RCC, as she Md
been the victim ofan Ux:idenl ofcbildbood sexual abuse. JUDe Pettcn. who wludecrcd in
the aue 1910s. was a~ at the time. She believes sbe answered aD ad in. k»cal
newspaper. Janet Lee Cbak became in'lOfved after being a victim afwife abuse and a
~ident ofIris Kirby House, a IocaJ shelter for abused women that was estabtisbed by the
NcwfoundlaOO Status ofWomcn Council Unlike most other volwucers I iDterviewed.
Mary Aylward first made a decision to volunteer aDd then sought out an organisaHon that
would suit bet interests. She fowxl the RCC. ~uth Roach Pierson, Beth Lacey and
Wendy Williams devoted time to the Bec as part o(dICjr invo1vemem wjrh the Women's
As thcR an: DO ra:ords, there is DO way 10 talJy the total number ofRCC
voluDlec:rs. Each woman I interviewed agreed thai there were usually leD to ~1Ye
women tJ'UIed but the number ofactive voluntcen would dwiDdle down to lOur or five
and then • DCW group would be traiDed. Providing ttainiftg to new volunteers took. lot of
energy ad organisation but was necessary as volunteers left the RCC. WJtb the bigh
tumo\ICT rate oholw:uers and lack ofvoluntcers at times, these women often fell
despend.ely needed, to the point where they felt guilty about choosing DOt to volunteer.
As noted in the previous chapter, there were times wben only two volunteers operated the
RCC in the period 19n-I990. In the mid-l980s. Mary Doyle and DiaDe Dugannmthe
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RCC by themselves for two to l1Rc years., with help from w two CCKm1.inators .. the
Women's Center. In 1989, Pam Thomas and one other votunteer took OYer the RCC ix
several months wd they could organise a trainiDg session for more volunteers.
8claefttslro. VoN.teeri...t lite RCC
The simplest response to the question ofwhat was gained by volunteerin& was the
feeling ofsalisfaction that comes from "doing good," and helping others. The other main
theme that came from the irurviews was a feeling of their work bcins valued within the
group and the sense ofgroup belonging. Despite the fact that the organisation never
achieved true col&ectNe swus. the volunteers J interviewed appreciated the process of
decision-making in which everyone had input. All the volunteers believed their
contnbutions were appreciated. Some women felt that the conceptS they k:amed and the
experiences they had at the RCC benefitted them in both their professional and personal
lives. Concept.s such as lIOn-biervcbical organjsation and the sharing ofpower.
responsibilities and credit have stayed with aD ofthc: women. Cathy tries 10 incorponltC'
feminist principks she learned there ido her presmI work as a manager and in bet
personal life (Duke). Pam shared with me that sbe and her partner acknow5ed&e
differences in their income and share expenses accordinsly, a concept she took from bc:r
days at the RCC (lbomas). Pam believes her experiences there prepared her weU for
future work in other helping professions. After five years ofworkiDg a crisis line and
volunteering. she bad. enough experience to give her an edge over other applicants for
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jobs. In bet words. she: .... wouldn't change (her) experiences at the RCC for anythiDs"
(Thomas).
It was therapeutic for some women to help others as they had been belpecl Janet,
who had been assisted by the shekel' workers at Iris Kirby House, fetllhat she was DOW in
a position to do the same. She said lhat getting involYed in the femmist corm:u:iry was
also a way to lind hersdf(Chafe). Mary Doyie said that when she decided to volunlcer
she thought it mighc help her deal with the incident ofchild selNBJ abu!Je lbat was never
talked about (Doyle). Mary remained connected to the RCC for about ten years.
Some Ceil lhat the training and experience at the RCC opened their eyes and
changed bow they saw the workl. Consciousoes;s-.I'aising was a bi& put oftrainiDg and
helped some women see the cormcction between different forms ofoppression and how
rape was linked to women's ecoDOnDc inequality. The adea that the process. bow they
worked together, was as imponant as the outcome was a major theme. Pam said that
when she firsI started volunteering, she used to go home wondering what tho!Je traiaiDs
sessions had to do with rape aod Daly made connections later (Tbo.ms). Beth Lacc:y said
that she could UDdcrsaaod wtm bcmg involved ill the RCC couJd otXr to women. She
belitved that these women came to the RCC with some awarmess ofwomm's opprasion
and would likely find comfOrt in the fact that albers fell the same way. Some oftbmJ:
!mew women who were raped or bad been assauhed themselves and wanted to help
others. The RCC might have been a"saDCtUary for them.... Beth henelfhad great
manoriesoforganising the first Take Back the Night March with the RCC in 1914, which
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she described as "'aInazing." "It wu Ih the first public stand. oenainIy for IDe•••• I bad
such a powerful feeling ...• lakinc over the streets!" (I...-:cy). Cathy Duke said that bm&
involved with the RCC and exposure to a feminist pbOOsopby ct.oged her life.
The volunteers I intc:rviewat idc:nti:6cd other women they met at the RCC as bcin&
very intluc:ntiaI peopk in their li\'CS. Calby Duke remcmben two oftbe WOI:JIf:n she met
there having a huge impact on her life. Diane Duggan's personality aDd colrmitmenl drew
Cathy (0 the RCC and advice she received from Wendy Williams was instrumcIul in
Cathy making some major decisiom about her life. Janet named Pam Thomas and another
volunteer as 4"antastic" women who did so much work that she admired them deeply
(Chafe). Mary Doyle credits Cathy Dukc's involvement in tbe RCC with more open
discussions about diversity. Most aCme women J interviewed corm1CD1ed on work of
other volunleers, sbowina. great deal ofrespect and admiration within the group.
Most of the women I imcrviev.'ed downplayed their own contribution to the RCC.
Janet said several times in her interview that sbc ')my DOt have daDe as nu:b as some
volunteers" (Chafe). In her inlcrvitw, Cathy stressed \bid she may not have been as
immersed as some other people. but that sbe felt she bad contributed as rrAICb as she could
(Duke). Her involvement was rmre limited than she \\'OUJd have liked. Iune ecOOed these
feelings, saying lhaI she migb1 not have "done as much work as some people" (Pettcn).
lnese repons oftbe "amount" nfwark daDe and time commined coocur with the notion
ofwho was "core" and "'peripheral" within the RCC. Pam was identified as a core
member and she was one oCtile few volunteers who did DOl minimize her coDtnDution.
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Many volunteers anmxnted 00 the work ofDiane Duggan. Co~ to Diane's
efforts, it would seem rxme would ever match her in terms oftile amount oftimc and
energy invesled, wbich may accounl for feelings of"Dot doing as much as SOfIIIe people."
LaviDI die ROC
Most volunleers I interviewed said that volunteering at the RCC was stressful aDd
demaDdirt& but wotthwbiIe. Frustrations abounded. Some were frustra1ed from kDowiDB
bow much work oeedcd to be dooc: around sexual assauh tmd bow limiIcd they were iD
wtw they could do. June, fOr cxalq)1c. bad seen rape victims through her nursio& wort
and feh they were only scraIchins the swfw;:e in helping the victims who c:alIcd the crisis
line (Petten). Some were upset: by the knowledge they acqW:red about sexual assauh.
Mary Doyic remembers that SOnJC women left the RCC after training, they were so
overwhelmed with the prevalence of sexual assault (Doyle). At times volwneers were
frustrated with the group process., as consensus-dccision-rmIdog coukllake IxHars. Pam
said that OOW. looking t.ek. !be feels they spent too much time taDcing wbe:D they could
have just made. decision (Thomas). Wendy said that she was frustrated !iODXtBncs with
the women's moYCmC:nl iD geoeral, because so much was expected ofwomm. Ha....mg
been involved with many organisations. she said that was the worst thing about the
feminist movement - pressure from other women to do more and the fceq that ifyou
could not give it a.Il. you were DOt as corrmined to the cause (Williams). After several
months as only ODe ofrwo volunteers a1 the RCC, Pam Tbomas was very strased by the
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lIJb)ld. ofhme aDd energy it required and decided she bad done aU she could (Thomas).
Most oftbe~ I inlen'iewed said that they left the ReC fOr one oftwo
reasons: other cormnilmeuts or stress. Janet was a singk mother .xl decided she could
DOt devote her fu.U atterd.ion to a crisis caller aDd her toddler as: the same time. JaDe1 said
sbe tell supported in her decision to leave the RCC. However. she reveaicd in her
interview that she bad bad several conversations wilh other volunteers abow bet decision,
individually and as a group. 1bis iodic:ated to me: a reluctance (0 leave or perhaps a rxcd
to explain her decision to each member. Janet was a single motber when she began as a
volunteer at the RCC. so that circwnstance in fact did not change. Her decision to leave
tbm could bavc been based on having to be on call more often and at times when her
daughltt needed ber attention, or it could have been thai she was burnt out or tired from
aD the time she bad aIrtady inW$led. When asked about ~ving. Janet said that she bad
reaDy cnjo~ being involved and she '"fell bad for puttin£ extra burden OD" other
volunleers by IeaviDg (Chafe).
Cathy colllinucd to wlunteer at the RCC~ she started working as a social
worker. She decided to quit when she Vo'aJ1 beck to school to study busiDess. The line of
wort she was in. combiPcd w-.b her vohmteer work. took. IOU on her pbysicalJy. Cathy
decided that she was DOt suiced (or this type ofwork and sought a career change:
It took. me some limt 10 figure out what I was doiDs aDd whId I •.• fmmd
was that ... my fiill.time coumellor work and ,.. other things I was doing
[bocamol ..." ....",;,J [ODd] .... \ wam'l co.... ,..,u. [8]0 I thouobt I
really coukl 001 Q)ntinue working full time in this particular type ofjob or
career for the next rwemy.five or thirty Y=JS. I decided to change careers
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{but oommue 101 vohlnteer. But when I wm. _It to school fuII..timc, iI
was very demand.in&. Then I got olfall the different boards aDd things I
was on al the time (Duke).
later in the interview, wbeo I sbared some: ofmy tbougbts about volwJleers beiDa
stressed and the work beins dcmand.mg. Cathy said that she had been "bum. out" with her
work and volunteer activiIies. ., remember thinkmg I can't do this anymore. \Vbm I
went beck to school it was a relief, like I had a legitimate reason (0 say, "I'm sony I can't
do this anymore" (Duke). Her statement reveals the pteSSwe some: volwueers fettlo stay.
The same sort ofsentiment was expressed in my interview with May Doyle. I asked if
she ever fch burnt out or wanted to step back from her involvement with the ROC. Six
answered, "Vb. very much. But the thins was. I was able to do lhat because ofmedical
reasons for about a year" (Doyle). It is my impression that these women did not fcellhey
could ..just quit." They needed a '1egitDatc"~ to do 50. Whether the pressure to
mmin a volunteer came fiom withiD themselves or from others within the RCC is DOt
dear. When I asked June why she left the ROC, she answered that her work took her out
ofthc city and around the province. I added., "'So you didn't have the time anymore."
She quickly corrected me. saying MOoQ'( write that. Don't say there wasn't time. Beca1ae
you could make time" (petten). Like Cathy and Mary, she felt guilty fOr raoov1ag bcnelf
from the work. The volunttttS I interviewed took their departure very seriously. They
likely realised that their kavina would translate into more work for the other volunteers.
Despite the fact that these: women said they fclt supported in leaving, there might also
have been CODCCm about bow they would be viewed by the volunteers who were left to
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take up the slack.
Pam ended bet involvement with the RCC after five years ofvolunteering and
several months ofbemg one ofonly two volwtteers: "I went straigbt through from '85 -
'90, then I took a break. I was burnt out" (Thomas). She.said that it became so
entrenched in her life that 3:00 a.m. crisis caDs were not considered strange occu.rrences.
Pam's feelings ofobligation increased consKterably when Diane Duggan died. Pam felt
that ifshe did not take over the RCC. it might disappear. Rape victims would have no one
to tum to. She also felt an obligation to Diane Duggan, being aware ofthc work and
commitment Diane had to the RCC. She took on the extra work then simply because
"there was no one else to do it" (lbomas).
Feminism
In each interview I asked the woman whether she was part ofdiscussions about
feminism at the RCC and whether she considered berselfa feminist. Seven oCtile ten
women I write about in this chapter were involved in the 19705; two ofthem did not
consider themselves feminists. In fact, they were oot as comfortable with the term
"'feminist" as much as '"women's h1lber." Both oftbem defined this as SODlCOOC who
SlaDds up for women's rights. June said that some people went "'right to bell with the
meaning of it. Ifyou were a women's bOber. you wouldn't let anyone open a door for you
or take you out to diRner" (petteD). June revealed some: fiuniliar stereotypes as she
descnDed some women she met at the RCC and the Women's Centre as "men-baters."
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Pearce would classify the positions ofthese two women in the RCC as "peripberaLto Does
this mean that the core members were feminist,. while peripbera.I members were oot? In
my examination ofirnerviews, I believe the core mc:mbc:rs were fc:mDst and sdf..idcDtified
as such. The pcripberaJ members migbt have varied more. Some had an analysis of
violence against women and worked &om that analysis. but I be~ otbc:n did the work
as a caring. helping fOrm ofvohmteerism, without much thought into the root causes or
issues. MaJ')' Aylward staled specifically that when she went to the RCC she wanted to
volunteer on the crisis line to help victims ofassault. She did nol want to be part ofpolicy
making or discussions around pbiJosophy (Aylward). Janet, who was involved in the late
19805, relayed a view offcminism that differed in degree. She referred to some voturuers
that were "more" or "less" feminisI with the more feminist women doing the most won:
(Chak).
Ruth Roach Pienon and Wendy Williams, who were also around in the 1970s, did
consider tllcrmdves feminists tu. remembered that not noeryone tell comfOrtable u.sms the
label At the tme, lbere was awumess ofthe danger ofalienaliog the coamamity by
usiDg the term. Many women imootved wah the Women's Cc:ntrc did not want the Ceoue
to have a "feminist" face be<:aux they feared it would del:er other wo.aen from bccomiD&
involved But there was also aD UDderstanding that lhey would have to call it wbaI it was.
The fact that these women who were involved in the Women's Centre and RCC were
considered "radicar' anyway by the general public, IIlelW that usc oftbe word feminist
might DOt do much more harm, as well. Some women said that in discussions withm the
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group. and in their analysis. some RCC volunteers were radical feminists. The panicipanls
gave names ofa couple of women who they believed self-identified as radical feminists.
Unfortunately, I did not have the opportunity to interview aU the women aamed in my
interviews.
In the next few pages I briefly look at the experieoces ofthe RCC volunteers that I
interviewed. I first consider Diane Duggan woo figures so prominently in the history of
the St. John's Rape Crisis Centre that it would be impossible to write or talk about the
RCC without com.idering her iDvolvement with, aDd relationship to, the RCC. She was
the "'face" of the RCC and her name was synonymous with the Centre. She was named by
other volunteers as the leader. the decision-maker, the ODC who took the most
responsibility, the one volumeers called if they needed advice or to talk and the person
members ofthc community called upon for infonnation. Diane spearheaded the
establishment ofthe RCC in 1977 and remaiDed co-(lrdinalor. officially or unofficially, for
the next twelve years. Diane committed suicide in 1989 after many months ofa severe
depression. The personal effects ofcrisis counselliog for 12 years are dif6cult to measure
so it is impossib&e (0 tell bow IIlUCb oflhis contnlJuted to her depression and death. She
documented her struggles with her depression and the events that were happening in her
personal life on almost a daily basis.
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Diane's approach to rumina the RCC was a topic ofdiscussion both before and
after her death withiD the women's cormnunity in S1. John's. Some people mtic:ised ber
apparent unwillingness to relinquish control over the Centre. For a number ofyean.
Diane and one other volunteer, Mary Doyle. were in control ofthe rape crisis centre.
Diane', fHcnds and colleagues are not hesitant to enlmain the possibility that that
stemmed from a c:ontrol issue on Diane's part. The more people involved, the less control
she would have. She may have been unwil1in8 to let go or share control of the
organisalion she created. Knowme that the RCC was a reality beawsc of Diane's efforts,
Beth Lac~wxlerslood her comection to the RCC. She believed that Diane ..... didn't
lrUSl anyone to feel as conmitted to it as she did" (Lacey). None of the women I
interviewed dcrUed the work, time and energy Diane put into the RCC or her comrnitmcot
to the women who called the crisis line. Some of the women however, recognised Diane's
position within the RCC as one ofpower and one contcadit.:tory 10 the spirit ofthe work
lhey were involved in.
Diane [)YSRMII?42·!919)
Diane was born in fta1i&x. I JUDe 1942 and moved soon after with bel' family to
Montrea1(l.ee, II March 1990, I). Later, her family rdoCllled to BeD 1sJaDd, NF when
Diane was fourteen years okl. She married at nineteen and because oCber husband's job,
moved resuJarly from dty to city. \\IhiJe living in Kitchener, Ontario, Diane was first
introduced to the WOrDeD'S 1DOW'mt1L She dropped by the Women', Centre and was
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excited by the ideas and views she was exposed to. It was likely in this erMronmenllhat
Diane developed her femiDi:sl coD5lCioumcss and became the strong radical feminist that
the women OfSL lobo's Wet met. Diane became inwlved with the Canadian Association
for Repeal oCtile Abortion Law (CARAL) and visited NewfoUDdJaDd as part oftbis
organisation in the carty 1970s. In the mid-1970s Diane and her &mity moved bw;k to
Newfoundland. Diane introduced berselfto the women's corrmunity in St. Jatm's by
volunteering at the Women's Centre and becoming a member of the NSWC. Diane
bec:ame co-ordinator oflhe Rape Crisis Committee of the NSWC and led the
establishment oCtile Rape Crisis Centre in the late 19705. From the beginning, "'Diane was
the: person who was willing to take on the issue of rape. Everybody was busy doing their
thing and Diane's thins was rape crisis" (Williams).
Diane volunteered for the "House Conminee" oftbe NSWC and became an
i:ntegraI part oftbe pnxcss ofbuyiog a new bouse and reoovating it to be used as the DeW
WOlIJrn'S CeoIre. Mary Doyle said that right from the begil:Jrring. DiaDe wamed to mMe
.suretbat a RCC was part ofthisbuildiDg and there was a co1ttnllCl drawn up stating that
there would always be room at.3 Military Road for the RCC (Doyle). Wendy Williams
said that it was always undersl:ood thai: the back office would be the RCC. How that came
about exactly, she did DOt know, but assumed that Diane bad said it: would be the case and
no ODC disagreed with her (Williams). Ruth remembered planning meetings for the RCC
and Diane made an impression on her as someone who knew a lot about Rees in Canada
(Pmon).
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As co-ordinator, Diane reported on the status and progress ofthe rape crisis
committee at NSWC meetings up UDlil 1979, when the RCC decided it was an
organisation independent ofthe WOrneD'S Centre iD terms ofits decision-making and
mandate:. In the years that foDowtd, Diane became known in the community as a
spokesperson for the RCC and on the issue of rape and child abuse in general Diane
acted as co-ordinator of the RCC. counselled women. trained volunteers and organised the
work. She continued the work through her depression in the late 19805 until her death in
April 1989.
Of the women I interviewed who knew Diane, all identified her as the co-ordinator
or leader oftile RCC. Most ofthe volunteers [ talked with believed this was the case:
because Diane was more committed to the issue and organisation than anyone else. Also,
at any point in time, she would be the person with the most experience and most
knowledge about the RCC. MaDy felt they bad no right to criticise or disagree. The
volunteers who talked about Diane an respected her leadership and, iD filet. looked to her
for guidance. Mary Doyle remembers that it was not always Diane who put bcrscIfin the
role ofJcader. As Diane did a '01 of public work. her name became synonymous with the
RCC, so inquiries from the coImDUDity, and even the women's community, would be
directed to Diane. Pam remembered that it was a problem for Diane at different points
and it was discussed among the volunteers oCtile RCC because Diane and the vohmteers
felt they were not given due credit f(lf their work. At the same time, Pam said there were
times when Diane liked being the public &c:e oftbe RCC (Thomas). Mary Doyle agreed
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that Diane often relished the position she was in, but she was usually put in thad positiJn
by othen., as they always turned to her for gujdaDce aDd information (Doyle).
Diane was described by some oftbc women I interviewed as strong-willed aDd
stubborn, but a woman to be admired and respected. Mary Doyle remembers lbat when
she first met Diane, she recognised that this was a penon with a kn ofkmw)edge (Doyle).
Cathy decided to vohmlcer at the RCC because she liked what she saw in Diane. Today,
she thinks Diane was one aCtbe most influcntia1 people ofher life (Duke). Beth I...acey
said Diane was very opinionated aDd roWel argue with the: best oftbem especially, ifyou
disagrec:d with her. "'But she was out there. she worked like a dog. (S)be bad suong
opinions that were different from mine 00 a number of issues .. but I had a Qt ofrespect
for Diane" (Lacey).
In the fall of 1988 Diane began to document ber struggks with a depression that
was worsening. She continued her work with the ReC and to speak publicly on the issue
ofviolnx:c against women. Other women and friends ofDianc realised at some point tII81
she was DOl well aDd encouraged her to seek help. Looking bIck they see that she was
DOt well enough to be counselling allier women. Diane's view oC"oollJlSlClliDs" however
was that oftwo women.sbariDs experielx:cs. so sbc ImY DOt have seen her iJ10css as
interfering with her ability to do that. Her earlier fears about women DOt being in the
meoW space necessary to help others dKi DOl seem to apply to herself. Jennifer Mercer, a
long-time associate ofDianc's., believed that this pointed to the severity oroWle's illness
(Lee, ""'" 1990, 19).
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DiaDe's empathetic responses to otbc:r women's suffering were DOt reflected on
herselfand she berated benelffor being so weak that she needed to sedr. beip. Diane was
caught in a trap ofalways being the ODe that others turned 10 for help. Ifcoatrol was an
issue for Diane. it must have been devastating for her 10 lose control over what was
happening to beT mind. Perceptions of Diane as strong and practicaUy iJlvincibk: would
make it bard for lOOse aroWld her 10 see the sufferin& she was enduring. Before she died
Diane dropped iDla the Women's Centre, "to say goodb)'c 10 the place <she) loved for so
long" (Lee. 18 Mar 1990, 19). Women in the collJlDUllity were sboc.ked. aoaered. aod.
saddened by her suicide. WbaI DilIDe had done was 50 opposed to the life she: hid lived.
Sbe had convnined bersdfto fi&Jlling violeDce. to cbanging the lives ofwomm. Many felt
betrayed.
Personally, I have been touched by what ( have Ieamed about Diane Duggan. I
never knew her and she died at • time when I was just learning about feminism. Her
conmitmmt to helping womeu who were victims of sexual assault was remarbb6e and the
NewfoUDd1aDd aod Labrador Sexual Assauh Crisis and~~n Caltre is still helping
women today, largely due to her vision and commitmmt:. Through her wort in the
feminist cotlWOl'lity and through the crisis line. Diane bas touched the lives ofn:EIY
people.
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WmdyWtlliams
Wendy WiDiams was mwlwd with Ihe NSWC from its beginnings. In the late
19705* was a pan oftbe House Conmiltec with DiaDc: Duggan and two other women,
which had the task of~ for. bouse to buy and theD organising renovalioos.
Wendy remembered Diane's interesr. in rape crisis. She~ that it was • time
when there were so rrw.ny issues bein& brought to the table, that ifsomeone Slepped
forward to take on responsibility fOr one issue, everyone else was glad to have one less
thing 10 do. She said that for most ofthe time, the women involved wue consumed with
keeping the Women's Centre operational Wendy does not remember detaili> about t.be
establishment aCme RCC, onJy that the b&clc office oftbc bouse on Military Road was
used for nape crisis won:. Weody took bet twn with the beeper. Her bBckgroUDd in
Nursing, she: felt, was evidcru tbIt she could handle Ihe work.
Wendy's feelings abo... the Vo"Omm's movanmt at that t.ime are mixed. 111 her
imerview, I read the cxc:il:emeac she remembered about that lime., but also the ti'ustration
with the demands and cxpecwiom:~ on women, even by otber weU-inlcWoocd W'OIDeD.
She feh that there were some: tbat would DOt accept anything less than everything you
could give. Wendy was later involved in training new volunteers. again due 10 her
background in Nursing and her involvement with Planned Parenthood. Wendy poinlcd
out that in fact being cxpl:(:ted to do these things for free was a kind ofexploitation in
itself. She said that that was one orw worst things about the feminist movement. She
said that even in organisations wbcre women were helped. there was that expec:wion that
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they then get involved and help any way they could. Looking back Wendy can see ho.....
ahhough they talked about power imbalance in "'society" there was little acknowledgement
ofpower imba1ancc and abuse of power within the women's movement and within the St.
1olm's organisations.
Ruth Roach Pierson
Ruth remembered hearing about a planning meeting for the rape crisis centre at a
meeting of the NSWC. She decided to volunteer partly because she was going through a
marriage break up and figured it would be a good time for her to volunteer for a good
cause. Looking back. Ruth said what might have also influenced her decision was the filet
that she was the victim ofa rape attempt about ten years earlier. When Ruth was a
graduate student, a man chased her into a washroom and pinned her down on the 8oor.
Luckily, someone saw the man enter the washroom and arrived with help shortly
afterward. Ruth remembers a friend oChers suggesting that there must have: been
something about her that signalled vuIDerability.
Ahbough Ruth never had to deal with a call aD the RCC line. her skills did come: in
handy when she moved to Toromo and the daughter of a frieDd oChers was raped. The
training she received at the RCC enabled her to go and spend time with the wormn and
talk to her about what bad bappencd. Looking back, Ruth credited her experience with
the RCC with acquainting her with feminist theory that deah with rape and vio~
against women.. At this stage in her career Ruth was teaching women's ~ry at
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Memorial University ofNewfoWldIand and was quite familiar with many feminist theorists
and theories. Her involvement with the RCC. which included anendance at a conference
for Sexual Assauh Centres, introduced her to feminist theorists who deah with and
analysed rape. Ruth saki it '"heightened her (radical) feminist profile even more" (p~n).
\\'bat she learned affected her understanding ofhappenings in her own life.
~
June believes she responded to an ad in the newspaper seeking volunteers for the
RCC in the late 19705 and stayed for several years. ahhough she couJd not remember
when she Slopped volunteering there. Records show that she was there in 1978 when the
RCC was first established (NSWC: Logbooks). She said lhere were about six or seven
volunteers then who handled the crisis line. As well. there might have been volumeers
who did other types of work who were DOt on the crist!>!iDe. June believed her
background as a psychiatric nunc: qualified her for this type of work. June remembered
that securing money to pay for a pager or beeper was a major concern when she was
there. The RCC asked Newfoundland Telepbone to donate a pager or a beeper, but the
company refused. June figured it was because they were dealing with rape at a tIDe when
nobody even wanted to talk about it.
lune's description ofbeing a RCC volwrteer in the late 19705 was much different
from how Janet remembered her days in the late 19805. June said when she went to the
RCC, there was DO social aspect to the group and volunteers did oot share any persoDlll
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infonnation. She thought the other volunteers probably did not even know her last name
or how l1WIY children she had. Wnh regards to meetings, June said that when she was
there no calls were discussed at meetings. To the volunteers oftbat time, "confidentiality"
meant no discussion about the calJ. June reminded me that irone oCttle volunteers needed
to avail oftbe services, they might not if they knew it would be discussed among the
volunteers. As with many women involved in the women's movement at that time. the
RCC volWlteers might not have been aware oCtile stress and effects working a crisis line
can have on the volWlteers. When I pointed out that discussions might relieve stress or
help newer volunteers, June responded that they were trained to deal with it. She
descnbed the training as extensive and said that the women on the line were very qualified
to do thcjob.
June was very aware ofthc: stigma of rape in those days. She said people were
afraid to talk about it. She said she often went weeks without a call, which she attributes
to the very deep stigma attached for victims. When June decided to stop volunteering, it
was because ofwan. obligations that took her geographically away from the area. She
believed that it was commmdable that women devoted so much time to the Ccnttc and to
helping rape victims. June said that she was proud that she was pan ofthose early years
ortbe RCC.
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Mary~ to the ROC in 1918 after bearing an ad on the radio. She thought she
would go to the ROC to wluoleer and hopefully help olbers. There was also the idea,
though. that she might gain some skills and. knowbl.gc that would help bet deal with an
incidenl ofchild sexual abuse that she experieDccd. Mary said that she bad led • very
sheltered life and her c:ltpCrieDces at the ROC really opened her eyes. As a teacher, Mary
would 'cam about other ctilldrcn's abuse. Her lnlining at I.he ROC prepared her for that
possibility at a time when much ofsociety denied such things ever happened.
Mary remained involved with the RCC until the late 1980s. Her heaJtb took bet
aWilY from very active involvement fOr periods oftime. Qfthe volunteers I interviewed.,
Mary had been at the ROC the longest. Mary saXt that aCme group she was trained with,
she was the onJyone remainins at the RCC one year later. At one poinl, for a couple of
years, Mary and DiaDe Dugan were the only two rape crisis ct'rlttC volunteers haDd.IiDs
crisis calls. Mary said people would drop ill and out ofttle ROC. There would be people
llI'OUIId who would get involved fOr shon periods helping out and they bad Beth I...acey at
the Women's Cenlrc. Mary was the only one who had made significant contacts wdh
women in other CaDadiaD RCCs. Through plII'tK:ipation in several conferences. she met
and got to know women from other RCCs. Mary was familiar with the ROC's
relationship with CASAC and was more aware than most ofw women I interviewed of
the national scene of rape crisis work. Mary's involvement with the RCC came to an end
in the late 1980s. This was largely due to personal (<<tinss ofbeing excluded and ignored
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by women she had gro\1t11 to respect and trust within the women's community in St.
Jo1m's. She feh sbc: could 001 remain at the RCC, or involved in the women's community
in St. John's any longer. Her negative experience was oot with or at the RCC however,
and her responses during the interview generally indicated positive feelings associated with
the RCC.
Now in her late 70s Mary doesn't remember much about the days when she
volunteered at the RCC. from her description, Mary was a volunteer very early on,
probably in the 19705. Mary decided to volunteer ber time to a good cause aDd chose the
RCC. The night of the meeting was "her night" and she got away from the house and
family for an evening. Ofall other volunteers there at the time, Mary only remembered
Diane Duggan by name and identified her as the "co-ordinator." Mary wanted to offer her
time and services to women who bad been raped. She was much less interested in feminist
analysis ofrape or the organisataoo ofthe group. She went to meetings but she said she
did not want to be a part ofdectsion or policy-making. Mary was one ofthe two women
who did nol identify with being "feminist... She did 001 want her involvement to eDta.iI
anything more than the lime she offered 00 the crisis line and her attendance at meetings.
With a fiuniJy ofseven cbildren and a shop to run,. Mary said she just did not have the time
to invest. She thought that beT friends at the time probably did not see the necessity ofa
crisis line for rape victims or understood why she volunteered there, but since she wanted
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to do it, they were supportive, as were her brothers aDd busbmd.
Cathy was working towards a Social Work degree at Memorial University of
Newfoundland and was placed with the Women's CeDtJe as part oCbet inlemsbip in the
late 1970s. She worted at the Women's Centre two days a week under the guidance of
Iris Kirby, a woman who worked iD the Secretary ofState office. AI the Womeu's
Centre. Cathy Ic:amed about tbe RCC aDd worked with Diane Duggan on a regular basis.
When Cathy graduated., and was workiDg as a social worker. she returned to the RCC
signing on as a volunteer for about two years.
Cathy said her experiences at the RCC got her thinking about her role in the world,
"'who I was and wheR: I wanted to be" (Duke). Being exposed to feminist philosophy
opened her eyes to a lot oftlW1&s- "it reaUy changed my whole life" (Duke). She said it
was an iutcrest.ing time to be at the RCC. She fek very comfortable there. She l'mIeIDbers
aU vohmtccrs as doing their best aDd workiDg co-opcrativcly.
Today, Cathy sliD subscribes to a femini:sa pbiIosophy. She is aware that bow she
manages the women work.iDs fOr her differs &om their previous~. She warb to
ensure that she treats women fairty and has found that her staffconmeDts favourably on
her abilities as a manager, due to her philosophy.
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Beth was DOt an official volunteer oCtile ROC but worked closely with the RCC
when she was co-ordinator oftbe NSWC Women's Centre from 1983-1987. For a couple
ofycars, when Beth was co-ordinator. she took erisi.. calls on the RCC phone while she
was in the office during regular business hours. After 5:00 p.m. one oCtile two volunteers
came in to answer the crisis phone or it was forwarded to a home number. When new
volunteers came, Beth helped out with the training sessions. She descnbed the
relationship between the RCC and we as symbiotic. She believed the rape crisis centre
took a lot of pressure offtbe Women's Centre that would likely have been the recipient of
rape ttisis cans. iftbe RCC was DOt available. The Women's Cmtre reciprocated by
housing the RCC and giving in-~ donations. such as access to a photocopier and use of
the back office.
Beth is one oftile few people who did not say that her rape crisis work took a ton
on her. Cal1s to the crisis line between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m were not frequent and
were scattered between happier moments. Working at lbe Women's Cenb'e can take a
toll, she said, but there are happy tttncs and bad times. Beth believed that dealing with
rape crisis calls e:«:lusively, however, is different because, "considering how long it takes
women to deal with it effectively, you often do 001 see tbern turn around" (Lacey). She
recognised bow draining it could be constantly taking cal1s from victims ofsexual assault,
whicb DO doubt influenced her decision to help out.
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Pam was attending Memorial University ofNewfoUDdJand in the mid-1980s. In a
Women's Studies course she was taking. the professor offered partial course credit for
volunteering at a feminist organisation. Pam went to the Women's Centre without
knowing anything about the organisation. The woman she spoke to at the Women's
Centre dife(:ted her to the Rape Crisis Centre, which was looking for voIWltCC'n.
Pam started vohmteering in 1985 with a group ofsix or seven others. She was one
ofthe few volunteers who were involved with the RCC for many years. staying until 1990.
In the beginning she did not see it as particularly stressful as the more senior volunteers
took more responsibility. As time went on though. and she became ODC oftbc more senior
peopk=' around, it was more stressful. In 1989. she and one other volunteer took over the
RCC. After several months of passing the beeper and total responsibility for the crisis line
back and (onh between the two ofthem, Pam was exhausted. When they got a group
together and trained new volunteers. Pam stopped volunteeti1g. She weot back again in
the early 19905 and stayed for one more year.
Pam recalled a lot ofconsc:iousoess-raising during her lime at the RCC. The
process ofsharing responsibilities and credit bas remained a very salient feature for her
and she stated that she would noC trade ber experience with the RCC for anything. She
learned a lot from the women who called the crisis line and with whom she met. She feels
that the experience prepared her for the career path she was about to take. Janet Lee
Chafe mentioned Pam as one of the "pioncers," someone Janet had a great deal ofrespect
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and admiration for (Chafe).
Janet IS Chaf't
Janet traced her first connection to the Rec back to when she was a resident at
Iris Kirby House in the late 19805. Janet's busbuJd was abusive and after he was aneslcd
numerous times an off-duty police officer called Janet at home one night and told her
about a sbeher for women in St. John's. Janet went to Kirby House and while there,
Ieamed about the Women's Centre. At the time. the ReC and the Women's Centre were
still intimately connected and Janet Ieamed more about the ReC as she became involved
with the Women's Centre.
When Janet participated in training, she was one offour or five other new
volunteers. As. she understood it, lbere were only three volWlleers at the time and one
was leaving. So. in her year or SO there, there were six vohmteers in total Janet's
feelings ofgroup cobcsion and belonging were obvious. Throughout the interview, she
always referm! to the Rec ti "we" and "us." The probiems she talked about were in
terms or"our'" issues. Janet remembered the members oftbe group being very
comfortable with each other. She sham1 her experieocc ofbeing in an abusive relationship
with the other members. Even though sbe felt thai some volunteers were more committed
than she was, she felt supplned and vaJued. Janet remembered that the volunteers were
respectful ofeacb other's time. Even though "'you could ask someone to cover your
tum," she said, "you wouldn't want to take advamage ofpeople" (Chafe). Similarly,
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when she decided to leave the RCC she" .. feh bad for putting extra burdeD on [the rest
of the volunteers]" (Chafe).
Looking back, Janet was grateful for having the chance to volunteer at the RCC.
She fch like she.was at a stage in ber life when she needed to do something different. She
admitted there were some self-serving reasons for being there. "I was a victim ofspousal
abuse which was very traumatic and very severe. I found n was therapeutic for me. I
wanted to move in new directions, I was looking to empower me, to find me." Sbe feh
good helping the women who called and enjoyed her time as a RCC volunteer.
Role ofLesbUou ill uti-Vialdee Work aDd tile Rce
Lesbians have played a major role in the anti-violence movement in Canada. Becki
Ross has descnbed some of the history oficsbian feminist organising in Canada in her
book., The; House tbat Jill Bllih wtrich focuses on Toronto. (n St. John's, lesbians bave
been at the forcfrom aCtbe women's movement, leading women's organisations in the
community. In their essay, "'Lesbian Life in a Small Centre: The Case ofSt. John's,"
Sharon Slone and the Women's Survey Group write that ahbough most lesbians in St.
John's do DOt seek involvement in politically active organisations, those who do often go
to "a feminist organisation. such as the St. John's Women's Centre" (96). Lesbians were
heavily involved in establishing Transition House. and later Iris Kirby House. both sbetters
for abused women. Lesbians also played a major role in bringing the Morgenrak:t clinic to
St. John's, making abortion more accessible to the women ofNewfoundland and
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Labrador. In a focus group designed to discuss responses to a survey about lesbians and
their lives in St. John's. one woman said that ..lesbiaos are the b6ekbone oCtile feminist
coIDmWlity [in St. John's)" (Stone 100).
It is fairly obvious why lesbians are involved in the women's movement and
women's community, since as women, they too will benefit from c«uaJ status with men.
lesbian women might have chosen (0 work and identifY with the women's liberation
movement with the undersl8nding that their fate as lesbians was inextricably tied to the
fate ofaD women (Stone 18). Being active in a women's organisations might also have
been safer than organisatiom that were explicitly for the gay and lesbian population.
Looking at the particular issues that wen: associated with radicaJ. feminism though, one
might wonder why lesbians are at the forefront ofthe pro-choice and snit-violence
movements. In Newfouodland and labrador. two prominent lesbian feminists were widely
known as spokeswomen on abortion for years. Why are k:sbians involved in this work.
when it could be argued, that abortion is DOt an issue for women who live lesbian
lifestyles? Can a similar question be asked about work in the anti-rape movement?
Statistics have shown that men perpetrate the vast majority of sexual assauhs. Most often.
the perpe1nltor is a man known to the victim and with whom she bas bad or is in a
relationship. I asked one oftbe lesbian women I interviewed why she, as a lesbian,
became involved in anti-rape work., pointing out that by nature ofhaviog a relationship
with a woman. she bas in fact probably lessened the chances that she will be raped- She
respoDded that aJthough that is the case. her gender still makes her wlnerable to rape. As
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a lesbian., in fact, she has a greater chance of being affected by rape as her female partner
is also at risk.
The link between lesbians and the anti-violence movement might have more to do
with the theory associated with the movement, rather than the "anti-violence" aspect.
Radical feminism, which is largely considered the feminism ofllle 8JIli..violence movement
could have been the most compatit!le or attractive fonn offcminism for lesbians. Radical
feminism was about control orone's body and the eradication orsex role stereotyping.
Sharon Stone wrote that "sexual orientation is about the right to love, as much as it is
about the right to control one's body," which is a feminist issue (Stone 227). Lesbians, it
could be argued., embodied the principles ofradical feminism in their rejection ofthe most
pervasive sex role, the female sexual partner ofthe maJe or heterosexuality. Sidney
Abbott and Barbara love wrote that the common enemy offeminists and 1esbians is
sexism, as sexism emerges from the focus on lite reproductive role of sex between men
and women (Abbott and Love 312). Sex that is not a potential reproductive aeti\ity then
is protubited. Taking even the most minimal definitiom of lesbianism and feminism, Anne
Koedt wrote, you can find one major point ofagreement: biology does not determine sex
roles (Koedt 249).
According to some women who volunteered in the 198Os, discussions about
sexuality were frank and open. Volunteers who were there earlier though, said it was not
something that was talked about or addressed. The women who staned the NSWC back
in the 19705 were for the most part married women and lesbianism was not a topic
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RCC. she was not out, and thought that she and her partner were the aNy two lesbian<; in
St. John's. At the RCC she felt accepted and affirmed in her lifestyk. Another participant
indicated that the Women's Centre was a place lesbians might go ill hopes ofmeeting
other ~bians.
Part oftbe training for DeW volUDIeers centred on homophobia and heterosexism
to ensure volunteers could talk freely and without prejudice to a gay or lesbian caller.
DiscusstollS also revealed and challenged prejudices based on sexuality. so that the
volunteers could work together. Volunteers were asked directly how they felt about
lesbianism and sometimes. how it felt to be sitting next to a lesbian.
Two lesbian women that I inlerviewed said lOOt lesbians' contn"bution to the RCC
and the women's movement needs to be acknowkdgcd and documented as integral part of
lesbian history and lesbian work. Another woman I interviewed. who identified as lesbian,
thought that singling out ~bians and !.heir contnbutions was unnecessary since they all
did the same work. Another oftbe women I interviewed said that when she was a
volunteer, she never really thought ofberselfas a lesbian doing women's work, but as a
woman, doing work for women To one heterosexual woman, who volunteered at a time
when four oftbe other five volwrteers were lesbian, ""[sexuality] simply didn't matter."
In doing research like this, the contribution of lesbians should DOt only be noted for
its own sake. but anempts should also be made to look ar. bow lesbianism impacts the
feminist activist's cxperiellces. For the lesbian.. in this particular organisatioll, it appears
that sexuality might have been related to the level oftbeir involvement or their positioD
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within the organisation. Lesbian women devoted more time to the organisation and
emerged as leaders - the ones other volunteers looked 10 for help. One ofthc~
women I interviewed pointed out that ifyou look for who stuck around the hugest and
who did the work - it was lesbians. It is possible that there were other volunteers who
were lesbian but DOt leaders. Lack ofd<x:wnentation and difficulty interviewing all
volunteers mean that this cannot be detennincd. No doubt there is still much ~ian
history to be docWDerned as a firsl: step to a more thorough accown oflcsbian women's
work.
Coac:lusiOlll
Nearly aU ofthc women I interviewed identified positive aspects of being involved
with the RCC. Some ofthe women felt bed for leaving the RCC even after years of
volunteering. This brings to mind the question ofbow king they thought they should
remain involved. Janet was the only one who had a time frame in mind when she started
volunteermg. She was aware that in exchange for the extensive training, the RCC
expected each volunteer to stick around for a year, which Janet believed was filir. This
kind oC"contraet" might have made it a linle easier for Janet when. after a year, she
deeded to quit. 11Ic DOD-bierarcbical organising was a salient feature oftbc RCC for all
participants and wbetber they acknowledged differences in power or DOt, they all feb that
their inpw was valued.
If the RCC was consistent with the literanue on feminist theory and the women's
movement,. the women involved in this anti-rape organisation would be radical feminists.
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Oftbe ten women I have introduced in lhis cbapter, seven considered themselves feminist.
Only one used the term 'radic:all"eminist' in referring to herscl( and other informants
offered that they believed Diane Duggan considered herselfa radical feminist. It appears
though that generally the women did DOt consider themselves radical. Nor did they lit the
radical feminist prolile. Not all the volunteers had the feminist analysis ofviolcncc: against
women. Not all women saw the bigger picture. or tbe supposedly larger goal of
eradicating sexual assault. In its focus on helping victims the RCC itselfwas not
considered radical As stated in Chapler Four. the RCC does not fit neatly into the
category of radical feminist organisation.
My resean:h UDCovered more questions relating to the involvement and
contnbution of lesbian women in the women' movement in Newfoundland and in the
RCC. Further investigation is needed into how sexuality influences feminist activists'
experiences aDd how lesbians negotiate the.. identity in a women's community that is not
always lesbian-fiiendly. These types ofaD8lyses will prove very relevant to the history of
the women's movement in St. John's and beyond.
CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION
My first goal in~ this thesis was to document the wort oftile RCC and to
cxpk>re the experienta ofwomen who volunteered there. I beliew:d it was importmt. not
only for the present-day RCC, but for cvcryom: to see the work tll81: these women have
done on voluftteer time and effons. I hoped that this research woukl provide praen1 Md
future rape crisis workers with a "'past" or a "legacY' that woukl help the RCC and other
groups in the future. Feminist organisations continue to struggle for resources and
funding to survive. I hoped that in some way documenting the work. done by women
volunteers would bri:ng credibility and validity to the work. providing a reason why the
general population, polic:y-makers aDd government should acknowledge and appreciate
what women activists have done.
I did nol always have Imowkdge ofsomc:thing c:alled a "women's movement" aDd
I remember being amazed when I swted to uncover the stories ofwomm lighting for the
rights I came no so easily. Young women today may not fuUy appreciate the preseoce
and work ofloc:a1 women'sc:entres and a provincial crisis line for rape victims. as these
scrvioes have always been there in their lifetime. The wonxo who were involved in
starting these up, however, remember the dedication, commitment and struggle involved.
I believe there are many in our province who do not yet realise tba1 women have: provided
most of the comnbutions for these seTVic:es, not governments, and tba1 women have bad
to figbI to keep these places operational The women who cstabIisbed the RCC have
provided a service spec:ific:alIy for victims ofsexual assauh, giving c:aUers the information
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<hey ...... and IS>i>ting tb<m in doaIing wnh lbc aftmnoth. The RCC mode. "'l''''''
conuibution towards c:baDgin@:sociC'ty'sperceptionsaboutsexualviolence.especially
arowxJ the issue ofchild sexual abuse.
When I first envisioned what my thesis would look like. it resembkd Chapter Four:
an outline and description of the activities ofthe Rce; what the volwllcen bad done.
Establisbcd in 1977, the RCC grew into an independenI organisation that bas lasted, in one
form or another, fot more than two decades. Focussing on tbe crisis line as the best way
to assist victims. the RCC has become well-knovm in the conwnunity as tlK aIlli--rape
organisacion. T'he SL Jalm's RCC followed the penem ofother Canadian rape crisis
centres in joining CASAC and in its tesic: premises and philosophies.
Another goal ofmine was to look funher than the organisation to the individuals
that made up the RCC. \Vbat did they remember about their days with the RCC? Nearly
all oCtile worrcn I interviewed spoke very positively about their experiences. Being part
aCtbe Rce meanI being '*" ofa group that did important work. The 5CD!Ie ofgroup
belonsinB was as importaot aDd mcaningfu.ll0 the women I derviewed as their work on
the crisis!iDe. In fact, COIlSideriog tbal calls were not ftequem, and thai moSl YOIuntccr
time was spent worUlg with other volumeers or doing tasks unrelated to the crisis ft. ir.
is not surprising that lew talked at length about actual crisis counseling. Feminist
pbiiosophy and concepts sucb as non-hierarchical organising were prominmt in the:
particpants' recollections ofthc RCe. Lastly, I wanted to evaluate the RCC against the
descriplion ofI1IdicaJ feminism.
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Wu tbe RCC • Ibdieal Fe.i.Bat OrpDisatiH?
Using categories and labels to descnbe the movement does not always allow for an
accurate representation ofgroups or individuals (see Wme and Ristock). The RCC (1977-
1990) was a feminist organisation that focussed aDmen's violence against women and
rwned the oppression of women, in a society that condoned and perpetUated misogyny, as
the root cause of this ..iolence. Congruent with the literature, it was an organisation that
excluded men and established a WOmen-nul service to conlpeDS8le for lhe lack ofservices
provided by the state. At times the Rec rejected the MIca of being government-funded. It
appeared to be a radical feminist organUBtion much like those descnDed by writers as
typical anti--violence feminist groups.
However, aspects oCtile ReC challenged a radical designation. The ReC worked
with the police and the medical professioos reguJarly. There are accounts ofapplying for
fimding but oot securing it. Also the Rec operated out ofa state-funded Women's
Centre. Wtthin the Rec. a split seemed to develop between the consciousness oftbe
group and their work. together within the confines oCtbe Rec and the work they did in
public arxI on the crisis liDe. Ifmembers bad a radical approach to the issue of violence
againsl women. they did not explicitly reveal it to the women who caUed. Although the
Take Back the Night march can be viewed as a radical action because it involved kmd
protests and excluded men, the model ofcrisis intervention adopted by the Rec involved
listening. being non-judgementaJ and giving information as requested. which is DOt
associated with radicaJ ideals. The only thing radical about the crisis imervmtion model
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was the notion that women needed to understand they were DOt to blame. Sexual assauh
was (aDd is) a conmonoc:cunc:nce in this society wbicb indicates a deep-rooted sociecal
problom.
Organisations~ fluid emities.. It can be argued that the RCC changed over time
to become mon: separatist and autonomous, traits associated wilh radical feminism. In the
1970s, the RCC worked closely wtth the NSWC, wlUch was government-funded. As a
committee oftbe NSWC. the RCC reported back to the Council on its work. There was
an interest in and searcb for government funding for the RCC. During the 19805 though,
the RCC became more distant from, and operated independently at: the NSWC. The
Take Back the Night march was started in 1984 and the women involved in the 19805
mnember resistance to the idea ofstate funding and DO attempts 10 secure it. It might be
more fitting then to ask whether the RCC was radic:al at particular points in time.
The explorodion ofwbethcr the RCC fits into a radical framework provides an
example ofbow Iabds are socially aDd cootextualJy constructed. According to the
Iitmuure. the NSWC Women's Centre would fit more with the ..libera.r femiDist groups in
its goals and mandates. Fowwied to ensure that the reconmeodations aCme Royal
Commission on the Status ofWomeD report would be implemr:rded.. the organisation's
goab were already defiDed by a liberal document. To the women who were there and in
the view ofmost of the raidents ofSt. John's at the time. however. these women were
radical in their actions. Arguably. to expend energy in the women's movement in the
19705 in St. John's was itselfa radical action. Eveo other Cauadian Women's Centres
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viewed the St. Jolm's Centre as radical. due to its public pro-choice stance. As Beth
Lacey pointed out, in society's view it was the Women's Centre women who were the
radicals, as they were fighting for women's rights.
llris brings into question the usefulness of such categories as radica.I for the
purposes of this thesis. RadicaJ feminism is a term that originated from American
feminists and preceded CASAC and the RCC. The RCC was established within the
context oca national Canadian movement. but the characteristics ofthis particular part of
the movement were dependent upon the women in St. John's who pushed the movement
forward., as well as the political climate in the city and province. Since these filctors are
always changing, we cannot expect an organisation which operates within that climate to
remain static. Theory is often associated with academics, as well, and not necessarily with
activists. In my research, l believe using the framework ofradical feminism helped me
formulate ideas about what 10 investigate. However, it is clear that the RCC does not
fully fit that category.
One strong theme that comes out of this research is the discrc:paDcy between.
theory and practice. between idealism and reality. Creating categories and fairly distinct
theories might be useful to the academic aod for academic purposes, however when the
researcher delves into the feminist activist world, these terms might acquire new or
expanded meanings. Over time, the interpretation and meanings ;::hange. so that my
questions and descriptive terms about feminism in St. John's have di1Ierent meanings
today !bon they <lid _ yetUS ....
'6'
c.....t .. OtltcrfilMlillp
Structure ofFeminjst Orppipljom
Studying the Sb'1JCtUf'e and process ofthis organisation highJigbts the gap between
the ideology and reality. AJthough many fcrnimst groups strive toward rejec:ting the
hieran:hicaJ rmdeI OW" society is bued on, they often recreate the power imI:Umce.
Denial ofprivUege., and one's place in a tuerarcby, is one of the most basic and real fonns
ofabuse: of power. Women coming together and fighting for a common cause, each
giving equally and collecting equal credit is the ideal. In reality though. not aU women are
abk or inclined to "give" 10 the same extent. We have different strengths and weaknesses
and we are in Wlequal positions in terms ofwbat society values and what access we have
to resoW'ces.. Feminists have sometimes held that collectivity and DOo-hieran:bical
organising is necessary, or elK we re-create the inequality that we come together to resisI
and figbl. Is such organisina even posstie? This concept ofbow much women should
-give" can resuh in feelings ofguilt and anxX:ty wbr:o they caDDOt give more., Ih wbeD
volunteers in the RCC decided 10 limit or end their involvement. Dcspile the fact that only
one partil;:ipanl identified an external pressure to give everything she could, I believe moSl
volunteers feh the pressure to remaiD involved to prevent more work beiDg takeo OD by
other volunteers.
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The ContnlJution of Lesbians
One example of inequality within the women's movement has been, aDd still is., our
reluctance to acknowledge and celebrate the range ofhwnan sexualities. Even in 2001, it
was not always safe for lesbians to come out. let aJone criticise other women for silencing
them, especially within the women's movement. I am surprised now at my
shortsightedness in DOt seeing the relevance oflesbian involvement in the ReC from the
very beginning. This certainJy points to how researcher assumptions influence the eod
product. This also points to the invisibility oflesbians in the history oftbc women's
mo~ and in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The Relationship Between the Women's Centre and the Rape Crisis Centre
The relationship between the Women's Centre and the Ree is an important aspect
ofttle history of both organisations. I did not intend to discuss lhis relationship, but
during my research, I realized that it would be quite difficult to examine the deve&opment
oftbc Ree without considering its very significant relationship with the NSWC. Tensions
arose between the organisations that seemed to stem from the NSWC's concem that the
Ree was not accountable to anyone for the work being done. and possibly concern that
Diane Duggan was reluetaDt to bring anyone else into the Ree. Exchanges between the
organisations seemed to focus on the request oftbe NSWC that new volumeers be
brought in, iftbe)' were going to help the Ree get through difficulties such as paying bills.
These reasom arc DOt explicitly staled or docwnenled. Ahbough I sensed frustndion at
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times and noted that certain procedures \toUe documented (e.g., M a letter will be semj the
actual issues were not auywhere for perusal. or deb'bcTation. Have these problems
continued? Are they issues that women in these groups continue to proliferate, and ifso,
is that a consequence ofnever airing out debates and disagreements that we: can learn
from?
The reluc:tance oftht NSWC to document its concerns fully illustrates a cormnon
fear lIIDOn& feminist organisatioos that ifwe present our problems within the feminist
conmunity to the outside world. we will be further margina1iscd.. As womm. we have
Ieamed that there is strength in numbers and solidarity. Ifwe publicly c~ictse one
another. the strength and poWCT that comes from a cohesive roovemr:nt will be ktsl. 1De
danger, ofcourse is that ifwe do not openly address issues ofpower, privilege and
marginalisation within the feminist community, we do rttrealc: the structures we claim to
oppose and we do not Ieam how to deal with problems that arise as a rcsWt.R_
One important thirl& lleamed in doing this research is that histories and bc:ntories
are 50 IDIICb moreco~ thaD listing CmoDOtogical milestones or briefdescriptions of
activities. People's emotions and experiences cannot be separated out from the facts.
Some oflhl: women I interviewed were very personally involved with the: RCC and lbey
bad emotional attachments both to the: Centre and their role as volunteers. The women
who agreed to be interviewed really ope-oed up and were quick 10 teU me things "offthe
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record'" even though we had just met. I have abo learned that there is DOC ooe story, or
one truth. There are many truth! and DI8D)' experiences that ""accUl81e1y'" represc:rIt the
Rcc. My naive imenhon was to gather, organise and analyse the facts. I reali2lC DOW that
there are DO facts outside ofi:nterpretation and ex:perieDce. For example. the death of
Diane Duggan affected every person who was at the RCC. In a vain atteqIt ... being
objective. I did 001 encoW'8gt discussion about Diane Duggan in my interviews. On sonw::
kvell feared it wouJd amount to gossiping, which I refused 10 participate in. I had
already felt very intrusive from investigating her life while she had no control over it.
Diane Duggan's death, however, was a huge piece ofwhat people remember about the
RCC and the women's community in St. John's. Ifl trUly allowed participants 10 speak:
about what they wanted., I think there wouJd have been much more discussion and
information about bow these women ex:perienced and remembered DiaDe's death.
listening to this would have given me aoother look into bow women are a.fICcted by the
actions ofsomeone they respect and wad with, especially within a women's organisation..
~~IiouIwF.t1u~R,..rd
Questions arose in my rescarcll that require much deeper consideration than I
could give: in this project. Questions ofunequal distribution and use ofpower within
feminist organisations and the experiences oflesbian women in the RCC are two areas that
require funber investigation. The relationships between feminist organisations iD St.
John's and within the province would be a worthy and interesting research project.
l6S
I have DOt investigated lhe impact of class on the women in the RCC and bctweeD
the members ofthe RCC and the NSWC. The implications ofclass within the broader
context ofthe women's movement in St. John's also warrant resean;:h and analysis.
Middle and uPJ)ef class women have certainly had more advantages in terms ofhaving the
financiaJ means to work for linle or nothing. It: as Wendy Williams put it. you were
expected to give all you coukl.. then rich women could afford to give more in terms of
money and time.
How would this thesis be different ifan outsider bad researched and written it?
Despite attempts to ~ve interviews operH:nded. t did direct the conversation and thereby
imposed my view about what was important. I also shared my thoughts and experiences
ofbeing a RCC volunteer, which might have influenced the panicipanu' responses. How
would it be different ifan insider wrote it? If one aCtbe women who had been around in
those days set out to narrate the story oCtile RCC, what would she remember and ask
questions about? My age and experience have influenced this project greatly. Under
thirty, I lack the perspective: ofsomeone who Lived through the 19705 and 19805 women's
movements, which were times ofgreat change for women within the province. This
context I can only read about and tty 10 recreate.
I have only interviewed women who came forth to participate and for the most
part, had a lot ofpositive things to say about the RCC. Tbcre were: women who left the
RCC. What changed their miDds? What about the volunteers who did 001 feet a sense of
belonging? It would be very interesting to hear from women who decided to leave after
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training. On the olbtt end of the crisis line, bow did the women caIJcrs fed about the
RCC? Did they reaDy feel helped and respected, as was the goal aCme ROC? In. biger
sense. did the RCC make a d.i.tJCrence? Evaluating the wort aCme RCC appears to be
almost impossible without the: input from women who called the crisis line, as there are no
records or documcnCation to analyze.
Were rape crisis centers successfur? As early as 19n, Lorerme Clark wrote that
the impact ofrape and the subsequent turmoil associated with reponma it bad been
considerably lessened by the establishment and work ofrape crisis ccnters (13). In her
response to my interview q~ions.Ruth Roach Pierson pointed out that I had not asked
whether the work ofRCCs helped to change society's view of rape. She went on to say
that she believes that RCCs have helped to change socM:tal attitudes to some extent.
While jokes about rape are not so COrraDOO or acceptable today, there is still a long way to
go in UDderstaDdiDg and colDDl.lIUcating the powa- dynamic ofsexual assault and
acknowiedging the discrimintuory attitudes we have about rape when it comes to race IDd
class (PieTson).
Finally, there is an obvious gap in this research in tc:nD5 oflhe time period. Wb8l
bappeDed after 199O? DiaDe Ou&gan was such an in1luentiaJ pan aCthe RCC. it would be
very interesting to c:lWJline bow the organisation changed with her a.bscncc. The ongoin&
relationship between the RCC and the NSWC into the 1990s needs to be investigated.
What were the circwnstanccs surroUDding the physical split between the WOmeD'S Centre
and the RCC? In tnOR recent ti:mes, bow was the decision reacbed to apply fOr
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g0ve:t'1YDel11 funding and bow has that fimdiDg a&ctcd the RCC or the Sexua1 Assault
Crisis and Preventaon~ hx. as it is now known?
This thesis should DOl be consMle:red. as the last word on the RCC and its
memb:enbip. There are so many more: women who either were atl'ected by or inOuerx:cd
the developmera ofme RCC. Their experieDcesaod thoughts need to be documented as
weU. I consider this a first step toward a more: critica.llook at the RCC. its rmndate and
its volunteers. It offers a base from which to start our analysis ofthe RCC and its place in
the herstories of the feminist movement and in the feminist community orSt. John's.
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APPENDIX 2: LETn:R OF lNTRODUcnON
Lynn Hatlery
Women's Studies, MUN
St. John's, NF
September 25, 2000
Provincial Advisory Council on the Status ofWomcn
131 LeMarchant Rd
SL John's, NF
AIC2H3
To Whom 11 May CoIlCml:
My name is Lynn Hartery and I am a graduate student in the Womeu's Studies Program.
Memorial UniverUy ofNewfowxfIand. As. pan ofthe Master's program, I am writmg a
thesis caned 17te SI. JoIut's Rope Crisis CAnter tmd 1M WOMnI WM Mid ;1 Happm.. I
am interested in interviewing women who~ invoMd with the RCC before 1990,
particularly women who were involved in the eslabIi:shment of the RCC in the 1970's.
If you or someone you know Vr'BS involved with the RCC and might be interested ill being
part of this imponam project. please contae:t me at the addresses below or pass on the
relevant information to 8II)'ODe wbo mighI be interested. AlII'e5JX'DSe5 will be kept
confidential. I am also includi:ns a briefadvcrtisementlposter that I hope you will post in
your office and include in any oewsJeners or buUetins.
n,;, pro;.a ;, bring ..."...;..d by IX. L_ KeaI<y (Mdt"", D<pt, MUN) Uld IX. 0;..,
Tye (folldore Dept, MUN) and bas aIrcady been approved by the Women's Studies
Graduate Committee aDd the University's Ethics Coumnee.
Sincerely,
Lynn Hartery
Lynn"","",,
IX.LUldaKeaIoy
Dr. DianeTye
MWSCaDdidal:e
DC'ptofHistory
DeptoffolkJore
738-7739
737-8420
737-4457
1ynnBS@mtmail.c:om
Ikealey@morgan.ucs.mun.ca
dtye@morgan..ues.m.m.ca
APPENDIX 3: NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT
Master's ofWomen's StlKfies student at Memorial University ofNcwfuUDdlmd iDterested
in interviewing women who were involved with the St. John's Rape Crisis Center before
1990 as part oftbcsis research. lfyou are interested in participating in this project, pk:ac
email Lynn at 1ynn85@botmailromorca1l738-1739. All responses will be kept
confidential. (Gazene, 5 October 2000: Ctassifieds)
APPENDIX 4: CONSENT FORM
Lynn Hartery bas taken on this research project. UDder tbe direction ofsupervisors Or.
Linda Kealey and Dr. DiaDe Tye in order to record and document the activities and
philosophies oftbe Rape Crisis Center from its cstablisbmcnt around 1917 up to 1990.
This research will be credited toward a Master's in Women's Studies degree from
Memorial University ofNewfoundland.
My participalion will involve being interviewed for approx:imalely 1-2 holD'S by the
researcher about my experieDces with the St. John's Rape Crisis Center. I understand that
the researcbcr would like to record the interview by means ofaudio-tapiDg lIDdIor taIriDg
notes. J understand that I have the right to refuse to answer any questions I wish, as well
as end the imerview at any time. I understand that there will be ao opportuaity, sbould I
wish it, for me to review what the researcher has written about my involvement and
recollection of the RCC. Ally disBgrcemems will be DOted and included in the fDal paper.
I understand that I may withdraw from the project at any time during the researc:h phase
by notifying the researcher.
I am aware copies of the docunJeD arising from the thesis research will be given to the
Queen Elizabeth II Libraly and the present-day NewfoundlaDd and Labrador Sexual
Assauh Crisis arxI Preveotion Center. I understand that the researcber would like to make
the taped interviews and final document access.ible to the community by depositing them at
the Provincial Archives.
I. I give permission to the rcscarcher to audiotape the iJIterv1eoN. YES I NO
2. t give pennission to the researc:her to deposit recorded information to an archival
organizalion. YES/NO
3. a) I give permission for the researc:her to use my name and refer to
comnbutions as mine within the paper. YFS / NO.
b) IfND, I understand that all necessary measures will be taken to protect my
identity. This may include omitting some inform8tion from my interview if
it is deemed as identifYing information. YES I D01 .pplicable
4. I woukllike the opportunity to review for lICCWlIC)' any direct quotations
attn"buted to me in the research paper. YES / NO
5. I uoderstaod thIt iftbere are coocems that C8DD0t be resotved with the researcbc:r,
Lynn Hanery, they can be discussed with her supervisors: Dr. Linda Kealey, Dept..
of History. MUN: 737- 8420~ucs.mun.ca)or Dr. DilIDe Tye,
Dept. ofFolklore, MUN: 731-4457 (dtye@morgan.ucunun.ca). YES / NO
Name:
Signature: Date:
Date:
APPENDIX 5: INTERVIEW GUIDE
I. When did you first think that a RCC was needed or that you would be willing to
offer your time at the RCC?
2. When did you become involved with the RCC? How long were you involved?
3. What was your first experieoce with the RCC. i.e. when did you bear about it or
think about being part ofthc RCC? Ifyou were part ofthc cstablishmcnt oflbe
RCC. when did the planning start aDd what ClIO you remember about those first
meetings? Who was involved?
4. What did you do to contribute the RCC? What was your role? What activities did
you take pan in? (phone line, fund~raising. applying for funds, meetings, Take
Back The Night marches?)
5. What were the sborHcrm goals oftbe RCC? What was tbe nain purpose ofIbe
organization? What was the philosophy? Did you also subscnbe to that
philosophy?
6. Did you consider yourselfa feminist then? Was the organization feminist?
7. Can you describe some ofyour experiences as part oflbe RCC? Positive, negative.
most vivid ...?
8. Wbat kind of relationship was established between the Women's Center ao:l the
RCC? Did this cbange over time?
9. What kinds of relationships were established with other groups? \VbIt sorts of
reactions did you get? Other women's groups? Political groups? Conmunity
groups?
10. How did being part of the RCC affect your life at the time? Looking beck, what
was tbe effect of being part ofthat group?
11. Personally: bow did your family aDd friends react to your bcmg part ofw RCC?
How did it affect relationships with family? Work?
12. There are few documents from the carIy days of tile RCC? Why do you think tbaf.
is?
13. Were volunteers recruited? How did you organize yourselves?
14. UDder what CircUlDSWlCeS did you leave the RCC?
15. As a group. what t.rrien did you &cc financially, 9OciaIIy? PenonaUy, willi
barriers did you face being part ofthis organization? Time constraints? Family
obligations? Work respon5ibilities?
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APPENDIX ,: CHRONOLOGICAL IDSTORY OF TIlE Reel
16 November 1972 official date ofstart ofNSWC organization
30 March 1977 visit from Joanie Vance, National coordinator for Natioml
Association ofRape Crisis Centers, gave information about setting
upRCC
4 April 1977 questionofRCC raised at NSWC meeting
?? April 1977 first meeting for those interested in rape crisis
t8 May 1977 Diane Duggan had contacted police re: rape crisis facilities
25 May 1977 miootes DOte time to decide whetber or oot to set. up repe crisis
oem"
8 June 1977 Rape crisis meeting scbeduJed
28 June 1977 RCC meeting
6 July 1977 Rape crisis answering service would be $50.00/month
1 July 1977 (logbook) DiaDe Duggan wrote to other RCCs to gather
information about rape.
13 July 1977 RCC meeting scbc:duk:d: minutes DOte that contact bad heeD made
with police. medical professionals and information gatbem1 about
what to expect
19 July 1977 (logbook) refermce made to a "rape crisis file" kept at the
Women's Center
25 July 1977 (logbook) RCC meeting scheduled
8 August 1977 (logbook) ReC mc:c:ting; five women aneoded
II August 19n (logbook) inquiry from The Eyeni:w: Ickmgn about RCC
lThis infol'lDllion is from the minutes oftbc NSWC, unkss otbcrwise iDdicated aDd
only includes information prior to 1990.
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25 August 1977 (logbook) Thc:re is DOte iodicatiIle u.t. member t.d put
infOrmatioD into the RCC IDe. Originally, it was written, "'put in
Diane's IDe." This W85 scratched out and rcplM:ed with ""pul: to
RCC6le."
26 August 1917 (logbook) Again reference made to "Diane's file."
19 September 1977 Crown prollC'CUtor guest speaker at meeting to speak. about court
procedun:
23 September 1m article ill EveniIlg Telegrw:n on NSWC, 1be Goal Remains
Constant." No mention ofRCC
17 October 1977 (logbook) RCC .meetiog; guest speaker was a police otlX:cr
24 October 1977 (logbook) RCC mecU1g scheduled
3 November 1977 (logbook) ibquiry DOted from rq:JOrter at The EYeDiag Telegnunas
to whether there was a RCC in Sr. John's. Forwarded to Diane
DuggaD
14 November 1917 AGM rq:JOn"'attempts to set up a rape crisis center"
23 November 1977 rape crisis conunittcc established
14 December 1977 lou ofpubticity for rape crisis. Diane Duggan got bcr "first rape
case this morning" Still in DO way ready for a 24-bour Ii:ne
21 December 1f!77 RCC wiI be Iisl:ed sepanaely ill the pboDe book, eva:! thoush wiI
still use the same number as Women's Center
18.1a1Rwy 1978 DiInc DuaPnt:.l ~anotbc:rclicnt who came to the Womcll'S
Cemer. Attended a rape trial She suagested that the Center proleSl
if the victim's cbarKter cootiDues to be anacked..
Paula Wilson. rcgjonal representative ofNational Rape Crisis
Cerccn will meet with Diane: aDd allier interested members Momlay
,,;gIn
2S January 1978 report &om IDCCling with Paula Wilson during which members
reviewed proposal for comnlluHons at the natiooallcvel
I February 1978
I Match 1978
15 M.n:b 1978
22 Man::b 1978
28Marcb 1978
29 March 1978
7 April 1978
II April 1978
12 April 1978
27 April 1978
JOMay 1978
27 May 1978
25 JWIC 1978
13 July 1978
19 July 1978
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DiaDe reported that the RCMP bad coOUCted bet to say tbM they
had reconsidered and will start showing Fred Storaska's film, "How
to say No to a rapist and Survive" in Newfi:nmdlmd
Diane reported that our last rape victim bas ended her need for
assistancearxiisOK
One hundred dollars donated 10 the ROC &om the Avalon Band
Citizen Radio
Article had appeared in Eve:oiDg Telegram, "How Womea's Lib
Promotes Rape." Members decided to send replies from both RCC
and NSWC
(logbook) DiaDe received a call &om the police request.. she go
down to the station and speak 10 a rape victim
(logbook) noted indicate arrangements beiDa u-.de for Diane
Duggan to anend National Conference ofRape Crisis Centers
decided that RCC will approach City CoUDell for funds
(logbook) prepared press release on nIpe laws
(logbook) Rape crisis Center received $1000.00 &om City Council
for a 24-hour crisis line
Noted that mr:mbers should make public: statemeut re; necessary
changes in Criminal Code regarding rape
scheduled nataooal confermce ofrape crisis centers
RCC medina scbcduIed
"'DayofOi:scussion" prompted by tensions within the NSWC md
itsmembets.
Official opening ofthe NSWC Women's Center
Rare Crisis line booked up
Oogbook) RCC meeting scheduled
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28 July t 978 (logbook) RCC ammge to get business cards prGled
2 August 1978 (logbook) m)tC &om 0iaPc Duggm sayiDg tbm '"from DOW aD the
RCC mail wiD be baDdkd separately - in its own mail book..
WboeYer aeu the mail sboWd just put it to one side (in the RCC
mail b&sicet when we get one). lbere is also a logbook for the RCC.
If anything comes up regarding RCC, please make sure it is written
in this book as wen."
RCC mcetioa scheduied
7 August 1978 Bonnie Kreps' fibn about rape shovm at the Women's Center
17 August 1978 (logbook) questioa -tKnll bow the RCC got started. DillIe Duum
.... if...,... mD<mben, ODd <ouId they"~"....
30 August J978 D*Jc repMUd .. c..da Works paM t.d beea tumed doWD
Project ofdocumeming D:nagc:s ofviolcnce againsl women on
magazineCO~
6 September 1978 Diane ao;1 another member invited to speak to resideDl5 and idems
at Janeway hospital about child sexual abuse.
6 September 1978 (logbook) tJeejnning of calls from women in community who want
to volunteer with RCC
9 October 1978 (logbook) "'&!It rap: crisis trainina session IOniPt- Thiruen people
--"Q;ooo-
8 November 1918 Dane DuaPa reported baWlg been interviewed by oz, Q Radio
ODd Ra<fio Noon
20 November 1978 6'"~ AGM lOr NSWC: DiaDe Duggan ga'Ye. report aD the
Rape Crisis ea.cr
14Jamwy 1979 (logbook) DiaD:: wrote., "Do oot bw: the t.cltofliceUDlockcd. J
hope: this is our final request."
26 February 1919 (logbook) RCe meeting
II JUDe 1979 (logbook) RCe meeting
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?? ??? t 919 RCC prescnted at a provincial wodsbop for Guidanc:c Counselors
22 October 1979 ROC rcque:stins to claritY reillioDsbip between the NSWC mil the
RCC. The specific issue ofconcern was wbctbc:r the RCC need to
bring correspondence. -=lion plans ani decisions to the NSWC
exec:utive. 1be RCC does DOt want to divorce from the NSWC but
wants to know what needs 10 be brougbl to the NSWC and wbaI
does DOt. "What must be brought before the executive is DOt day.
to-day busiDess. but the: respoosibilitie oCtile executive iD terms of
time, money, pc:nonne~ news reJeases, public announcements,
requcsls for furtbc:r fimdinB. requests fOr fl:mDisl services, labor,
etc. This wiD be taken back to the Cenl:er aDd discussed."
5 November 1979 the RCC proposed u.t they be af6im:d ta aJloDomDUs. This
means they wiD make moDthty repons OD their operations to the
NSWC. but they will be self-eovan:ille. Agreed thE the ROC was
neither a SWId.mg committee or a projed. oCtile NSWC, aDd tbas:
the two organizatioas are affitiId.ed; the afIiliItion is by the COII5CIJC
ofboth groups. lberefore, the RCC is aulODOIDDUS in its operation.
Agreed RCC sboWd use its own letterbead swioDIry aDd the RCC
filing cabinet should be: k>cked for confidential files. The beck room
wiD be n.dc.vailabk gmeraUy, with the foBowq priorities:
emergencies and counseling, rape crisis center business, other
busiDess. including NSWC. The RCC phone will oaly be answered
by RCC volunteers.
27 November 1979 RCC meeting
14 June 1982 11Re swuner positioos fiUcd with RCC
4 October 1982 Note in minutes of. member Oerested iD 0I'gaIliz:iac Tlike a.dt
the N"1gbt marcb
7 February 1983 RCC pboDe tUm out. Susgestions for bow to rai!Je moDe)' fOr
RCC.
29 August 1983 Rape Crisis Training session set up for Beth IIDd c:o-coordinalor of
Women's Center with Diane Duggan
25 September 1983 Other RCCs -=ross Canada~ (fOr TBTN?). Possibility of
RCC organiz:ing one for St. John's
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6 February 1984 RCC Grant application completed
18 June 1984 Motion carried to suppon member and Diane Duggan to start a
Take Back the Night commHtee and organize a march for lhis year.
2 July 1984 more plans for TBTN noted, plaooed for 21 Sept 1984
8 October 1984 repon that TBTN was a success. with about 140 participating in
very wet conditions
22 April 1985 check into cost ofa portable phone and Answer telephone service
22 July 1985 request from Diane Duggan for a loan of51600. from the SlSWC
to RCC to pay for airfare for 5 members to attend a conference in
PEl. Motion put forth and passed.
5 August 1985 plans for TBTN
3 September 1985 repon that RCC mcmben attended conference and found it \'CrY
beneficial FonnaJ sharing ofinfonnation to follow.
2S September 1985 appears that the 24-hour crisis tiDe is DOt in operation. IDd.ication
that training and money are necessary.
2 December 1985 references to a RC Committee (believe tbis bas been set up between
RCC and NSWC) discussion about the conference in PEl and
proposed a training session outline
24 May 1986 Possibility ofa 24-bour line. Coordinator Co coJJt.Ew;t Diane Duggan
and request her presence at next NSWC meeting
27 July 1986 RCC will meet to discuss possibility ofusing an answering mac:bine
29 September 1986 Training for RCC volunteers will begin the sccoDd week ill October
The answaing macbioe bas been booked up and gives the Womeu's
center number. NSWC Womcn'sCeDter staffwi1J answerpbone
between 9:00 8.m. and 5:00 p.ol.
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I Deccmbc:r 1986 meet.iaa with RCC about when Trainio& would sIart. lDIervicws will
happen between Jaooary I aDd January Is-". 19811111d trU1in&
would ..,,)...-y 14 or J-...ry 21. 1987. M.y Doyte said u-
the Evmin& Telegram bill was paid and she and Diane would cbec.k
into tbemix-up.
S January 1987 Rape: Crisis TraiDiDg to start Jm IS. ADDe DoIIoVIIII requesas
vo!unteen to help organise the: interviews ofapp1X:ants and set up
thetraiDiDc prognm1. Next~ (ofNSWC) will beOllJa19.
The topic wiD be Rape Crisis Centre Trainin&. or ifnot, • Ietter-
writiDa workshop.
27 January 1987 Anne Dooovan frustrated with RCC TrainiDs. feets she is doiDe
most orlhe work. Note tbat they still owe the NSWC $1500.00
Motion to strike a conwnittcc for rape crisis IIDd take over the
responsibilities. There is unanimous approval 'There will be a lunch
medina at the WOrneD'S Centre coocemiDg rape crisis on Feb 2
with Diane Duggan, if she agrees to it.
9 February 1987 lq'Ort &om a tnI:'ttinc between 4 mC'f"1bers oftbc NSWC aDd three
members of the RCC. Training dates determined. $ISOO loaned to
RCC. Diane said it was~ to 8nOtber worDeD'S caJU'e but
refused to divulge the amount loaned or to wMm.. Rc: mooey from
TBTN. NSWC asked for receipts aDd they would tHe olfSSOO
&om amount owing.. Diane thinks there is about S750 ranainina.
Refemx:e to a private meetmg that was very emotional.
2 March 1987
NSWC haW' eslabtisbed. "Colmlittc:c:.. m.a wiD IDICCt with the
RCC cormDttee. This group appears to be a liaison between the
two orpnisatioDS. NSWC~ asked to be pat oftbe
Rape Crisis Centre. bur at another subsequent meeting (oftbc RCC
only'!) 11 was decided that this would not be acceptable.
CorTeSpODderK:e pIamed: to send a 1etter askiIle for moDtY owed
and also to detaiJ the position oftbe NSWC regarding iDlerviews
for trainees, which the NSWC opposes.
Diane JJuapt supplied the Steering Cormnittee with a pICkage
re:conccms with NSWC and RCC liaison. NSWC feels thai the
needs of women ill community are DOt being met. Motion ID8de to
set up NSWC 24 hour rape crisis service
16 Marcb 1987
30Marcb 1987
28 April 1987
8 June 1987
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AnDe D. reported back. and suggested we tty a mediator to work
out the problems between RCC and NSWC. Ann Escott will write a
letter to the RCC.
Read Diane's reply to last letter sent. Several women are going to
metl to draft a letter
motion that a "=tter be sent to RCC staling that photocopying costs
IJ1IIS1 be paid by RCC due to cutbacks. Decision made that the Rape
Crisis situation needed to be fully discussed at a separate meeting
and the tioaI decisiom about the RCC be made soon and discussed
attlleAGM
There is still DO 24-boW' line. Discussion of level ofinvoMmem of
social work students to Rape Clisis Committee. There is no reason
why two services cannot exist and sociJa work students will collcct
information re: Slats, and training programs. The Rape Crisis
Committee will be here to carry it through
(Logbook.) First meeting oftile Sexual Assauh VotwneerGroup
took place and 5 women attended.
3 August 1987 RCC 24-bour line is being instaUcd Ibis week.. Diane: is looking for
volwrteers for Take Back. the Night
17 August 1987 the 24-hour crisis line is insta1Jed. We 00 longer answer the crisis
line during office hours. They have an answering service.
31 August 1987 Diane Duggan bad not responded 10 a letter. The 24-bour crisis line
bas an answering service, there is always someone available.
Trainees are sitting in on counselling sessioQS. When trainees feel
ready to answer calls they will be on lheir own. There are 8-10
women who are answering calls.
13 October 1987 the possibility ofa liaison person with RCC was discussed.
27 October 1987 Staffreport: mel with members ofRCC aDd liaison. Discus:sjon
about ro~ ofliaison as a way 10 share infotmlllion. Noted that
NSWC are totally sepanI1e from the RCC. Get RCC in front of
phone book. Jackie asked for a copy of their constinnion.
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24 November 1987 change in liaison person
2 February 1988 (noted for next meeting) issue ofnape crisis files and a room for
meetings and counselling
16 February 1988 the relationship between NSWC and RCC discussed. Decided there
was DO room for RCC workers to meet clients duimg the day.
Discussed alternative places for RCC.
I March 1988 No further COmmunicataoD with RCC rc: ahemate splICe. Liaison
DOt present at meeting
7 June 1988 RCC bad first one bour and ten minutes ofIIlCCling. Outliocd thai:
there were students at RCC who had DO space to work, and request
thai: the NSWC make space for them at women's Centre. Steemg
Colmlittee decided 10 let the staff at Women's Centre make that
decision
21 JUDe 1988 RCC decided that it did DOt WIlDt to engage in a committee
consisting ofmembers ofboth NSWC and RCC at that time. but
wouJd reconsider it in the filll. Decision came back ti'om stafftbat
they were already strained beyond capacity. NSWC memebr will
help RCC find other space.
13 September 1988 rcf'ereoccsto TBTN. NSWC will not be able to make a donation
but are participating
11 October 1988 Ree. Iris Kirby House listed as groups that might support the
NSWC's fight for more funding
DO date Annual report from RCC
I February 1989 RCC bas asked for a loan of$300 to pay phone bilL otherwise their
phone will be cut of[ They have promised to pay it back by Mard1
31. Approved.
27 April 1989 dcathofDiane Duggan
30 May 1989 Each committee member asked to chair a cotmlittcc. Pat BaIsom
willcbairRCC
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27 June 1989 members ofRce exhausted. The answering service bas been cut
00: Jackie will answer the phone from 9:00· 5:00. There will be DO
24-hour service. Suggested that the RCC get an amwering IIBCbiDe
to answer calls after boW'S. Also that she call a meeting of
interested peop~ to help out with tbc tiDe until another trainmg
program could be run in the Fall
11 July J989 Pam Thomas will chair TBTN Committee. Rcprnemative from
Women's Centre will be Jaclcic: B. The Centre will be using a pager
instead of AnswerTelepbonc: so that after bours the answering
machine will tell people to call the pager. This is mucb cheaper and
will elimiDatc the need for people 10 stay at bome oear the pbooc. A
new volunteer program will be starting in the fiill. Volunteers
should be ready to start the Iioes Jan I. Application funm for the
training program will be available at the Women's Centre
25 July 1989 RCC now using a beeper system and have 14 volunteer counsellors
8 August 1989 next newsletter will have an excerpt from Diane joumal. There are
20-24 people interested in training. TBTN shirts are available for
$15.00 and Masonic temple has been booked for a party after the
""",h
18 Sqltcmbet 1989 reported that TBTN Committee bad managed to make some moocy
for next year's march. The training program will be on Wednesday
nights at the Centre and will probably take 10-12 weeks. There are
6-9 women interested in taking the course
17 October 1989 Training program is weD underway. Also stated there is an excellent
possibility offuoding from medical students
27 November 1989 the Rape Crisis Centre bad received $13 000.00 proceeds from
medical students' Mome Cark> night




